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ABSTRACT 
Nikolai Karlovich Medtner (1880-1951) was a Russian composer, pianist 
and pedagogue. While active during the period of Modernism, he was one of the 
last descendants of the nineteenth-century tradition. Without a doubt, Medtner 
was considered one of the most brilliant successors of the Russian piano school, 
though his compositions did not particularly bring him a great deal of popularity 
in his time. Nonetheless, his unique style of writing has always attracted a small 
circle of musicians and admirers, and more recently, there has been a remarkable 
resurgence of interest in Medtner’s music. In the 2000s, several recent 
prizewinners of the International Tchaikovsky Competition – Daniil Trifonov, 
Dmitry Masleev, and Lucas Debargue – have shown their special interest in 
Medtner’s music, and this has drawn public attention to Medtner’s major piano 
works. 
However, discussions regarding performance practice and interpretation 
		 vii 
in playing Medtner have only recently begun. Although dissertations focused on 
Medtner’s music began to appear in the 1960s, primary sources have been 
examined by only a limited number of scholars, due to geographic and linguistic 
barriers. 
This dissertation aims to formulate and answer performance practice 
issues to develop a practical approach to learning and performing Medtner’s 
piano compositions. Since the primary sources related to op. 38 are 
comparatively abundant, and the work contains several pieces of contrasting 
character, Forgotten Melodies can serve as a good model for developing an 
informed approach to interpreting Medtner’s piano music. 
Analyses of three major types of material are provided to trace the 
chronological development of ideas in op. 38: sound recordings of Medtner’s 
own playing; written records by the composer and his student; and the score 
Medtner had on which he noted down his ideas. In addition to Medtner’s 
publication The Muse and the Fashion, unpublished diaries and essays found at the 
Medtner Archive (‘Fond Metnera’) of the Glinka National Museum of Musical 
Culture (Moscow, Russia) have also been examined.  
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Introduction 
Nikolai Karlovich Medtner (1880-1951) was a Russian composer, pianist 
and pedagogue. Born in Moscow in 1880, Medtner studied and taught at the 
Moscow Conservatory until he left his homeland in 1921. He later lived in 
Germany and France, and settled in the UK in 1935, where his music was most 
appreciated. While active during the period of Modernism, he was one of the last 
descendants of the nineteenth century tradition, and accordingly eschewed the 
radical changes and artistic innovation of that era. As a composer-pianist, he 
wrote a significant number of compositions, mainly for the piano, largely with 
the idea of performing them himself. However, Medtner’s adherence to tradition 
did not result from a lack of originality. Rather, he forged his own ideal of music 
and art rooted in tradition, and realized it in his works by following his own 
inner ear. Without a doubt, Medtner was considered one of the most brilliant 
successors of the Russian piano school, though his compositions did not 
particularly bring him a great deal of popularity in his time. Nonetheless, his 
unique style of writing and sublime aspirations, revealed in his philosophy of 
music, have always attracted a small circle of musicians, and those ardent 
advocates have played a key role in Medtner scholarship. 
There has been a remarkable resurgence of interest in Medtner’s music in 
		
2 
recent times. In the 1950s, Emil Gilels was one of the first to bring Medtner’s 
music back to the stage after Stalin’s death, while Sviatoslav Richter and 
Vladimir Horowitz, although not actively engaged in promoting Medtner’s 
music, also contributed to his wider recognition. After Medtner’s death, the 
British pianist Hamish Milne first offered a broad survey of Medtner’s piano 
music in the 1970s, and more recently, Marc-André Hamelin and Boris 
Berezovsky have played leading roles in the current revival since the 1990s by 
producing a large number of Medtner recordings and sponsoring 
commemorative events. In the 2000s, several recent prizewinners of the 
International Tchaikovsky Competition – Daniil Trifonov (1st prize in 2011), 
Dmitry Masleev (1st prize in 2015), and Lucas Debargue (4th prize in 2015) – have 
shown a special interest in Medtner’s music, and this has drawn public attention 
to Medtner’s major piano works.  
However, discussions regarding performance practice and interpretation 
in playing Medtner have only recently begun. Although dissertations focused on 
Medtner’s music began to appear in the 1960s, primary sources have been 
examined by only a limited number of scholars, due to geographic and linguistic 
barriers. The principal archives of Nikolai Medtner are found in Moscow (‘Fond 
Metnera’ [Medtner Archive] at the Glinka National Museum of Musical Culture) 
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and London (‘Edna Iles’s Medtner Collection [EIMC]’ at the British Library). The 
Medtner Archive houses the largest collection of original manuscripts of 
Medtner’s music and essays, and the EIMC also provides important primary 
sources related to Medtner’s pedagogy.  
In this context, the research aims of this dissertation are to formulate and 
answer performance practice issues in order to develop a practical approach to 
learning and performing Medtner’s piano compositions. Since the primary 
sources related to op. 38, Forgotten Melodies, are comparatively abundant, and the 
work contains several pieces of contrasting character, it can serve as a good 
model for developing an informed approach to interpreting Medtner’s piano 
music. As a set of eight pieces including a one-movement Sonata, Forgotten 
Melodies exemplifies Medtner’s specific interest in formal structure reinforced by 
unifying devices as well as a characteristic harmonic language and rich textures 
built on motivic developments. Along with a detailed analysis of the music, three 
major types of material have been examined to inform the discussion of 
Medtner’s pianism and the interpretation of op. 38: sound recordings of 
Medtner’s own playing; written records by the composer and his student; and 
the score Medtner had on which he noted down his ideas. In addition to 
Medtner’s own publication about his musical thought, such as The Muse and the 
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Fashion, unpublished diaries and essays stored at the Medtner Archive at the 
Glinka Museum have also been examined.  
 
Literature review  
The Muse and the Fashion articulates Medtner’s artistic and philosophical 
credo. Written originally in Russian and titled Muza i Moda, it was published in 
1935 by Tair, the Paris publishing house owned by Sergei Rachmaninoff.1 Later, 
Alfred Swan’s English translation was published in 1951.2 In the title, the ‘Muse’ 
implies the eternal and immutable laws underlying the art of music that Medtner 
sought, and the ‘Fashion’ the rather arbitrary rules of the contemporary arts of 
his day.	This book is accordingly comprised of two parts. In the first part, 
Medtner provided his own definition of the ‘laws’ of art and the fundamental 
elements of music. The second part discusses a broader range of topics, notably 
modernism, as termed ‘the Fashion’.  Medtner voiced strong opposition towards 
the prevalent avant-garde spirit of his time. A staunch traditionalist, his critique 
seems outdated today. However, his rejection of current fashion is best 
understood as his way of realizing the existence of order within the nature of art. 
																																																								
1 Nikolai Medtner, Muza i Moda (Paris: TAIR, 1935; reprinted by YMCA-PRESS, 1978). 
2 Nikolai Medtner, The Muse and the Fashion: Being a Defense of the Foundations of the Art of 
Music, trans. Alfred J. Swan (Haverford, PA: Haverford College Bookstore, 1951). 
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The aesthetic approach of The Muse and the Fashion casts Medtner as a truth 
seeker, as reflected in the themes of his music and compositional process. 
Medtner’s notes on piano playing, practicing, and composition formed the 
content of another book, The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer. Published in 
Moscow in 1963, it is a collection of Medtner’s diaries and notes as compiled and 
categorized by Maria Gurvich and Leopold Lukomsky, who studied with 
Medtner at the Moscow Conservatory. 3 Medtner’s wife Anna made this 
publication possible on her return to Moscow in 1958, having brought back his 
manuscripts and literary works. This collection also became the foundation of the 
Medtner Archive at the Glinka Museum of Musical Culture. These personal 
journals were not intended for publication, and thus some of the expressions 
within require a degree of interpretation. Nonetheless, the book conveys a 
valuable assortment of insights into Medtner’s mindful approach.  
These notes demonstrate careful consideration at each stage of practice 
and a focus on different aspects of performance, including basic skills in piano 
playing, the principles and methods of practice, and technical and musical details 
regarding specific pieces. The appendix offers exercises written by Medtner; the 
figurations and patterns used in these exercises have utility not only for 																																																								
3 Nikolai Medtner, The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer, ed. M. Gurvich and L. Lukomsky 
(Moscow: State Music Publishers, 1963). 
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developing specific techniques, but also as instruction for playing Medtner’s own 
works. While requiring careful reading, The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer 
is thus one of the most important sources in a discussion of Medtnerian 
performance practice. An English translation of this book is available in Liudmila 
Bondar’s thesis.4  
Following The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer, a publication by 
Yelena Dolinskaya in 1966 contributed to the rehabilitation of Medtner’s music in 
Soviet Russia.5 Her monograph contains a biography, as well as musical analyses 
organized by genre. Much later, in 2013, Dolinskaya published a revised and 
enlarged edition, including an additional chapter elucidating seemingly separate 
yet interrelated facets of Medtner as philosopher, composer-pianist, and 
pedagogue.6 More importantly, this new edition accentuates the importance of 
the notes recorded by Edna Iles, the last pupil of Medtner during his London 
period.7  
In 1973, Zarui Apetyan published a compilation of Medtner’s letters.8  The 
																																																								
4 Liudmila Bondar, “Nicolas Medtner: Composer, Pianist, and Teacher (Translation of Medtner's 
Notes Compiled into a Book, ‘The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer’ by M. Gurvich and 
L. Lukomsky, with an introduction by his student, P. Vasiliev)” (Master thesis, Michigan State 
University, 2003). 
5 Yelena Dolinskaya, Nikolai Metner: Monograficheskiy ocherk (Moscow: Muzika, 1966). 
6 Yelena Dolinskaya, Nikolai Metner (Moscow: Muzika/Jurgenson, 2013). 
7 Ibid., 227. 
8 Zarui Apetyan, ed., N. K. Metner: Pisma [Letters] (Moscow: Soviet Composer, 1973). 
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collection contains three hundred and ninety letters written to his family, friends 
and colleagues, catalogued by date. These letters not only illuminate Medtner’s 
opinions of his own works and his own creative process, but also provide 
important biographical information, serving as the basis for later publications. 
The majority of the transcriptions are based on the letters from the Medtner 
Archive of the Glinka Museum, along with other archives and libraries in 
Moscow. This volume also includes thirty letters written by Rachmaninoff to 
Medtner, revealing the uniquely intimate relationship between the two artists. 
Some of these are transcribed from materials stored at the Library of Congress in 
Washington, D.C. 
Barrie Martyn’s biography, Nicolas Medtner: His Life and Music, stands	as 
one of few published biographies originally written in English.9 Each chapter 
presents biographical information first, followed by commentaries on each 
composition written during the same period.	In the commentary, all works are 
chronologically ordered by opus numbers, and relevant information on the 
works is provided, including the motives for composition, the dates of premieres, 
and brief theoretical explanations.  
In 1995, Christoph Flamm published the results of his extensive research 																																																								
9 Barrie Martyn, Nicolas Medtner: His Life and Music (Aldershot, Scolar Press, 1995). 
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at the Medtner Archive of the Glinka Museum.10 Written in German, the 
significance of this book lies in the fact that previously unpublished materials of 
the archive were now included, namely letters and a list of Medtner’s concert 
performances, along with their dates and programs. In the first section, ‘Studies’, 
the author concentrates on Medtner’s aesthetic approach and the literary 
inspiration in his vocal works. The second section, ‘Materials’, comprises the list 
of Medtner’s published and unpublished works, along with commentaries that 
introduce related archival and secondary sources for each work. The typically 
unobtainable Russian and Soviet reviews and essays on Medtner written 
between 1903 and 1927 are also included. 
Alexander Karpeyev’s doctoral dissertation, published in 2014, opened a 
new door in the area of Medtner performance practice.11 Based on the ‘Notes on 
the Interpretation of Medtner’s Works’ written by Edna Iles, the core of the ‘Edna 
Iles’s Medtner Collection’ (EIMC) of the British Library in London, Karpeyev 
attempted to formulate a systematic approach to the interpretation of Medtner’s 
piano works. This study provides the complete transcriptions of Iles’s notes in 
																																																								
10 Christoph Flamm, Der Russische Komponist Nicolaj Medtner. Studien und Materialien (Berlin: Ernst 
Kuhn Verlag, 1995). 
11 Alexander Karpeyev, “New light on Nikolay Medtner as Pianist and Teacher” (DMA diss., City 
University London, 2014). 
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appendices, which directly conveys Medtner’s pedagogical writings, including 
detailed comments on his works and piano techniques.   
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CHAPTER 1 
Reception History of Medtner and His Music 
Biography 
Nikolai Medtner was born in Moscow in 1880 into a family with a deep 
appreciation of art and literature. His ancestors, originally from Denmark, 
moved to Schleswig-Holstein, the northernmost German region bordering 
Denmark, and then to Estonia. Nikolai’s grandfather, Pyotr Medtner, finally 
settled in Moscow. Nikolai inherited the tradition of art from both sides of his 
family. His great-grandfather on the maternal side, Friedrich Gebhard, may have 
met Goethe in person and certainly was a Goethe worshipper.12 Nikolai’s father 
Karl Medtner, a well-educated factory manager, was also a fervent admirer of 
Goethe and valued Russian literature as well. This love of literature and 
intellectual pursuits strongly influenced Medtner, and the works of Goethe 
became one of the biggest literary influences on Medtner’s songs. Especially on 
his mother’s side, there were several generations of musicians, including the 
aforementioned Friedrich Gebhard. Nikolai’s maternal grandfather, Karl 
Goedicke, was a well-known conductor and an occasional composer, and was a 
friend of Irish composer John Field, who was active in St. Petersburg at the time. 																																																								
12 Martyn, 1. 
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Nikolai began piano lessons with his mother at the age of six, and continued 
with his uncle Fyodor Geodicke, who was a professor at the Moscow 
Conservatory.  
Nikolai entered the Moscow Conservatory in 1892 as a piano major. 
During his time in the junior division, Medtner studied piano with Anatoly Galli, 
a pupil of Nikolai Zverev who had also taught Rachmaninoff and Scriabin, and 
took theory classes run by Nikolai Kashkin and Anton Arensky. Medtner entered 
the senior department in 1894, studying with Paul Pabst, a German-born pupil of 
Liszt, whose teaching was particularly successful for Nikolai. Due to the sudden 
death of Pabst, Medtner briefly studied with Vasily Sapelnikov, and then with 
Vasily Safonov, his last and most influential teacher. While Medtner was largely 
self-taught for composition, Sergei Taneyev’s classical composition techniques, 
including counterpoint as his specialized field of study, greatly influenced 
Medtner’s composition. Taneyev was the leader of the ‘conservatives’ in Moscow 
of his time, as opposed to the ‘modernists’, and also stood against the Russian 
Five, the nationalistic group based in St. Petersburg.13 Medtner did not exactly 
belong to this group of Tanayev’s; however, the intellectual approach and 
musical style of Taneyev, more rooted in the Western European tradition, was 																																																								
13 Victor Seroff, Rachmaninoff (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1950), 165. 
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similar to that of Medtner.   
Upon his graduation in 1900, Medtner was awarded the Gold Medal, the 
institution’s highest award, and at the Third International Anton Rubinstein 
Competition, held in Vienna in the same year, he earned the First Honorable 
Mention. Disappointed about the results of the competition to some extent, and 
eager to realize his true desire, Medtner decided to pursue a career as a composer, 
giving up a potentially rewarding career as a travelling virtuoso. However, this 
decision did not imply a wish to abandon his concert performances completely, 
and his reputation as a pianist paved the way to his appointment to a 
professorship at the Moscow Conservatory. One of the prestigious engagements 
in this period was a performance of Tchaikovsky’s First Concerto with Artur 
Nikisch in 1902. For his very first appearance abroad, Medtner had performed 
the same piece with the composer conducting in Hamburg in 1888, from which 
he achieved overnight fame.14 However, the highlight of his early concert career 
was associated with Serge Koussevitzky. The conductor invited Medtner as a 
soloist for Beethoven’s Fourth Concerto, and they performed it several times in 
Moscow and St. Petersburg between 1910 and 1919.15 Medtner became known for 
																																																								
14 Martyn, 7. 
15 Koussevitzky and his orchestra toured along the Volga River and performed many new works 
in 1910, 1912, and 1914. Following the 1917 Russian Revolution, he accepted an offer to conduct 
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this concerto, and his own cadenza exhibited the characteristics of his 
compositional style, more concerned with motivic ideas rather than mere 
virtuosity.16 The pair also performed Medtner’s own First Concerto later, and 
Medtner appeared with his violin pieces and songs at Koussevitzky’s chamber 
music concert series. Besides the concerto engagements, Medtner gave solo 
recitals to showcase his compositions, mostly in Russia. Before World War I, 
Medtner also appeared in concerts in Berlin, Dresden, and Leipzig.    
While restricting his time for teaching in order to devote himself mainly to 
composition, Medtner in 1902 began teaching at both the Elizavetinsky Women’s 
Institute, as well as a private music school in Moscow led by Leo Conus. In 1909, 
Medtner joined the Moscow Conservatory as a piano professor. Unlike other 
professors at the conservatory, Medtner maintained a very small number of 
students, only up to ten, and occasionally took years off, declining contract 
renewals to focus on composition. In 1914-1919, when the war between Russia 
and Germany broke out, followed by the Russian revolution, Medtner resumed 
his work at the conservatory to secure his Russian citizenship and his exemption 
																																																																																																																																																																					
the State Philharmonic Orchestra of Petrograd. Medtner’s performances with Koussevitzky were 
most evidently involved with these two orchestras. José Bowen, “Koussevitzky, Sergey,” Grove 
Music Online. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.15431 (accessed March 31, 2018). 
16 Medtner’s cadenza was first published by The Russian Musical Press in 1911. The complete 
edition also includes it in the second volume.  
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from military service.17 Although Medtner only taught for a brief period of time 
at the conservatory, he was one of the most popular teachers there. Medtner’s 
studio was regarded as one of the hardest ones to be accepted to due to the 
limited number that he chose. As a teacher, Medtner encouraged his students to 
develop fundamental skills, and interestingly, he did not assign his own 
compositions to his piano students.18 The three cycles of Forgotten Melodies, opp. 
38-40, the focus of this study, were the last compositions written in Medtner’s 
Russian period. 
Medtner married Anna Bratenshi in 1918. They left Russia together in 
1921	because of Russia's difficult economic situation after the civil war.19 
However, Medtner did not plan to leave his homeland forever, and he expected 
to return soon. Given his family background, Medtner was eligible for an 
Estonian passport, which helped in authorizing their German visas.20 Medtner 
spent about two years in Germany until embarking on his first concert tour in the 
United States in 1924-25. Following this successful US tour, Medtner settled in 
France in 1925, and lived there for the next ten years. While based in France, 
																																																								
17 Martyn, 112. 
18 Richard Holt, ed., Nicolas Medtner: A Tribute to his Art and Personality (London: Dobson, 1955), 
100.  
19 Dolinskaya, 49. 
20 Martyn, 144. 
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Medtner undertook a series of further concert tours: a tour in the Soviet Union in 
1927 over four months, the composer’s last visit to his native country; the second 
US and Canada tour in 1929-1930; England tours in 1928 and 1931; and a brief 
tour of Latvia and Estonia in 1932. A second Russian tour originally planned for 
a month at the end of 1933 could not be realized due to a visa refusal by the 
Soviet government. The positive results of these concert tours abroad were that 
they helped the Medtners to meet financial demands to some extent, and they 
provided Medtner opportunities to develop lifelong friendships with Sergei 
Rachmaninoff, Alfred Swan, Alfred Laliberté, Marcel Dupré, and Edna Iles. 
However, as a composer, Medtner could not establish himself in Berlin nor in 
Paris. In addition to the failure of his plan to return home, the scarce concert 
engagements that he could arrange there, and the artistic culture of Berlin and 
Paris deeply discouraged the composer. Medtner could not imagine himself 
fitting into the commercialized environment of the US either. Despite these 
circumstances, his treatise The Muse and the Fashion, published in 1934, reaffirmed 
his determination to stay firm in his belief of music and art. Medtner published 
opp. 41-55 in this nomadic period of 1921-1935.      
In 1935 Medtner moved to England, where his music was most 
appreciated. More frequent concert engagements, radio broadcasts and teaching 
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increased his income. Although the hardships of life continued – the death of his 
brother Emil, who influenced Nikolai’s philosophic views and had been his most 
important supporter; the outbreak of the Second World War; and Medtner’s own 
ill health – Medtner kept working diligently until the last moment.  
During the wartime, Medtner survived with the help of his student Edna 
Iles and her family. The Ileses offered accommodation to the composer, and the 
two families lived together in Wythall in south Birmingham, moving later to 
Wootton Wawen of Warwickshire.21 During this period, Edna Iles had frequent 
lessons on Medtner’s compositions, from which she thoroughly learned and 
internalized Medtner’s pianism and his own interpretations. In return, Iles 
taught her teacher English and translated the texts of his songs into English. The 
collaboration between Medtner and Iles resulted in a piece for two pianos, op. 58, 
no. 1, dedicated to Iles.22 
In 1946 Jaya Chamaraja Wadiyar, the Maharaja (ruler) of Mysore, a 
kingdom in southern India, founded a ‘Nicolas Medtner Society’ and funded a 
recording project of Medtner’s music. According to Anna’s remarks, the project 
gave Medtner new life and energy.23 To express his gratitude, Medtner dedicated 
																																																								
21 Martyn, 237. 
22 Karpeyev, 24. 
23 Apetyan, 38 quoted in Martyn, 248. 
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the monumental Third Concerto, op. 60, to the Maharaja. As the society’s project, 
Medtner recorded the First Violin Sonata, op. 21, Sonata-Ballade, op. 27, Canzona 
matinata and Sonata tragica, op. 39, Sonata-Vocalise, op. 41, all three piano 
concertos, and the Piano Quintet, with a number of songs and Tales.24 In spite of 
renewed energy and an artistically stimulating environment given to the 
composer at last, Medtner’s health continued to weaken from a serious heart 
disease during the years 1950-51. In a serene and grateful spirit, according to his 
wife’s words, Nikolai Medtner died on November 13, 1951 in Golders Green, 
near London, and was buried in the local cemetery at Hendon. Medtner left 
fourteen piano sonatas, more than thirty Tales, three cycles of Forgotten Melodies, 
other piano compositions in smaller forms such as improvisations, dithyrambs, 
and novellas, and three piano concertos. He also wrote more than a hundred 
songs on Russian and German texts, three sonatas for violin and piano, and one 
piano quintet.  	
Activities and reception during his lifetime          
Despite all of this activity, Medtner remained somewhat obscure and 
never attained a fame tantamount to his close friend, Rachmaninoff; the 
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greatness of his music and his extraordinary talents as a pianist were recognized 
by a smaller circle. As a creative artist, Medtner hoped his compositions would 
be heard more, but he had never been interested in pleasing the public by 
pursuing the trends of the time. He showed a deep antipathy to the business 
matters that can make artists separate their intention from their art. 25  
In most cases, Medtner performed his own compositions. He had 
appeared at major concert venues in Russia and European countries as a soloist 
for the performance of his concertos and for solo recitals. Medtner also 
collaborated with internationally renowned singers and violinists, such as 
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Nina Koshetz, Tatiana Makushina, and Arthur Catterall. 
Those collaborations did not always result in the artistic satisfaction the 
composer expected; however, some of the musicians he worked with provided 
further opportunities for concert engagements. He had always been in financial 
difficulties throughout his whole life, and his ability to keep concertizing 
depended more or less on social, political and personal situations. Medtner 
experienced another hardship with regard to publishing. He was not rewarded 
well financially by publishers, and sometimes had been encouraged to write 
easier pieces for wider circulation that would bring more recognition and profit.  																																																								
25 Martyn, 173. 
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Russia 
Medtner always identified himself as Russian, and missed the 
sympathetic audience of his homeland while he was abroad. He started his 
career as one of the most promising pianists of the time, and the Moscow 
audience valued his music as well. Earlier in his student years, his teacher 
Taneyev remarked that Medtner was born with sonata form.26 The fact that 
Medtner had won two Glinka prizes in 1912 and 1916 for the three collections of 
Goethe songs and his contribution to piano literature, especially in the sonata 
genre (opp. 25 and 27), also proves his considerable stature as a composer in his 
native country.  
The Russian critics were divided over Medtner’s music. Especially in St. 
Petersburg, Medtner’s music was rarely performed, and the composer could not 
attain favorable reviews. In an article written in 1913, Vyacheslav Karatygin, one 
of the St. Petersburg critics, descried Medtner as a typical Russian German and a 
native Brahmsian, an opinion with which Medtner himself did not agree. In the 
musical circles of St. Petersburg, the critics were opposed to ‘orthodox 
Germanism’, and a tacit regional tension between Moscow and St. Petersburg 
existed. The St. Petersburg critics admitted Medtner’s talent to a degree, but what 																																																								
26 Martyn, 26. 
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they found in Medtner’s music was exceptional dryness and rigidity.27 
Meanwhile, the conservative Moscow musicians allied themselves with Medtner. 
Nikolai Myaskovsky wrote an article in response to Karatygin’s review. He 
explained that dissatisfaction with Medtner’s music could result from the 
absence of pictorial qualities in it, and he likened Medtner to a draughtsman. He 
considered Medtner to be a composer possessing first-rank talent, and Medtner’s 
musical language as having spiritual strength, which is not understood by 
everyone.28 Alexander Goldenweiser, one of the life-long devotees of Medtner’s 
music, linked Medtner with his great German classical predecessors on the 
occasion of the first performance of the first concerto, op. 33.29  
The concert tour in 1927 was remarkably successful. Medtner presented 
newly composed works to Russian audience in thirteen concerts and recitals. A 
tribute signed by a hundred and eleven Moscow composers was presented at the 
opening solo recital at the Great Hall of the Moscow Conservatory, which 
demonstrates their admiration and ardent support.30 Nevertheless, Medtner 
could not return to Moscow again, and the government of the Soviet Union 
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28 Ibid., 99-100. 
29 Ibid., 120. 
30 Holt, 233-4. 
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censored his music in the 1930s and 40s for political reasons.31 This governmental 
action was probably caused by the disapproval of the regime that Medtner 
showed during his visit in 1927.  
Germany 
Despite Medtner’s deep interest in the German traditions for both music 
and literature, having German ancestry, he struggled in contemporary Germany 
due to an artistic and cultural climate predisposed to progressive Modernism. 
Early in his career, Medtner gave concerts in Berlin, Leipzig, and Dresden, 
including a collaboration with Koussevitzky as a double bass virtuoso at that 
time. In the 1920s, the concert agency Wolff and Sachs arranged recitals for 
Medtner at the Beethoven-Saal, and Zimmerman, the Leipzig-based publisher, 
had accepted Forgotten Melodies for publication. However, Medtner continually 
struggled to get engagements in Germany, and he got only unenthusiastic 
responses from critics in general. For example, on the premiere of op. 14 in 
Leipzig by the composer, the critics only praised him as a great pianist, but were 
not generally enthusiastic about his music. Walter Niemean did write in his 
review that “for inventiveness of rhythm and complexity of texture [Medtner] is 
unequalled in his own way. And in this respect he excels even his contemporary 																																																								
31 Karpeyev, 2. 
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Scriabin.”32 On the other hand, though, some critiques pointed out a great 
number of dissonances, harsh harmonies, and multitude of rhythmic 
peculiarities to be found in Medtner’s music.33 In his relatively successful concert 
season in 1922 in Berlin, Medtner gave an all-Medtner recital and also performed 
his concerto, violin sonata, and songs. Beethoven and Scarlatti sonatas were 
occasionally included. The hall was full, but the Berlin critics were unimpressed. 
Erich Urban wrote in the Berliner Zeitung that “the Forgotten Melodies would 
quickly be forgotten”.34 Meanwhile, the Welte-Mignon Company invited 
Medtner to make piano rolls in Freiburg, and this brought financial relief to the 
composer.35 
France 
In France, Marcel Dupré, an organist-composer, introduced Medtner to 
the musical elite of Paris. Medtner appeared as pianist at Salle Érard, Salle 
Gaveau, and the École Normale with his solo piano pieces, songs, and Beethoven 
works. Dupré also arranged a performance of Beethoven’s Fourth Concerto at a 
Colonne concert conducted by Paul Paray. This concert was well received. Along 
with Dupré’s efforts, The Russian Musical Society played a large role in 																																																								
32 Martyn, 58. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid., 149. 
35 Ibid. 
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establishing Medtner’s career in Paris. They organized the concerts at the École 
Normale, and some favorable articles appeared even before the concert, which 
was very rare for the composer.36 Compared to his experiences in Germany, these 
concerts were successful, but they did not result in further engagements. His 
book The Muse and the Fashion went unnoticed as well.  
U.S. 
It was Rachmaninoff who persuaded Steinway to invite Medtner to the 
United States, and he even negotiated a contract with the piano roll company, 
Duo-Art. Mrs. Edith McCormic, a daughter of the Rockefeller family, liaised with 
Rachmaninoff and Steinway in finding a concert manager. With the 
Rachmaninoff family’s active support, Rachmaninoff’s own manager, Arthur 
Judson, also became involved. He was the country’s most important impresario 
of his time, having launched the American careers of Heifetz, Cortot, and 
Horowitz.37	
In general, the American audience and reviews were enthusiastic about 
Medtner’s performances. Medtner performed his First Concerto at the Academy 
of Music in Philadelphia, and in New York, Chicago, and Cincinnati. In New 
York, he performed Beethoven’s Fourth Concerto and gave a solo recital at the 																																																								
36 Martyn, 211. 
37 Martyn, 168. 
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Town Hall with a program including the Chopin Fantasy in F minor, two 
Scarlatti sonatas, Beethoven’s Appassionata sonata, six of the Tales, and three 
pieces from Forgotten Melodies. Among the reviews, The Musical Courier was 
particularly enthusiastic about Medtner’s own compositions.38  
The very first concert entirely devoted to Medtner’s compositions was an 
Aeolian Hall recital with the soprano, Elizabeth Santagano. The composer 
performed the last of the Sonata-Triade and twelve songs. Olin Downes’s article in 
the New York Times expressed great enthusiasm for both his compositions and 
his performance.39 An article by Henry Gerstlé described Medtner as a ‘composer 
for musicians’, whose music does not make an immediate appeal but has a deep 
foundation of solid technique encompassing logical construction and emotional 
sincerity.40 After this, the composer gave two more recitals, at Yale University 
and in Baltimore. However, these appearances were not enough to make his 
music widely heard. Also, while Medtner was more welcomed in the US than in 
Germany and France on the surface, this did not necessarily mean that the 
audience deeply understood his music. 
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For his second North American tour, Medtner secured two engagements 
at Yale University through another of Rachmaninoff’s managers, Charles Foley. 
At Yale, the audience enthusiastically received the Second Concerto, performed 
with the New Haven Symphony Orchestra. Compared to this, a solo recital 
containing the Sonata Ballade attained only modest support.41 Alfred Swan and 
Henry Drinker invited Medtner to present recitals in the Philadelphia area at 
Swarthmore and Haverford. Medtner performed his Sonata-Ballade again and 
played all three Hymns in Praise of Toil for the first time, which was a triumphant 
success. Drinker also sponsored an all-Medtner song recital, performed by the 
composer and the Russian soprano Maria Kurenko, at the Juilliard School of 
Music, and later he published English texts for the songs of Nicholas Medtner in 
1946.42 Medtner also gave recitals at Bryn Mawr College, also in the Philadelphia 
area, and at Sackville College in New Brunswick. He also appeared in a recital 
sponsored by the Beethoven Association in New York’s Town Hall.  
The most important engagement of the tour was a Carnegie Hall recital 
with Nina Koshetz. The program consisted of the first two of the Hymns in Praise 
of Toil, the Tragedy Fragment in A minor, op. 7, no. 2, three Tales, the Sonata Ballade, 
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and his Russian and German songs. This concert was very successful, and overall 
the second tour was more successful than the first tour. 
Canada 
The French-Canadian pianist Alfred LaLiberté, who developed a personal 
relationship with the composer, had been an active promoter of Medtner’s music 
in Canada. In Toronto, Medtner gave a solo recital at the Conservatoire, and also 
appeared in Sherbrooke and Montreal for radio recitals. The concert in Québec 
was the most successful one; Medtner performed with Florestine Fortier, to 
whom Suite-Vocalise had been dedicated.43 
England 
England was the country where the most appreciative audience existed 
for Medtner’s music. One of the earliest performance records of Medtner’s music 
in London is found in Safonov’s letter written in 1915. In this letter, Medtner’s 
old teacher informed him that he had heard Medtner’s Nietzsche songs in 
London. In the same year, Newman introduced Medtner to the British audience 
as one of the most interesting modern Russian composers, and highly praised 
Medtner’s extraordinary technical competence.44  
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London-based Russian singer Tatiana Makushina45, who was entirely 
unknown to the composer, invited Medtner to London to perform with her. The 
collaboration with Makushina amounted to a big part of Medtner’s London 
career. She appeared at BBC Proms concerts about twenty-five times during the 
season of 1923-1936, and she introduced Medtner’s Pushkin songs and others 
from opp. 29, 32, and 45.46  
From Medtner’s very first recital, the British audience extended a warm 
welcome. At his first London recital in 1928, Makushina performed sixteen songs 
with the composer, and Medtner played solo piano pieces. Newman’s Sunday 
Times review well illustrates its success,47 which resulted in more invitations. 
Medtner received an invitation for the performance of his Second Concerto at a 
Royal Philharmonic Society concert, which was followed by further 
engagements: he performed the Second Concerto at the Queen’s Hall under Sir 
Landon Ronald, at a Hallé concert under Sir Hamilton Harty in Manchester, with 
Sir Dan Godfrey in Bournemouth, and in Liverpool with Sir Henry Wood. With 
Makushina, Medtner appeared at the BBC recital hall and Aeolian Hall many 																																																								
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times, as well as at Bangor University and Liverpool.	
Pianists Edna Iles and Benno Moiseiwitsch worked closely with Medtner 
and contributed to promoting his music. Including the British premiere of the 
First Concerto, Iles performed all three of Medtner’s concertos at the Albert Hall 
with the London Symphony Orchestra in 1946. Medtner called her “the bravest 
and ablest besieger of my musical fortress.”48 Moiseiwitsch performed the Third 
Concerto with Basil Cameron in the Promenade Concert. He also had a radio 
broadcast and made a gramophone recording of the G minor Sonata, op. 22, and 
the Russian Tale. Medtner became associated with the Royal Academy of Music 
as well. A reception in his honor was held at the RAM, and students there began 
to play some of his music. Later, the London concert agency Ibbs and Tillett 
acted on Medtner’s behalf to secure concert engagements.  
His successful concert tours in 1931 and 1935 led Medtner to move to 
London. He appeared again at Aeolian Hall, performing Beethoven’s Fourth 
Concerto, and his own Concerto in Promenade Concerts at the Queen’s Hall 
under Sir Henry Wood. Wood reported that Medtner made the deepest 
impression upon the audience.49 He also appeared at a Pushkin centenary concert 
																																																								
48 Duncan Honeybourne, “Edna Iles,” http://www.duncanhoneybourne.com/articles/edna_iles 
(accessed April 4, 2018). 
49 Martyn, 223. 
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at Wigmore Hall with his own Pushkin settings. While all concert engagements 
had been cancelled during the Second World War (1939-45), he performed in a 
lunchtime National Gallery recital with Makushina and gave the first 
performance of his Third Concerto with the London Philharmonic Orchestra 
under Sir Adrian Boult at the Royal Albert Hall. This time, the professional critics 
showed more respectful responses than enthusiasm. 
 
Legacy  
The archives of Medtner-related sources are found at numerous 
international institutions. The materials are written in several languages – 
Russian, German, French, and English – regardless of location. Each collection is 
unique, and very few materials have a duplicate. For instance, the majority of the 
letters between Medtner and Edna Iles are found in the Edna Iles Medtner 
Collection at the British Library. Such is the reason that Apetyan’s Pisma 
(Letters), based on the collection of correspondence housed at the Glinka 
Museum, includes only three letters from Medtner to Iles.50 The majority of the 
letters from the Medtner family were sent to Moscow. Anna Medtner donated 
documents to both institutions, the Glinka Museum and the Library of Congress, 																																																								
50 Zarui Apetyan, ed., Pisma [Letters] (Moscow: Soviet Composer, 1973). 
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seemingly distributing them according to geographical appropriateness; the 
Library of Congress houses considerable documents related to the composer’s 
activities in the US. It is these circumstances that require researchers to 
collaborate internationally. 
The Complete Edition51 
After Medtner’s death, the Soviet Ministry of Culture proposed producing 
a complete edition of all Medtner’s music, which led Anna to Moscow in 1958, 
bringing back the original manuscripts. The influence and intercession of Emil 
Gilels, an iconic Soviet musician at that time, helped as well to enable her 
return.52 Based on the original manuscripts she provided and her personal 
supervision as the composer’s copyist, the Medtner Complete Edition was 
published in 12 volumes by the Moscow State Music Publishers in 1959-1963.53	
The Complete Edition also provides an introduction written by Panteleimon 
Vasiliev, which includes descriptions of each genre, a composer’s biographical 
sketch and quotes from the letters, as well as a short yet comprehensive study of 
Medtner’s philosophy of art and musical language. The editors corrected errors 
in earlier editions and incorporated changes that Medtner left on his personal 																																																								
51 Nikolai Medtner. Complete Edition. 12 vols. (Moscow: State Music Publishers, 1959-1963). 
52 Dmitry Paperno, Notes of a Moscow pianist (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1998), 114. 
53 The editorial committee members of this edition consisted of A. F. Gedike, A. B. Goldenweiser, 
G. V. Kirkor, V. A. Kiselev, A. V. Shatskes, V. Y. Shebalin, and S. E. Pabchinsky. 
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copies. Outside of Russia, copies of the Complete Edition can be found at the 
Bodleian Library (UK) and Yale University (US).54 
Fond Metnera (Medtner Archive) at the Glinka Museum 
The Medtner Archive at the Glinka Museum of Musical Culture in Moscow is the 
largest collection of Medtner sources. The archive houses more than five 
thousand items in total: Medtner’s musical manuscripts; literary manuscripts 
including diaries and notes; letters both written and received by Medtner; 
printed music and documents; concert programs and posters; and photographs. 
The Moscow archive has served as the main source for Medtner studies and 
publications to date.   
	
																																																								
54 Chris Crocker, “Editions,” http://www.medtner.org.uk/works.html (accessed April 4, 2018). 
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Fig. 1.1 List of materials sent to the Medtner Archive at the Glinka Museum, written 
by Anna Medtner (Used with the permission of the Glinka Museum) 55 	
Edna Iles Medtner Collection at the British Library 
The Edna Iles Medtner Collection was established in 1997 with her 
donation of materials to the British Library in London. The EIMC includes lesson 
notes written by Iles; Medtner’s manuscripts and letters; printed music; 
newspaper cuttings; photographs; and concert programs. Among the materials, 
Iles’s ‘Notes on the Interpretation of Medtner’s Works’ serves as systematic 
written evidence of his pedagogy. These ‘notes’ provide unique information 
about how Medtner interpreted and taught his music. They consist of five 																																																								
55 Anna Medtner, List of materials sent to the Glinka Museum, 1959, The Glinka Museum 
Medtner Archive, Ф. 132 № 2809.   
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notebooks: books one to four and the ‘Early Book’. Contrary to its title, the ‘Early 
Book’ was the last book, written after Medtner’s death, summarizing his teaching 
method.56 In 2006, the text of the Early Book was first published online in both 
Japanese and English by Japanese musicologist Satoru Takaku.57 A full transcript 
of Iles’s five notebooks can now be found in Karpeyev’s dissertation, a key 
contribution to Medtner performance practice.58 Since Russian researcher Irina 
Rakhlenko published articles from 2004 based on her research at the EIMC, only 
a few researchers have examined the EIMC so far.59  
Nikolay Karlovich Medtner Papers at the Library of Congress 
The Nikolay Karlovich Medtner Papers consist of approximately two thousand 
five hundred items including correspondence; programs; articles; reviews; 
photographs; books with Medtner's annotations; three manuscript scores in 
Medtner's hand; realia; and other miscellaneous items.60 Like the Moscow 																																																								
56 Karpeyev, 32.  
57 Satoru Takaku, 2006, “Edna Iles’s Early Book: Nikolai Medtner’s Piano Playing Method Text 
with Annotations,”  
Part 1 http://ci.nii.ac.jp/lognavi?name=nels&lang=en&type=pdf&id=ART0008985244  
Part 2 http://ci.nii.ac.jp/lognavi?name=nels&lang=en&type=pdf&id=ART0008985265  
Part 3 
http://ci.nii.ac.jp/els/110007055786.pdf?id=ART0008985286&type=pdf&lang=en&host=cinii&order
_no=&ppv_type=0&lang_sw=&no=1408443016&cp= (accessed March 21, 2018). 
58 Karpeyev, Appendix 2. 
59 Irina Rakhlenko, “New Information about the London Period of N. K. Medtner from the 
Collection of Letters in Edna Iles’s Archive,” Muzikalnaya Akademiya 4 (2004): 113-22; “Nikolai 
Medtner and Edna Iles, Artistic Collaboration,” Muzikant Klassik 1 (2005): 14-6. 
60 Music Division of the Library of Congress, “Finding aid to Nikolay Karlovich Medtner Papers,” 
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archive, Anna Medtner’s donation to the Library of Congress in 1953 formed a 
major part of the archive, augmented by additional gifts from Sophia Satin 
(Rachmaninoff’s cousin), Olga Conus, and Alfred Swan.61 The Washington 
archive contains over one thousand nine hundred letters, about half the 
collection. Besides family letters, the general correspondence written between 
1921 and 1954 includes significant letters to and from Rachmaninoff, Conus, 
Satin, Laliberté, Pinsonneault, and Turcotte.62 Except for the letters of 
Rachmaninoff, this collection of correspondence remain largely unpublished.    
The National Library of Canada 
The National Library of Canada in Ottawa houses two Medtner-related 
archives: the Alfred LaLiberté Fonds and the Hector Gratton Fonds. The LaLiberté 
Archive contains significant correspondence between Medtner and LaLiberté, 
and some of Medtner’s manuscripts and sketches, including op. 38.63 A portion of 
Medtner ‘s manuscripts, previously in the possession of LaLiberté, was given to 
his student Hector Groton, a Québec composer; those are found at the Groton 
Archive.  
																																																																																																																																																																					
http://lccn.loc.gov/2011570510 (accessed March 21, 2018). 
61 Ibid., 3. 
62 Ibid., 5. 
63 “Alfred LaLiberté fonds,” National Library of Canada, 
https://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/4/7/m15-392-e.html (accessed April 4). 
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Two additional collections are found in the UK and the US. Medtner’s 
correspondence with Alfred Swan, a close friend, the manuscript of Swan's 
writing on Medtner, along with photographs, form the Alfred Swan Papers at the 
University of Virginia.64 The Russian Archive at the University of Leeds contains 
correspondence between Medtner and his English friend, the painter Eric Prehn, 
including drawings, photographs, and audio cassettes. 65 
 
Revival 
Since Medtner’s passing over sixty years ago, his music has been 
performed and reevaluated, not very frequently, but constantly. So, it is time to 
document historical records of Medtner scholarship including a recent trend of 
growing interest and commemorative movements. 
Russia 
Medtner did not teach many students in Moscow, and only a few of his 
Russian students maintained active careers as conservatory professors and 
concert pianists, including Abram Shatskes, P. Vasiliev, M. Gurvich, and L. 
Lukomsky. Instead, Medtner’s works had circulated among students of 																																																								
64 “Papers of Alfred J. Swan,” University of Virginia Library, 
http://search.lib.virginia.edu/catalog/u3571531 (accessed April 4). 
65 “Leeds Russian Archive,” University of Leeds Library, 
https://explore.library.leeds.ac.uk/special-collections-explore/20306 (accessed April 4). 
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Medtner’s colleagues at the Moscow Conservatory. Alexander Goldenweizer 
himself recorded the third violin sonata with David Oistrakh, and his students – 
Grigory Ginzburg, Tatiana Nikolayeva, and Dmitry Paperno – performed and 
recorded Medtner pieces beginning in the 1950s. Another advocate of Medtner, 
Heinrich Neuhaus, and his students Emil Gilels and Sviatoslav Richter, played 
an important role in reintroducing Medtner’s music to a new generation of 
pianists. Vladimir Sofronitsky and Yakov Flier, lesser known in the West but 
held in the highest regard in Russia, were Medtner performers as well. The 
central figures of the early Soviet piano school had clearly acknowledged the 
value of Medtner’s composition and pianism. The performances and recordings 
by celebrated musicians, particularly Gilels, brought more attention to Medtner’s 
music. Following the creation of the Medtner Archive at the Glinka Museum in 
1958, publications on Medtner began to appear in the 1960s, and continued in the 
1970s. 
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, many Russian artists, 
such as Dmitry Alexeev, Nikolai Demidenko, Boris Berezovsky, and Vadim 
Repin, made and released Medtner recordings in the 1990s, both in Russia and in 
the West. In 1995, the first festival of Medtner’s music was held in Moscow, 
featuring British pianist Hamish Milne. Berezovsky initiated a new series of 
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international Medtner festivals in 2006, continued in 2007 and 2011 in Moscow, 
Ekaterinburg, and Vladimir. During the second festival, all three of Medtner's 
piano concertos were performed by Yuri Martinov, Berezovsky, and Milne in the 
Great Hall of the Moscow Conservatory, recorded and broadcast by the BBC.  
Scholarly interest in Medtner has also continued to increase. In 2002, the 
first Medtner conference was held in Moscow, and in 2013, an international 
conference, ‘The Medtner family in Russian and world culture,’ was held in 
Moscow. Twenty scholars from Russia, Australia, and Sweden presented their 
research on Nikolai and Emil Medtner there.66 In 2011, the Moscow publisher 
Muzika reprinted The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer67 , and Yelena 
Dolinskaya’s latest monograph on Medtner was published in 2013.68  
More recently, a resurgence of interest in Medtner’s music is apparent 
among the younger generation of pianists. The recent prizewinners of the 
International Tchaikovsky Competition, Russian pianists Daniil Trifonov (1st 
prize in 2011) and Dmitry Masleev (1st prize in 2015) include Medtner pieces in 
their concert programs, drawing public attention to the composer. In 2016, the 
																																																								
66 “N. K. Medtner, Conference in Moscow,” http://ararchiv.blogspot.ru/2013/10/nk-medtner-
koference-in-moscow.html (accessed March 21, 2018). 
67 Nikolai Medtner, The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer (Moscow: State Music Publishers, 
1963; 2nd ed. 1978; repr., Moscow: Muzika, 2011). 
68 Yelena Dolinskaya, Nikolai Metner (Moscow: Muzika/Jurgenson, 2013). 
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first International Medtner Competition for singers and pianists was held in St. 
Petersburg.69 The next instance of this competition is planned for 2019, expected 
to promote Medtner’s works to young professionals. Meanwhile, fourteen 
students of the Moscow Conservatory performed and recorded all of Medtner’s 
piano sonatas, issued under the conservatory label in 2009. In 2017, the Moscow 
Conservatory held a similar concert series presenting the complete Medtner 
piano sonatas at the Rachmaninoff Hall. Dolinskaya gave an introductory 
speech, and Dina Parakhina, an alumna of the conservatory and professor at the 
Royal College of Music in London, performed with her RCM students. 
England 
Having lived in England for the last sixteen years of his life, Medtner was 
fairly well known to British audiences through his Proms performances and 
HMV recordings. After Medtner’s death in 1951, out of a sense of mission to 
increase recognition for Medtner’s music, Edna Iles continued to write articles 
about Medtner in addition to her appearances on stage and broadcasts.70 In the 
1970’s, as a pioneer in the revival of Medtner’s music, Hamish Milne began to 
circulate the output of his Medtner study and made commercial recordings as 																																																								
69 “The First International Medtner Competition,” Nota Bene, http://en.musicnotabene.com/the-
first-international-medtner-competition (accessed March 21, 2018). 
70 Edna Iles, “Medtner, Friend and Master, Recorded Sound 70-71 (1978): 791-3, quoted in 
Karpeyev, 13.  
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well.71 In 1980, a concert celebrating the centenary of Medtner’s birth was given, 
featuring Edna Iles and Kaikhosru Sorabji, an English pianist-composer and 
music critic, broadcast on BBC Radio 3.72  
In 1997, the British Library opened the Edna Iles Medtner Collection, and 
Medtner has become a more frequent research topic since 2000. Perhaps due to 
the influence of Russian-born educators and Medtner scholars teaching at 
educational institutions, including Hamish Milne and Dmitry Alexeev, 
Medtner’s works have been widely played at conservatories in the UK. The 
Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London held a ‘Medtner Day’ in 2014, 
featuring all-Medtner recitals, a master class, and a lecture, the first festival in the 
UK dedicated to the music of Medtner.73 In 2016, a ‘Medtner marathon’ of his 
complete piano sonatas took place at the Royal College of Music in London, 
performed by students of Parakhina who repeated this event in the following 
year in Moscow.  	 Alexander Karpeyev, who curated the Medtner Day at the Guildhall, 
organized an international Medtner Festival in 2016, consisting of a master class, 																																																								
71 “Discography,” Hamish Milne official website, http://www.hamishmilne.com/disco.htm 
(accessed April 4, 2018). 
72 Paul, Rapoport. Sorabji, a Critical Celebration (Aldershot, Hampshire, England: Scolar Press, 
1992), 45. 
73 Music at City, the blog for the Music Department at City University London, 
https://blogs.city.ac.uk/music/2014/06/26/alexander-karpeyev-organises-medtner-day-at-
guildhall-school-of-music-and-drama/ (accessed April 4, 2018). 
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concerts, a screening of the Russian film ‘Mystery of Medtner’, and a one-day 
conference at the British Library. The second festival took place in 2017, 
comprising three concerts and master classes on Medtner songs and piano 
works. Members of the London Chamber Orchestra participated in chamber 
works.74  
Elsewhere 
Although Medtner had lived in Germany and France, and became known 
to North American audiences through his concert tours, his stature diminished 
after his death. Nevertheless, there have been admirers of his music in different 
countries, and musicians originating from the Russian school have performed 
and taught works of Medtner. Especially in the US, émigré pianists such as Egon 
Petri and Vladimir Horowitz recorded Medtner’s works in the 1950s and 60s. 
Earl Wild also performed and released Medtner recordings. The fourteen-year 
old Wild had met Medtner in Pittsburgh during the composer’s second 
American tour.75 Meanwhile, the first master’s and doctoral theses on Medtner’s 
																																																								
74 London International Medtner Festival, http://www.medtnerfest.co.uk/2017-2/ (accessed April 
4, 2018). 
75 Earl Wild, interview by Bruce Duffie, Chicago, March 9, 1989, transcript, Bruce Duffie official 
website, http://www.bruceduffie.com/wild.html (accessed April 4, 2018). 
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compositions were published in the 1960s in the US.76	In the 1970s and 80s, ten 
more dissertations followed, mostly on piano works.  
During the 1990s, extensive Medtner recordings by Geoffrey Tozer and 
Marc-André Hamelin contributed to the revival of Medtner’s piano music.77 
Australian pianist-composer Tozer’s lifelong dedication to Medtner’s music 
began in his childhood. Tozer’s mother was a friend of the Maharaja of Mysore, 
who was a patron of Medtner, which might have given Tozer a chance to learn 
about Medtner.78 Tozer’s complete recordings of Medtner’s concertos won the 
Diapason d’Or in 1992 and a Grammy nomination in 1993. Marc-André Hamelin, 
a French-Canadian pianist-composer, recorded the complete set of Medtner’s 
piano sonatas in 1998, and plays the leading role in the current revival. 
In 2004, the International Medtner Foundation presented the first 
international Medtner Festival in New York. This foundation took an important 
role in the publication of the Dover edition of the complete piano sonatas and the 
Tales. In 2013, an all-Medtner concert was given at Carnegie Hall by the Eastman 
																																																								
76 Lona Ruth Ginsburg, “The piano sonatas of Nikolai Medtner” (Master thesis, University of 
California, Los Angeles, 1961); M. Covatta, “The piano solo music in smaller forms of Nicolas 
Medtner” (DMA diss., Boston University, 1965). 
77 Geoffrey Tozer legacy website, http://www.geoffreytozerlegacy.com; Marc-André Hamelin 
official website, http://www.marcandrehamelin.com/artist.php?view=record (accessed April 4, 
2018). 
78 “Geoffrey Tozer Obituary,” http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/culture-
obituaries/music-obituaries/6339276/Geoffrey-Tozer.html (accessed April 4, 2018). 
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School of Music. This was the first time that a Medtner-only program was 
performed at Carnegie Hall after the composer’s own performance.79  
In Germany, a Medtner festival was held in 2011 at Saarbrücken, 
organized by Flamm. Also, in France, a commemorative festival was held in 2014 
at 20 Avenue du Château, Meudon, the last of Medtner's residences in Paris.80 In 
2017, the International Nikolaj Medtner Society, a Berlin-based organization, was 
founded, sponsoring concerts in London and Berlin. A five-day-long Medtner 
Festival is planned for 2018 under the auspices of this society.  
Recently, foreign artists have introduced Medtner’s music to Asian 
countries, and educators who studied in Russia or in the UK have spread 
awareness of Medtner’s compositions and pianism. In 2001, Irina Mejoueva, a 
Japan-based Russian pianist, gave four all-Medtner concerts on the fiftieth 
anniversary of his death. She has recorded a large number of the composer’s 
piano solo works.81 Vassily Savenko and Boris Berezovsky performed songs and 
Tales by Medtner in Tokyo and Osaka in 2008.82 In South Korea, Russian pianists, 
such as Nikolai Demidenko, Alexei Volodin, and Dmitry Gordin, have 																																																								
79 Pianist Cahill Smith took a leading role in the event. “Why Medtner Matters,” 
https://www.esm.rochester.edu/blog/2013/10/why-medtner-matters/ (accessed March 21, 2018). 
80 “Hommage à Nicolas Medtner,” Artcorusse, http://artcorusse.org/nicolas-medtner-a-lhonneur-
a-meudon/ (accessed April 4, 2018). 
81 “Irina Mejoueva,”Wakabayashi Studio, http://www.waka-kb.com/cd/profile/irina-mejoueva 
(accessed April 4, 2018). 
82 Crocker, “Events,” http://www.medtner.org.uk/news.html (accessed April 4, 2018). 
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performed Medtner’s piano works. The Medtner recordings of Berezovsky, 
Kissin, and Trifonov also became widely known among Korean audiences. In the 
2000s, master’s theses on Medtner’s composition began to appear at universities  
in Korea. Reflecting this growth of interest, a Medtner Society of Korea was 
founded in 2016. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Case study of Forgotten Melodies, First cycle, op. 38 
Genesis and Publication 
Genesis of the Forgotten Melodies 
Unlike many other artists who escaped from Russia as soon as the Russian 
Revolution broke out in 1917, Medtner remained until his departure for 
Germany in 1921. During his short, post-revolutionary period in Moscow (1917-
1921), he produced three cycles of Forgotten Melodies, opp. 38 – 40, along with two 
sets of songs, opp. 36 – 37. And although Medtner had never lived an easy life, 
this particular period gave him additional internal and external hardships. He 
experienced the loss of his mother and his brother Karl, and like other 
Moscovites, Medtner had to find refuge in the countryside due to the economic 
situation in Moscow. So, between June 1919 and October 1920, Medtner spent 
seventeen months in Bugry,83 southwest of Moscow, with his newlywed wife, 
Anna. This is where Medtner wrote three cycles of piano pieces, the Forgotten 
Melodies, using some parts of ‘soggetti’, the collection of musical ideas or motives 																																																								
83 The name of the place that Medtner had stayed in this period (1919-1920) is widely known as 
‘Bugry’ in English publications. However, Bugry, meaning hills, was the name of a manor 
complex owned by the Troyanovsky family, who were the patrons of many painters and 
composers. Known as ‘Usadba bugry (Manor on the hill)’, it is now preserved in the city of 
Obninsk in Kaluga Oblast region, sixty-two miles from Moscow. http://nataturka.ru/muzey-
usadba/usadba-bugryi.html (accessed April 9, 2018). 
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he had recorded in his notebook.  
While Medtner kept record of his musical ideas over a period of time, 
some of these ideas came back to him intermittently after having been forgotten 
several times. He believed these recurring motives to be the most authentic,84 and 
they became the bases of the Forgotten Melodies. Thus, even though Medtner gave 
a generic title, ‘Forgotten Melodies’, to the three cycles, these cycles were in fact 
based on the motives that were once forgotten but remembered at last.  
However, Forgotten Melodies had its earliest beginning a few years before 
the Bugry period. The first written record in which Medtner mentioned the idea 
of writing a cycle of piano works based on soggetti is found in a letter to his 
brother Emil in 1916. Medtner figuratively described the musical ideas he had 
collected as ‘thousands of seeds’, and the ‘cycle’ mentioned here is believed to be 
the cycle of Forgotten Melodies:  
“…It’s much worse to destroy thousands of seeds leaving them to lie in the closet 
than to grow several bad plants. And, in the end, if that forms a cycle, of which I 
have been dreaming of for my entire life, and turns out to be conditional, it will 
unlikely be more conditional than opera – the most conditional (and the more 
prosperous, at the same time) form of art…”85  
 
Anna Medtner’s letter to Joseph Yasser also confirms this compositional concept: 
																																																								
84 Martyn, 135. 
85 Apetyan, 167. 
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“…Before leaving Russia, he came up with an idea to gather all undeveloped 
musical themes and motives into an album and let it be as it is, aphoristically 
without developing the recorded motives and calling these ‘Sogetti’ 
notebooks…”86  
 
 
The process of changes in the Forgotten Melodies I, op. 38 
Medtner’s compositional process for soggetti was a long one that began 
with the collection and development of various ideas. He also devoted much 
time to finalizing his ideas and completing and editing his works, especially in 
the case of the Forgotten Melodies I, op. 38. He also made various changes up until 
publication of the printed edition.  
Date Event State of op. 38 Number of pieces  
in op. 38 
1916 First conceived the idea of the cycle,  
Forgotten Melodies 
 
1919-
1920 
Completed the three cycles of Forgotten Melodies  
1921 Moscow Premiere 
(performed all three cycles) 
1) 1921 Early version 
 
5 
1922 Berlin Recital 
(performed the complete first 
cycle with selections from the 
second and third cycles) 
2) Revised version 8 
1922 First cycle was published by 
Zimmermann 
3) 1922 First Edition 8 
Table 2.1 Developmental process of the Forgotten Melodies I, op. 38 
 
																																																								
86 Anna Medtner, Two letters to Yasser, 1) April 12, 1956, 2) April 13, 1956, The Glinka Museum 
Medtner Archive, Ф. 132 № 1095.    
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In October 1920, Medtner completed the three cycles of Forgotten Melodies, opp. 
38 – 40, and premiered all of them on January 28, 1921 at the Small Hall of the 
Moscow Conservatory. (The first cycle contained five pieces including a coda, 
and the pieces played at this time will be referred to as the 1921 early version.) In 
October of that same year, Medtner moved to Germany, and in the following 
year, 1922, he performed the Forgotten Melodies on April 10 at the Beethoven-Saal 
in Berlin. At this Berlin recital, Medtner performed a revised version of op. 38, 
which now had eight pieces in total. (The coda, which was not given a separate 
number in the 1921 version, was separately numbered in the 1922 version, which 
added to the count.) Not only the number of pieces but also the order and some 
parts of the musical text were changed in the 1922 version. Interestingly, this 
Berlin recital’s printed program indicated that Medtner’s performance of the 
Forgotten Melodies was based on the manuscript, which probably meant that this 
recital took place before the publication of the cycles. Also, the fact that Medtner 
performed the complete op. 38, while only four pieces were selected from opp. 39 
and 40 for the Berlin recital, suggests the prominence of the first cycle among the 
three. 
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Fig. 2.1 The program of Medtner’s recital at the Moscow Conservatory on January 28, 
1921 (Used with the permission of the Glinka Museum)87 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 The Berlin Recital Program from April 10, 1922 (Used with the permission of 
the Glinka Museum)88 																																																								
87 Concert program, Moscow, 1921, The Glinka Museum Medtner Archive, Ф. 132 № 1484.   
88 Concert program, Berlin, 1922, The Glinka Museum Medtner Archive, Ф. 132 № 1497.   
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After these two different premieres in Moscow and Berlin, the German 
publishing house Zimmermann finally published the Forgotten Melodies I, op. 38 
in September, 1922. (The third cycle, op. 40, was also published in 1922, and the 
second cycle, op. 39, was published in 1923, both by Zimmermann.)89 Further 
comparison between this first edition and the Berlin recital version cannot be 
made here, since it is unclear which version of manuscript Medtner used for the 
performance at the Berlin recital. However, it is assumed that the Berlin recital 
version was almost the same as the first edition, considering that they both 
consisted of an expanded version of op. 38 that contained eight pieces in total. 
The titles and order of the pieces were also identical, except for one difference in 
the order of the second and third pieces (Danza graziosa and Danza festiva). 
 
The comparison between the early version and the first edition  
Throughout the course of these changes from the Moscow premiere in 
1921 to the first edition in 1922, Medtner finalized the title of the first cycle. 
Whereas the Italian titles of each piece remain the same throughout (Sonata, 
Danza, Canzona, and Coda), the titles of the cycle appeared into two languages – 
Russian and German. Medtner initially used the Russian title for the Moscow 																																																								
89 Apetyan, 242. 
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premiere, and then in Germany, the German title was added as expected. But the 
first cycle’s Russian subtitle, ‘Nature’, was omitted on the Berlin recital program 
and the first edition. Although this kind of multilingual setting was not unusual 
in the published editions of Medtner’s works, it is worth mentioning that there is 
a subtle difference of meaning between the Russian title (‘Forgotten Motives’) 
and the German title (‘Forgotten Melodies’). In the strict sense, ‘motives’ and 
‘melodies’ are not always interchangeable, and compared to the Russian title 
‘Forgotten Motives’, the German title ‘Forgotten Melodies’ gives an impression 
of an emphasis on the piece’s melodic quality. Presumably, the German 
translation could have been approved in spite of the slight difference in meaning, 
due to the character of soggetti as a collection of various types of musical 
fragments, which can be in the form of either motives or melodies. 
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 1921 
Moscow Premiere 
1922 
Berlin Recital 
1922 
First Edition 
 “Забытые мотивы” 
I 
из цикла “Природа” 
 
 
(“Forgotten Motives” 
from the cycle 
“Nature”) 
 
Aus den zyklen 
“Vergessene Weisen” 
(Manuskript) 
Zyklus op. 38 
 
(From the cycles 
“Forgotten Melodies”) 
 
I. Zyklus 
“Vergessene Weisen”, 
op. 38 
für Klavier 
 
I. Цикль 
“Забытые мотивы” 
для фортепиано 
 
 
1 Sonata Reminiscenza 
 
Am Sonata Reminiscenza 
 
Am Sonata Reminiscenza 
 
Am 
2 Danza graziosa AM Danza festiva 
 
DM Danza graziosa 
 
AM 
3 Danza silvestra* F#m Danza graziosa 
 
AM Danza festiva 
 
DM 
4 Danza festiva 
 
DM Canzona fluviala Em Canzona fluviala Em 
5 Canzona** 
 Alla coda 
F#m 
AM 
Danza rustica 
 
CM Danza rustica 
 
CM 
6  Canzona serenata** 
 
Fm Canzona serenata** 
 
Fm 
7  Danza silvestra* 
 
F#m Danza silvestra* 
 
F#m 
8  Quasi Coda AM Coda. Alla 
Reminiscenza 
AM 
Table 2.2 Titles and order with key structures of Forgotten Melodies I, op. 38 in three 
versions 
 
1) 1921 Early Version 
The early version of op. 38 starts with Sonata Reminiscenza, followed by 
three Danzas, after which Canzona and Alla coda finish the cycle. All five pieces 
are in closely related keys, pairing parallel and relative keys, and the cyclic 
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structure alternates minor and major keys, which accordingly emphasizes 
contrasting characters between the pieces. Also, considering that Medtner 
performed all three cycles in one recital, the shorter length and compact structure 
of the early version of op. 38 seem appropriate as a part of the recital program. 
The manuscript that is considered to be the version from which Medtner 
presumably performed at the Moscow recital in 1921 is partially available in the 
Zen-On edition of Vergessene Weisen I. Zyklus op. 38.90 The musical texts of Sonata 
Reminiscenza, Danza graziosa, and Danza festiva are believed to be unchanged 
between the 1921 and 1922 versions. Meanwhile, the 1921 early versions of Danza 
silvestra and Canzona were considerably revised from the first edition, and the 
Zen-On edition accordingly provides the early versions of these two pieces, 
based on the autograph manuscript located in the Hector Gratton Fonds of the 
Music Archives at the National Library of Canada. The editor of this edition 
suggests that Medtner regarded this version as definitive at the time, since his 
request to the engraver91 is found in Danza silvestra.  
The early versions of Danza silvestra and Canzona, in comparison to the 
																																																								
90 Nikolai Medtner, Vergessene Weisen für Klavier, I. Zyklus, op. 38, ed. Satoru Takaku (Tokyo: Zen-
On Music Company, 2003). 
91 Medtner’s comment on m. 109: “I would like to ask my engraver to copy all the following eight 
measures exactly to my manuscript and to add the notes in the lower staff in accordance with the 
spaces of the ones in the upper.” Ibid., 26.  
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first edition, provide a chance to trace the development in Medtner’s conception 
of the inner layout of pieces within the design of the cycle. Namely, the musical 
text of the piece was subject to alteration depending on the place of the piece in 
the cycle, and its relationship with adjacent pieces. For instance, the Danza 
silvestra of the 1921 version is placed at the center of the cycle as the third, 
independent piece, without being connected to the surrounding pieces other 
than by the key relations mentioned above. Between Danza graziosa and Danza 
festiva, the second and fourth pieces, respectively, which are both in major keys 
and texturally simpler, the Danza silvestra of the 1921 version is highlighted by its 
minor key, complex structure, and frequent texture changes that create a sense of 
caprice. This character is further emphasized by the highly chromatic and 
decorative coda, spanning twenty-three measures, which was replaced by a 
much calmer and shorter coda in the 1922 version, due to the new location of 
Danza silvestra.  
On the contrary, the last piece of the cycle in the 1921 version, Canzona in 
F# minor, is linked to Alla Coda in A major. Although Medtner did not indicate 
‘in attacca’ between these two pieces in the manuscript, the fact that Canzona and 
Alla Coda are given a single number in the program of the 1921 Moscow 
premiere, and the use of relative key relationship in two pieces, reveals the 
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connection between them. However, the early Canzona is relocated and renamed 
as the sixth piece, Canzona serenata, in the 1922 version (see table 2.2), while the 
continuity created between the Canzona and Alla Coda in the 1921 version is 
replaced by the pair of Danza silvestra and Alla Reminiscenza in the 1922 version.  
Medtner’s own note found in the 1921 early version of Canzona and Alla 
Coda, supposedly written after the 1921 Moscow premiere, provides more 
information about the choice of key and the function of the coda in the cycle. 
According to this note, he suggests that Canzona would have to be transposed 
into F minor if there were more F# minor and A major pieces present in the 
cycle,92 which implies that Medtner already had a plan to add more pieces to the 
cycle. Also, despite the continuity and connection between Canzona and Alla 
Coda, Medtner clarifies that Alla Coda is to serve as a coda to the whole cycle.93 
2) 1922 First Edition 
The Zimmermann edition of op. 38, published in 1922, was the first and 
only publication of the piece during Medtner’s lifetime. This first edition 
expands the cycle to eight pieces by adding Canzona fluviala and Danza rustica as 
the fourth and fifth pieces, respectively. As a result, the cycle loosely alternates 
Danzas and Canzonas. In the first edition, the order of the second and third 																																																								
92 Zen-On, Appendix 2, 92.  
93 Zen-On, Appendix 2, 97. 
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pieces, Danza graziosa and Danza festiva, which was reversed in the Berlin recital, 
is restored as in the 1921 early version. Meanwhile, Canzona serenata and Danza 
silvestra are relocated as mentioned above: Canzona, formerly the last piece in the 
early version, becomes the sixth piece, renamed as Canzona serenata, and is also 
transposed to F minor, as Medtner had suggested in the manuscript. Danza 
silvestra, now as the penultimate piece of the set, has a much shorter and simpler 
coda compared to the early version’s cadenza-like extended coda. The new coda, 
quietly played in a low register with calando, creates a brief, fading-out effect, 
which makes a natural connection to the tranquil beginning of Alla Reminiscenza 
in attacca. 
 
Analysis of Forgotten Melodies I, op. 3894 
Overview of Forgotten Melodies I, op. 38 
Medtner was a classicist and idealist – in pursuit of the ideal in arts. The 
symbolic image of the ‘Muse’ as the inspirer and teacher, signifying the absolute 
law of art, was the main idea in his philosophy of music and art. And for 
Medtner, the laws of music were the ‘fundamental senses of the musical 
language’,95 which had been conveyed through the legacy and tradition from the 
																																																								
94 The Complete Edition, III (Moscow: State Music Publishers, 1960) is used for the present chapter. 
95 Medtner, The Muse and the Fashion, 19. 
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great masters of the past. Accordingly, he showed a strong adherence to 
traditional compositional theory, especially in the use of traditional formal 
schemes and functional harmony. However, Medtner did not merely imitate the 
methods of the past. In his book The Muse and the Fashion, Medtner’s idea of the 
correlation between form and musical contents is summarized: 
Form without contents is nothing but a dead scheme. Contents without form, 
raw material. Only contents PLUS form are equal to a work of art …Genuine 
creative form is determined by the depth of penetration into the fundamental 
senses of musical harmony, which manifests itself alike in the spiritualization of 
the simplest constructions, as in the justification of the most complex.96  
 
In other words, Medtner thought that form should be conditioned by musical 
ideas, and this correspondingly would require a deviation from the norms of the 
traditional format. So, the anomalous features of formal structures that appear in 
Medtner’s music should be understood in this context, as modifications that 
resulted in the creation of new genres and generic titles of pieces.97	 
Although the means of op. 38’s composition and the meaning of its title 
can be inferred by Medtner’s special compositional process for ‘soggetti’, the 
																																																								
96 Ibid., 49. 
97 Thirty-two Tales, called Skazki in Russian, are the foremost outputs of Medtner’s piano music 
in terms of their significant number and expressive range, along with fourteen piano sonatas. 
Medtner also published many smaller piano works under individual titles, such as 
Stimmungsbilder (Mood Pictures), Improvisations, Morceaux, Arabesques, Dithyrambs, Novellen, 
Lyric Fragments, Hymns in Praise of Toil, and Romantic Sketches for the Young. Although some 
of those titles are not completely unprecedented, the invention of novel genres is one of 
Medtner’s contributions to the piano literature.  
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composer did not formally articulate the reasoning behind the use of this title. 
Meanwhile, Richard Holt’s interpretation of the title (Forgotten Melodies), as an 
aesthetic appreciation of the genre, shows considerable insight. Holt suggests the 
poem, The Angel, by Russian poet Mikhail Lermontov, in an attempt to explain 
the deeper meaning of the ‘Forgotten Melodies’. It is obvious that The Angel was 
not only an inspirational work to Medtner, but also an apposite illustration that 
epitomizes the theme of Medtner’s musical philosophy, along with Pushkin’s The 
Muse. The first published song (op.1b) by Medtner was on The Angel, and the 
same poem is quoted again in the introduction of The Muse and the Fashion, which 
shows the significance of the poem. This poem portrays a symbol of the ideal 
world by using the images of an angel and heaven. It describes the earthly world 
as a place filled with trials and sorrows, as opposed to the music of heaven, 
which makes a young soul recall and long for the ‘song of the angel’. Holt states, 
“Medtner, in this series of pieces, tries to re-echo the strains of the forgotten 
heavenly melodies of the angel.”98 This sentiment of recollection in Holt’s 
interpretation coincides with the theme of reminiscence, which pervades op. 38 
through repetition.  
In addition to the use of a special title, op. 38 displays an unusual 																																																								
98 Holt, 20. 
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arrangement of pieces, which incorporates one single-movement sonata and 
seven smaller works. This unique integration of a sonata and individual 
character pieces in one large set is another example of Medtner’s creativity. The 
conventions of nineteenth-century piano literature distinguish sonatas from 
character pieces, and there is no precedent to this type of combination, with the 
exception of the second book of Liszt’s Années de pèlerinage (Years of Pilgrimage), 
which includes Après une lecture de Dante: Fantasia quasi Sonata.  
Sonata Reminiscenza is the most substantial and longest piece in op. 38. 
First of all, it presents a theme in the introduction, the so-called ‘Reminiscenza 
(Reminiscence) theme’, which functions as an important unifying device in the 
cycle. This sonata has been publicly introduced separately from the cycle 
through the recordings of leading Russian pianists of the past and the present, 
such as Ginsburg, Gilels, and Kissin, and consequently has become more known 
to the audience of today than other works of Medtner. Also known as Medtner’s 
favorite piece,99 its poetic and lyrical character, fused with the sentiment of 
remembrance, predominates throughout the piece.  
The series of danzas and canzonas follows the sonata. The danzas and 
canzonas of op. 38, (Italian for “dances” and “songs”) mostly have a compound 																																																								
99 Martyn, 135. 
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ternary design, and each has a descriptive title. They are not specifically 
associated with Russian folk dances or songs, although	Medtner, a native of 
Moscow, was inevitably influenced by Russian folklore. Predictably, energetic, 
rhythmic gestures in danzas and distinct melodic themes in canzonas are 
common characteristics. A canzona also appears in the second cycle, op. 39 
(Canzona matinata), and six pieces of the third cycle, op. 40, are all danzas. Besides 
the Forgotten Melodies, Two Canzonas with Danzas, for violin and piano, op. 43, 
consists of two canzona-danza pairs without descriptive titles.  
Danza graziosa, the shortest danza of the first cycle, functions as a type of 
interlude between Sonata Reminiscenza and the third piece, Danza festiva. The use 
of a short introduction, which is repeated in the middle of the piece, resembles 
that of the sonata. Similarly, the opening bell motive of Danza festiva, made up of 
a series of triads, starts the piece and signals the beginning of each succeeding 
section – the middle section (B) and the returning first section (A’) – in varied 
forms. After the festive, exuberant Danza festiva, Canzona fluviala, or song of the 
river, begins with the same bell motive, but in a minor mode. Although Canzona 
fluviala has three sections in ABA’ form, there is not much contrast between 
sections, maintaining a sorrowful atmosphere, expressed through the fluidity of 
the melodies and accompanying figurations. Shifting the mood, the outer 
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sections of Danza rustica contain a little awkward dance that seems to portray the 
rough dance of peasants, in contrast to an expressive middle section in a minor 
mode.  
 The reappearance of the Reminiscence theme from the first piece, Sonata 
Reminiscenza, and a remarkable lyricism give more prominence to the next piece, 
Canzona serenata. Compared to the previous pieces, such as Canzona fluviala and 
Danza rustica, Canzona serenata increases in emotional intensity overall. After 
Canzona serenata recedes into pp, with a return of the Reminiscence theme, Danza 
silvestra, the most tumultuous piece in op. 38, begins with unsettling, extended 
opening material, intensifying the drama of the cycle. In a brief coda, one of the 
second themes of Sonata Reminiscenza is compressed and reprised in the bass line, 
after which the last piece, Alla reminiscenza, continues without pause. A coda to 
the entire cycle, Alla Reminiscenza constitutes an expansion of the Reminiscence 
theme, transformed in a major key, concluding the journey of op. 38 with a 
hopeful finale. 
 
Approach to the analysis  
Although Medtner’s compositions often seem to be written in thick and 
complex textures, they are actually built on very simple and concise musical 
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elements, such as specific intervals, melodic fragments, and rhythmic patterns. 
The manipulation of these elements is largely accomplished through 
contrapuntal techniques, and varies from noticeable, simple development to a 
type of transformation that is not easily recognizable on the surface, 
demonstrating Medtner’s mastery of thematic manipulation. This developmental 
technique, Medtner’s specialty, is exemplified in op. 38, in which selected 
motives from soggetti are taken and developed throughout the cycle. In his book 
Muse and the Fashion, Medtner explains the nature of his composition with his 
own definitions of key concepts, which can in turn be considered as the basis of 
analysis for his works. 
  As Medtner describes his soggetti as thousands of ‘seeds’ of the plant, his 
definition of musical themes evokes the concept of organicism that underlies the 
possibilities of development and expansion. Medtner states that “the theme is the 
most simple and accessible part of the work, it unifies it, and holds within itself 
the clue to all the subsequent complexity and variety of the work.”100 According 
to Medtner, the theme is not always, and not only, a melody. And the melody 
should be viewed as one form of the theme.101 Also, in his definition, the theme 
was not something to be consciously invented by the composer; rather, it comes 																																																								
100 Medtner, The Muse and the Fashion, 44. 
101 Ibid., 48. 
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from genuine intuition.102 This is how Medtner conceived the soggetti and 
collected the motives or fragments of the ideas whenever they came to his mind. 
Therefore, in the analysis of Medtner’s works, the theme should be designated as 
a superordinate concept to the melody or motive, and yet it should be 
understood in its simplest form, according to Medtner’s own definition.  
Medtner’s prowess in treating thematic materials is well displayed 
through the varied repetition of his themes, which employ different types of 
techniques, such as contrapuntal imitation, diminution and augmentation, 
combination of themes, and small and large alterations in rhythms and 
harmonies. The thematic developments and transformations take place not only 
at a local level, but also on a global level. For example, not only within a passage 
or a movement, Medtner applies this idea of thematic development in multiple- 
movement works by using the same theme and its various transformations 
between the movements. This consequently creates a sense of unity of the whole 
work. In op. 38, comprised of eight pieces – one sonata, two canzonas, four 
danzas and a coda – the thematic development technique is found in passages of 
each work. At the same time, the Reminiscence theme is used throughout the 
cycle as a unique unifying device, clearly shown in Sonata Reminiscenza, Canzona 																																																								
102 Ibid.  
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serenata, Danza silvestra, and Alla Reminiscenza. Hence, the course of thematic 
development deserves much consideration in a structural analysis of op. 38, and 
the following analysis will, among other things, focus on how thematic 
unification is achieved in this cycle.   
	
Sonata Reminiscenza 
Sonata Reminiscenza is a single-movement sonata103 in a modified sonata 
form, with a double exposition.104 It begins with the Reminiscence theme, an 
introduction to the exposition that also functions as a preface to the whole sonata 
(see Fig. 2.3). Unlike the Beethovenian use of introductions in piano sonatas, in 
which the introduction starts to create a gradual harmonic tension towards the 
real beginning of the exposition, connecting the introduction and exposition 
without a pause, the introduction of Sonata Reminiscenza is structurally a separate 
entity.  
																																																								
103 Out of fourteen piano sonatas by Medtner, eight of them are single-movement sonatas. While 
most of the single-movement sonatas were written as single entities, Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, 
no. 1, and Sonata tragica, op. 39, no. 5, belong to the first and second cycles of Forgotten Melodies, 
respectively.   
104 On m. 92 Medtner left a comment: “Double exposition: the first time with one secondary 
theme, and the second time (that is, having an incomplete repetition) with a new secondary 
theme.” Complete Edition, III, 69.   
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Fig. 2.3 Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 1-8 
It has balanced and symmetrical phrases, and is harmonically static as well, 
having a clear cadence in the tonic of the piece, A minor. However, the basic 
components of the Reminiscence theme, such as the use of the melodic minor 
scale in the melody and its simple rhythmic motive, are closely related to themes 
that will be introduced in the exposition of the sonata. Furthermore, as 
previously stated, this Reminiscence theme reappears several times in different 
sections in Sonata Reminiscenza and also in Canzona serenata and Alla reminiscenza 
with some changes of the key and harmonization, contributing to the thematic 
unity of the cycle. 
In the exposition I, the first theme group in A minor consists of the first 
theme (T1, see Fig. 2.4) and its transformations in three varied forms (T1a, T1b, 
T1c). T1 has a melody in A melodic minor, written in a narrow range of motion, 
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and its rhythmic motive (a1) is a variation of the Reminiscence theme’s rhythmic 
motive (a). After a short bridge that introduces a new rhythmic motive (b), of 
which the next theme is composed, the second theme (T2) appears in E minor 
(see Fig. 2.5). From this point, Medtner’s unique treatment of a double exposition 
begins to show a deviation from the norm.  
	
	 	
Fig. 2.4 T1 of Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 17-24 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 T2 of Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 61-65 
 
To begin with, the re-harmonized T1 (T1’) is unusually used as closing 
material at the end of exposition I, where the second theme group could continue 
to expand, or some other transitional materials could be used. The return of the 
first theme would be normally expected to be the beginning of the new section. 
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However, T1’ is heard as the ending of the section because of the sense of 
continuity between the preceding T2a and T1’ and the terminative function of the 
T1’, emphasized by a fermata at the end. As a result, T1’ functions as a transition 
between exposition I and exposition II, and overlaps the first and second theme 
groups. 
Exposition I 
Section 
 
Intro 
 
First Theme group 
 
Bridge 
 
Second Theme 
group 
Transition 
 
Theme R T1 T1a T1b T1c 
 
T2 T2a T1’ 
Rhythmic 
motive a a1 a2 a1 a1 b b1 b2 a1 
Key 
 A minor  DM Am 
 
Am à  
Em Em 
Emà
Am Am 
Measures 
 
mm. 
1-16 17-24 25-32 33-40 41-52 53-60 61-76 76-83 84-91 
Length 
 
16 
bars 36 8 23 8 
 
  Exposition II 
Section 
 
First Theme 
group 
Bridge 
 
Second Theme 
group 
(Climax) 
 
Closing 
 
Theme T1c 
 
T3* T1a’ T1b’ R 
Rhythmic 
motive a1 b1 c a2 a1 a 
Key 
 A minor Am à  Em 
 
E minor 
Measures 
 92-103 104-117 118-139 140-147 148-151 152-167 
Length 
 12 14 22 12 16 
Table 2.3 Double Exposition of Sonata Reminiscenza, formal structure 
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Exposition II continues to display unexpected features, such as a 
realignment of the first theme group and a new second theme (T3, see Fig. 2.6). 
T1c directly starts the exposition II, skipping T1a and T1b, as a partial repetition 
of the first theme group. After this shortened first thematic area, an extended 
version of the bridge from the first exposition introduces the new theme, T3.   
 
Fig. 2.6 T3 of Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 118-121 
 
The first statement of T3 keeps the similar mood and lyrical quality of T2 in the 
same key, E minor. But T3 develops with a rhythmic diminution, which adds a 
sense of motion, and reaches the most climactic moment of the entire exposition. 
At this brief climax, T1a suddenly appears, accompanied by new figurations with 
a different harmonization. Following the order of the exposition I, T1b comes 
next but in a very abbreviated form. In this section, T1a and T1b move from a 
higher register towards a lower one with a diminuendo, a calming effect, and 
smoothly proceeds to the second presentation of the Reminiscence theme. Similar 
to T1’, presented at the end of the exposition I to overlap the first and second 
theme groups, the Reminiscence theme also has a dual function, which 
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simultaneously ends the entire exposition and prepares the beginning of the 
development section, as the interlude between two sections. This cyclic pattern of 
using themes effectively expresses the process of the remembrance, the main idea 
of this sonata.		
The development of Sonata Reminiscenza can be subdivided into three 
inner sections, depending on the thematic materials on which each section is 
based. And, as also seen in exposition II, the order in which the thematic 
materials appear in the development is different than its original presentations in 
exposition I. Contrary to the order of exposition I, the first section of the 
development features the second theme group instead of the first theme. The first 
and second thematic materials then converge into a form of juxtaposition in the 
middle section of the development. The final section of the development brings 
back the first theme group and comes to a sudden climax in large arpeggios. 
Although the moment of this climax is relatively short, it has been slowly and 
steadily prepared throughout the entire development section. Each beginning of 
the middle and final section of the development drops the dynamic level to p and 
creates a large, gradual crescendo in order to maximize the tension and build the 
drama. 
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Section Second Theme group Bridge First + Second Theme group 
Theme 
 
T2 
 
T2a 
 
T2 
 
T2a 
 
 
RH:T2   T1c T2 T2 
 LH:T1c   T2 T1c T1c (T1) 
Rhythmi
c motive 
b1 
 
b2 
 
b1 
 
b2 
 
b1 
 
    Key 
 
   
(Am)  Em (moving) 
(à B♭ 
minor) B♭  minor 
(chromatically 
ascending) 
Measures 
 
168-
172 
172-
175 
176-
184 
184-
190 190-197 198-205 
206-
213 
214-
229 
(228-
229) 
      
switch 
hands  
by 4 bars 
 
switch 
hands  
by 2 
bars 
 Length 23 
 
32 	
Section First Theme group 
Theme 
 
R 
   
(RH: T2) Augmented T1 
LH: T1 T1 T1 Compressed T1 
Rhythmi
c motive a a 
   Key 
 (moving) 
(E♭ 
minor) (à A minor) 
dominant of  
A 
Measures 
 230-249 250-253 254-257 258-266 267-276 
Length 20 27 
Table 2.4 Development of Sonata Reminiscenza, formal structure 	
Breaking the serenity of the Reminiscence theme at the end of the 
exposition, a sudden outburst opens the development with T2 in the left hand 
(see Fig. 2.7). The quiet and sentimental T2 in the exposition is transformed here 
with new dynamics and accompaniments, hurrying two-note gestures in the 
right hand in f. The following T2a in mp/p temporarily soothes down the burst 
by recovering the dynamic balance, and further development of T2 and 
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contrapuntal imitation of T2a in f reach the middle part of the development 
through the transition.  
 
Fig. 2.7 Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, development section, mm. 168-171 
 
A duet of T2 and T1c highlights the middle part of the development 
section (see Fig. 2.8). This juxtaposition of two different themes is one of the 
highlights of this sonata for its clever treatment of the thematic materials and the 
consequential enrichment of expressiveness. This section not only presents both 
themes simultaneously but also switches the hands and registers in which the 
themes are played. For instance, the passage in mm. 198-201 places T2 in the 
right hand and T1c in the left hand, but in mm. 202-205, the right hand plays T1c, 
and T2 is played by left hand in reverse.  
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Fig. 2.8 Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, duet of T2 and T1c, mm. 198-205 
 
From m. 214, T1c and T2 are presented in a two measure-long, compressed form, 
and accordingly, the switch of voices occurs every two measures. This quicker 
pace of change and the chromatic scales played in T2, along with a large crescendo 
from pp with una corda to f made in mm. 214-229, adds a sense of swirling and 
anxiety. When it arrives at f, the exact tune of T1, but in even rhythms, is sneaked 
into the bass, having every other note doubled as an octave. This brief 
restatement of T1 probably indicates a shift towards the final section of the 
development, which will bring back the first thematic materials.   
Like the calm before the storm, the Reminiscence theme in a new guise 
begins with subito p in a very low register in m. 230. As tenebroso (gloomy) 
suggests, the transformed Reminiscence theme gives a sense of foreboding. It 
rises in register as well as in dynamics, but does not achieve substantial growth. 
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Instead, the passage made of contractions of T1 and T2 starts to expand, similarly 
to the two-measure units appearing in mm. 214-229, and finally reaches the 
climax through another juxtaposition of the augmented and diminished T1. 
Section 1st Theme group 2nd  1st  Bridge 2nd Theme group Closing 
Theme T1 T1a T1b T4* T1c 
 
T2’ T3’ T2a’ T1” R 
            Rhythmic 
motive a1 a1 a1 d a1 b1 b1 c + d b2 a1 a 
Key Am Am DM GM Cm 
V of 
Am Am 
Measures 
277-
284 
284-
292 
292-
300 
301-
322 
323-
334 335-362 
363-
380 
381-
397 
397-
404 
405-
414 
415-
430 
Length 24 22 12 28 42 10 16 
Table 2.5 Recapitulation of Sonata Reminiscenza, formal structure 	
The recapitulation also displays Medtner’s elaborate structural plan and 
novelty in thematic manipulation. While it restates the themes in the frame of the 
double exposition as expected, another new theme is introduced as the first 
statement of the second theme group, which is rarely found in sonata form. Also, 
thematic development resumes in the second half of the recapitulation instead of 
a typical restatement of themes. In this way, Medtner suggests new possibilities 
to enhance the function and prominence of recapitulation in the sonata form.  
The length of the recapitulation is nearly equivalent to the exposition’s. 
Although the exposition is thirteen measures longer, this is not a significant 
difference, considering the fact that the exposition contains two appearances of 
the Reminiscence theme, sixteen measures each. Meanwhile, the ratio between 
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the lengths of the first and the second theme areas in the recapitulation is the 
reverse of that of the exposition, which must have been proportioned under 
Medtner’s careful plan. In the exposition, the first theme area is longer than the 
second, at a ratio of roughly 1.5:1 (68:46, measure numbers), but in the 
recapitulation, the second theme area is more dominant since all of the second 
themes (T2, T2a, T3) return, along with a new theme (T4). The ratio between the 
first and the second theme areas in the recapitulation is approximately 1:1.4 
(46:64). But in the end, the aggregates of each thematic group’s length in the 
outer sections of the sonata are almost equal (114: 110). The development of the 
sonata also allocates almost even lengths for each theme group, even though two 
themes are sometimes interwoven, and these all show that both thematic 
materials are equally considered for length and prominence in the entire sonata.    
The return of T1 clearly signals the recapitulation, and the louder dynamic 
in f, which was mf in the exposition I, and ornaments on the first chord, a 
combination of grace notes and a broken chord, make for a decisive entrance. 
Whereas exposition I has a transitional section between T1c and T2, the 
recapitulation skips a restatement of T1c and the bridge in the first half. Instead, 
it smoothly introduces T4 (G major) after T1b (D major) through a dominant-
tonic key relationship (see Fig. 2.9). T4 is not drastically contrasting to other 
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themes in terms of the register and texture, yet it has the most cheerful character 
(poco giocoso) with a tuneful melody. 
 
Fig. 2.9 T4 (cantando) of Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 299-307 
 	 The transitional material of the bridge is most developed in the 
recapitulation. The bridge, comprised of two contrapuntal voices with 
syncopations, appears twice in the exposition between the first and second theme 
groups, and then is not greatly involved in the development section. Now in the 
recapitulation, it is extended to twenty-eight measures, building up tension 
gradually, leading to a huge arrival on A minor (m. 363), after which the second 
themes are presented and the entire sonata subsequently concludes.    
The moment of arrival on A minor in ff changes the contemplative 
character of the original T2, and T3 also rises in register and dynamic, adopting 
the rhythmic motive of T4, to burn the last flame. The following succession of 
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T2a and T1 parallels the ending of exposition I, leading naturally to the last 
presentation of the Reminiscence theme, completing the sonata’s cyclic structure.   	
Danza graziosa 
 
The simple and short Danza graziosa completely changes the scene to a 
major mode (A major), after the serious drama of Sonata Reminiscenza. A ragtime-
like character generally not associated with gracefulness is deceptively applied 
here. The formal structure of Danza graziosa is close to a rounded binary form 
that has two main sections with a brief return of the first section. The 
introduction reappears in the original key at the beginning of the second section, 
very unusual for a standard rounded binary form. While the two main sections 
employ different phrase structures and melodic tempi, the use of syncopations is 
maintained throughout the piece. In spite of its short length, Danza graziosa 
successfully displays a wide range of emotions in the musical narrative.  
 
Sction 
 
A        B                                            A’ 
Intro a a' Intro b a 
Measures mm. 1-8 9-28 29-40 41-48 49-75 76-79 
Length 8 
20  
(12+8) 12 8 
27 
(8+8+11) 4 
Key AM AM ~ EM AM Dm AM 
Table 2.6 Formal structure of Danza graziosa 
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The introduction is composed of a series of triads that alternately descend 
and ascend by thirds. Both hands play the same triads but in different positions. 
The right hand plays complete triads with close voice leading, while the left hand 
has parallel perfect fifths (see Fig. 2.10). As the left hand moves, the bass line 
alternates the intervals by which it proceeds, between minor thirds and major 
thirds, outlining the D major and G major triads. In the course of alternating 
minor and major thirds in the bass line, the passage naturally generates the 
lowered third (c natural) and seventh (g natural) scale degrees of A major This 
tendency of modal mixture is found in later sections as well. Also, the direction 
of the left hand’s motion – descending first and then ascending – is interestingly 
reflected in a contour of the melody in section A, and the downbeat rests in the 
right hand of the introduction, one type of syncopation, hint at the further 
development of syncopations in the following sections.    
 
Fig. 2.10 Danza graziosa, op. 38, no. 2, mm. 1-3 
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This introduction sets the background by using left hand figurations that 
describe a series of tiny steps of dancers, creating an effect of a graceful glide in a 
faster tempo. The first main section then starts with a single-line melody 
characterized by syncopated rhythms over a simple accompaniment pattern. The 
broken-chord pattern in 2/4 that accompanies the syncopated melody derives 
from ragtime, but the tender and mellow melody (cantando, con moto tenerezza), 
moving predominantly stepwise, softens the rhythmic angularity and liveliness 
associated with ragtime, making the piece a charming, elegant dance.  
The first half of section A (a) consists of a single period of twelve measures 
(mm. 9-20) and its partial repetition in eight measures (mm. 21-28), staying in A 
major (see Fig. 2.11). This period contains three four-measure phrases, and the 
descending – ascending melodic contour, as hinted in the introduction, is 
apparent through these three phrases. The first phrase in p moves downward, 
ending in an authentic cadence, while the second phrase ascends with a crescendo, 
reaching the dominant of A major. For the third phrase, the same melody of the 
first phrase returns in f with a different harmonization and an additional top 
voice that plays another line of syncopation, ending quietly in an authentic 
cadence through diminuendo. After this, the second and third phrases only are 
repeated with the opposite dynamic.  
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Fig. 2.11 Danza graziosa, op. 38, no. 2, section A, mm. 8-11 
 
The second half of section A (a’) also consists of a single period of twelve 
measures (mm. 29-40), but shows more contrast between phrases through 
modulations and dynamic changes. In the first phrase in F♯ minor, the melody 
becomes static and bold (risoluto, pesante) by having double notes on every other 
melodic note and an accented left-hand accompaniment with poco f. On the 
contrary, the second phrase, using exactly the same melody as the first phrase an 
octave higher in p, regains a major mode (E major) and a light accompaniment 
pattern. Although the second phrase has a cadence in G♯ minor, the third phrase 
finishes the section in E major. This last phrase parallels the third phrase of the 
previous section.  
The introduction then returns in the original key, A major, at the midpoint 
of the piece, functioning as an interlude indicating the beginning of the second 
section of the piece. With A as a common tone in m. 48, the second section begins 
in D minor (see Fig. 2.12). The left-hand accompaniment keeps the same rhythm 
in eighth notes but has a different grouping and articulations, creating a limping 
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effect, while the right-hand melody projects a much slower rhythm than in the 
first section to portray the new section’s somber character. But the use of 
syncopation still prevails in the second section, and there is no actual tempo 
change between sections A and B.  
 
Fig. 2.12 Danza graziosa, op. 38, no. 2, section B, mm. 49-53 
 
The passage in mm. 65-75 displays an interesting overlap that combines 
the melody from section A and the accompaniment of section B. The returning 
melody of section A is chromatically developed and temporarily tonicized in F♯ 
minor, continuing with a cadenza-like passage that leads to an extended tremolo 
on an F♯ octave. Although a brief reappearance of the ragtime melody (cantando, 
grazioso) at the end of the piece brings back the major mode in the original key, 
the ending leaves a sense of loneliness in a wistful mood.  
 
Danza festiva 
As a high-spirited, festive dance, Danza festiva is the most cheerful piece of 
op. 38. According to Martyn, Danza festiva is a portrayal of a village festival, 
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possibly inspired by a Flemish painting.105 So it is meant to capture the energy 
and excitement of the festival scene. Along with Sonata Reminiscenza, Danza 
festiva has been more frequently performed than other pieces of the cycle as a 
separate piece, and Medtner himself recorded it three times.106 In compound 
ternary form in 3/4, similar to a minuet and trio setting, the piece displays 
marked contrasts between sections, making it a colorful presentation of a village 
dance.  
The short introduction of the piece consists of a bell motive, an apt 
reference to the sound of tolling bell in a village. This motive reappears later in 
the piece to function as an indication for the upcoming sections, indicating the 
three divisions (ABA’) of the entire dance. Sections A and B create a strong 
contrast through differing phrase structures and melodic tempi with dynamic 
changes. The restatement of section A (A’) following the middle section (B) is 
almost identical to the first section A, with a few exceptions of omitted repeat 
signs and minute changes in expressive indications.  
 
 
																																																								
105 Notes with the album containing the composer’s gramophone recordings, 1936, quoted in 
Martyn, 137. 
106 Piano roll Nimbus NI8801, 1925; Appian (vol. 1) APR5546, 1931; HMV DB3005, 1936. 
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a 
 
 
Section 
 
Intro 
 
T1 Trans 
 
T2 
Phrase 1 Phr 2 Phr 1 Phr 2 
Measures 1-8 9-17 17-22 23-26 27-32 33-40 
Length 8 9 5.5 4 6 8 
Key 
 
DM  F#m 
b 
 
 
Section 
 
T2' T1' 
Phr 1 Phr 1 Phr 2 
Measures 41-48 49-56 57-64 
Length 8 8 8 
Key Bm 
 
~ V of DM 
 
a’ 
 
 
Section 
 
T1 Trans 
 
T2 
Phr 1 New Phr 2 Phr 1 Phr 2 
Measures 65-71 72-79 80-84 85-88 89-94 95-102 
Length 7 8 5 4 6 8 
Key DM 
Table 2.7 Formal structure of Danza festiva, section A, mm. 1-102 
 
The opening bell motive consists of a series of simple triads (see Fig. 2.13). 
Much like a pendulum motion, the triads are played by alternating hands, with a 
D major chord as a center. Following this, section A of Danza festiva features a 
rounded binary structure (a:|| ba:||), like that of a sonata design, displaying two 
different thematic ideas and key areas. Part a of section A, where the two themes 
are presented, emphasizes rhythmic activity by switching phrase lengths and 
shifting pulses. The first theme (T1), in D major, consists of an asymmetrical 
period, having two phrases in nine and five and a half measures, respectively, 
which is developed from a two-measure motive (mm. 9-10). The second theme 
(T2), in F# minor, also an asymmetrical period, has a more lyrical quality over a 
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simpler accompaniment pattern, and the left hand’s syncopation in the second 
phrase of T2 adds more rhythmic excitement.  
 
Fig. 2.13 Danza festiva, op. 38, no. 3, mm. 1-13 
 
T2 continues the development in Part b. In comparison to the irregular 
phrase lengths of Part a, Part b organizes the passages in an eight-measure-long 
phrase structure. The first phrase of T2, modulated to B minor, takes eight 
measures, versus six measures in the previous section. The shortened version of 
T2 in four measures is then presented twice, moving upward with a diminuendo. 
The sequential, second phrase of T1, with a varied accompaniment in duplets, 
then leads to the recapitulation. In Part a’, both thematic materials are revisited, 
and the second theme area returns to the home key, D major, as expected. While 
the short transition and T2 follow the same phrase length and structure of Part a, 
T1 is extended by an additional sequence of eight measures (mm. 72-79), which 
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stems from the ending of the first phrase of T1. The first comma marking of this 
piece also appears at the end of the first bar of T1, and the second phrase of T1 is 
condensed into four bars of chordal texture. 
The second presentation of the bell motive not only signals the beginning 
of the middle section but also has a transitional function that establishes a 
dynamic contrast and mood change. Like the very beginning of the piece, the bell 
motive starts resolutely with a G major chord, then extended through a C major 
chord to F major by downward fifths, with a drastic diminuendo and ritardando. 
This is done in order to prepare the entrance of the new theme of the middle 
section. The theme of the middle section (T3) emphasizes its tender character and 
highlights the melodic quality through a less active and repetitive 
accompaniment, which seemingly contrasts with section A. However, most of 
the elements of T3 are motivically connected with the previous section A. First, 
the three-voice texture in T3 resembles that of T2 in section A, including a similar 
accompaniment pattern, and the two-over-three rhythm between the upper 
voices and the bass is also shared with T1’ in Part b.  The left hand octave 
passage in the closing phrase of T2 is adapted as the descending octaves in left 
hand that appear at the end of T3 phrases, expressing surprise with rinforzando.  
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a 
 
 
Section 
 
Intro 
 
T3 
 Melody 1 M2 M3 
 Measure
s 103-118 119-134 135-150 151-166 167-182 
Length 16 16 16 16 16 
Key   FM Dm Am FM 
a’ 
 
 
Section 
 
Var 1. Var 2. Var 3. Retransition 
M1 M3 M2 M2’ Intro 
Measure
s 183-198 199-214 215-230 231-246 247-254 255-270 271-286 
Length 16 16 16 16 8 16 16 
Key FM Am Dm V of D 
V of 
DM  
Table 2.8 Formal structure of Danza festiva, section B, mm. 103-286 	
The sequential melodies in D minor (M2, mm. 135-150) and A minor (M3, 
mm. 151-166), sixteen measures each, are derived from the melody of T3 (M1), 
and the variations on all three melodies constitute the entire middle section. 
Similar to the structure of a chaconne, this section shows a continuous variation 
form that keeps the same length and structure of each variation with a repetitive 
harmonic basis, ending with a half cadence. Consequently, rhythmic and textural 
manipulation is the main concern in each variation. By using light, accented 
triplet figures in the right hand, the first variation of M1 (mp, leggierissimo) 
temporarily regains the three-beat pulse after the right hand’s constant duplets in 
the initial statement of T3.  
The second variation of M1 (p, giocoso) in mm. 199-214, notably utilizes the 
rhythmic coordination of two against three at the half-note level in units of two 
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bars, which is hinted at by the two-against-three hemiola in the previous 
variation in mm. 195-196. The last phrase of the second variation of M1 ends 
exceptionally in A minor, smoothly introducing the next variation of M3, also in 
A minor, in which all the voices converge into successive chords in f. While the 
original phrase length and structure are maintained, the predominant use of 
syncopation throughout the succeeding variations of M3 and M2 adds a sense of 
agitation, which eventually leads to the retransition, a climax of the piece. 
Through the further development of the variation of M2 in D minor from m. 247, 
the dominant prolongation of the original key, D major, begins to trace a long 
crescendo, while the bell motive suddenly returns in the left hand as a group of 
expanded chords, with added fourths in ff. This third and last appearance of the 
bell motive marks the piece’s most climactic moment, and at the same time, 
indicates the imminent ending of the current section. The following, final phrase 
of the middle section brings back the two-against-three rhythm, and the right 
hand figuration, swinging and traversing the wide range of the keyboard, 
reaches its highest pitch with a huge crescendo, supported by the full use of pedal 
throughout eight measures. The return of T1 with subito pp right after this climax 
maximizes the dynamic contrast between the middle section and the 
recapitulation of Danza festiva.  
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Section A’ lacks repeats, following the traditional use of the form, and the 
musical text of section A is exactly repeated in A’, the only occurrence of this in 
op. 38. Meanwhile, the discrepancies in dynamic markings and expressive 
indications between analogous passages of sections A and A’ raise a question of 
performance practice. For instance, in the portion of Part A that recurs in section 
A’, the dynamic markings, f, p, and cresc are missing in mm. 293, 295, and 313, 
respectively, which could be the composer’s intentional notation, or inadvertent 
omissions in the edition. In the closing section, ‘cantando’ is added for T2’ at m. 
367, and ‘risoluto’, which would appear in m. 359 to correspond with section A, is 
moved to the fourth measure from the end, making the very last phrase the 
grand finale. More details of the performance practice issues, based on the 
composer’s own recordings, will be discussed in the next chapter.     
 
Canzona fluviala 
Although the descriptive aspect of the music is not the foremost concern 
in op. 38, Canzona fluviala, which means ‘song of the river’, the piece illustrates 
the flow of a river with a sorrowful tune over an undulating motion in the 
accompaniment. Within the cycle, Canzona fluviala shows connections with the 
previous pieces, Danza festiva and Sonata Reminiscenza, by using shared motives 
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and melodic fragments. The formal structure of Canzona fluviala can be labeled as 
a composite ternary form.  
 The bell motive that first appeared in Danza festiva opens Canzona fluviala 
in a different key, E minor, and a slower tempo in duple meter, 6/8 (see Fig. 2.14). 
The reappearance of the bell motive itself can be perceived as a process of 
recollection, another type of unifying device of the cycle. Here a decaying effect 
is achieved by a combination of diminuendo and ritardando reinforced by fermatas, 
helping to create an atmosphere before the main theme enters. This function of 
the beginning motive is similar to that of the second presentation of the bell 
motive in Danza festiva, which prepares the entrance of the middle section. At the 
same time, the swinging motion of the bell motive can be likened to the gentle 
sound of the river’s waves.  
 
Fig. 2.14 Canzona fluviala, op. 38, no. 4, mm. 1-7 
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Section 
 
 
Intro 
 
A 
 
B 
 
A' 
 
Co
da 
Bell 
motive a b b' c c' 
partial 
b' a b b” c” 
Measure
s 1-4 5-12 
13-
16 17-28 29-32 33-40 41-48 49-56 
57-
60 
61-
64 
65-
69 
Length 4 
8 
(4+4) 4 
12 
(4+8) 4 
8 
(4+4) 8 
8 
(4+4) 4 4 5 
Key 
 
Em Am 
~ V 
of  
Bm 
Bmà
DM 
DMà 
V of Em Em 
Table 2.9 Formal structure of Canzona fluviala 	
The first section (A) begins with an eight-measure, symmetrical parallel 
period. This main theme of Canzona fluviala (cantando e flessibile) exemplifies the 
Medtnerian use of rhythmic flexibility. The subtle gesture of breathing is 
indicated by comma marks, corresponding not only to the musical phrasing but 
also to the physical motion of the hands. While the wistful E minor melody 
moves in a narrow range of motion, the left-hand figuration sweeps across the 
keyboard, tracing a large ascending motion. Like a movement of the tide coming 
in, the upward motion with diminuendo describes the approaching water, while 
the comma marks allow a slight interval when the left hand crosses the right 
hand. After the first eight-measure period (Part A) concludes in E minor; the 
asymmetrical and contrasting phrase group, Part B, follows in A minor, 
modulating to B minor. While the introduction of Canzona fluviala contains a 
direct quotation of the motive from Danza festiva, Part B carries a hidden melodic 
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quotation from Sonata Reminiscenza (see Fig. 2.15). The melody of the first phrase 
of Part B renders the head motive (a-c-b-c-a) of the first theme in Sonata 
Reminiscenza twice, with varied rhythms (see Fig. 2.16). The dotted-rhythm 
motive (see Fig. 2.17), by which the second phrase of Part B is developed and 
extended, consists of minor seconds and minor thirds, also the intervals of the 
melodic quotation from Sonata Reminiscenza. 
 
Fig. 2.15 Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, head motive of T1, mm. 17-18 
 
 
Fig. 2.16 Canzona fluviala, op. 38, no. 4, Part B (of section A), mm. 11-16 
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Fig. 2.17 Canzona fluviala, op. 38, no. 4, dotted-rhythm motive, mm. 21-22 	
The middle section of Canzona fluviala distinguishes itself with a duet-like, 
contrapuntal texture in a slower tempo, meno mosso (see Fig. 2.18). It starts with a 
four-measure phrase that modulates from B minor to D major. The following D 
major passage is the only major-mode moment in the piece, with a very soft 
dynamic range from pp to ppp, which can be regarded as an illustration of dim 
memory in the context of the underlying theme of reminiscence in op. 38. 
Through a modulation in the third phrase of the middle section (mm. 37-40), the 
dotted-rhythm motive of Part B in the first section returns and sets up a 
dominant preparation of E minor, the original key of the piece, in which the main 
theme returns.  
 
Fig. 2.18 Canzona fluviala, op. 38, no. 4, section B, mm. 29-31 
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Section A’ remains in E minor throughout Parts A and B, and the phrase 
structure of Part B becomes more periodic as the dotted-rhythm motive is taken 
from the previous section B without repetition. Instead, the left-hand melody of 
the middle section (mm. 33-36) reappears in a different key as a coda. While the 
tonic note E is held and brought out by quarter notes, the passage itself is 
harmonically vague, with only a very brief cadence to end.  
 
Danza rustica 
Danza rustica, a short, rondo-like dance in a ternary design, holds a unique 
position in op. 38 in that its whimsical, less graceful character balances out the 
prevailing profundity and poetic lyricism of the cycle. At the same time, Danza 
rustica employs the indication ‘sempre al rigore di tempo’, which is one of 
Medtner’s characteristic indications, in common with Danza festiva and Danza 
silvestra. The modified rondo form of Danza rustica falls largely into three sections 
(ABA’-CB’C’-A”), and the first and the second sections share the same material 
(B) as a contrasting middle part.   
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a 
 
 
Section A B A' 
Measures 1-4 5-12 13-20 21-28 29-39 40-47 48-55 
Length 4 8 8 8 11 8 8 
Key CM Fm ~V of CM CM 
b 
 
 
Section C B' C' (liaison) 
Measures 56-63 64-74 75-82 83-93 94-104 105-108 
Length 8 11 8 11 11 4 
Key Gm 
~DM 
 (V/Gm) Gm 
~V of 
DM Gm CM 
a’ 
 
 
Section A" 
Measures 
109-
116 
117-
124 125-132 133-142 
Length 8 8 8 10 
Key CM 
Table 2.10 Formal structure of Danza rustica 
 
The first section of the dance begins with a repeating alternation of tonic 
and augmented dominant chords in C major. The melody of the main theme is 
developed from a two-measure initial motive over the repeating accompaniment, 
in eight-measure phrases. The comma mark at the end of m. 6 emphasizes the 
first presentation of the initial motive, and the second comma mark, used at the 
end of m.11 after a crescendo, emphasizes reaching the top note C (see Fig. 2.19). 
In the second phrase, tenuto markings replace the comma marks on the third 
beats of the first bars of the motive (mm. 13 and 15), which slightly shifts the 
direction of the melodic gesture and rhythmic stress. The peculiar character of 
this first theme comes from its perpetual, idling motion in the melody and 
accompaniment, combined with a Phrygian-like modal color of the middle voice 
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that features D♭ and E♭ within the key of C. The repeating B♭ in the melody, with 
a Mixolydian sound, results from the presence of dominant seventh chords on 
the tonic, adding to the sense of tonal instability.  
 
Fig. 2.19 Danza rustica, op. 38, no. 5, mm. 1-14 
 
However, Danza rustica does not completely abandon the lyrical 
expression and melancholic mood that pervades op. 38. The contrasting middle 
part in F minor (part B) introduces a slow-moving, sentimental cantabile melody 
(pp, dolce) of eight measures, decorated with chromatically descending, two-note 
figures in the middle voice (see Fig. 2.20). This part B is also characterized by the 
use of two-against-three rhythms between hands and metric irregularity in 
phrasing, which effectively provides emotional contrast to the previous section. 
Harmonically, part B moves back to the dominant of C major, in which the first 
theme of the piece returns. The returning part A’ moves the theme an octave 
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higher in the second phrase; the melody resides in the middle voice underneath 
the ornamenting top line. 
 
Fig. 2.20 Danza rustica, op. 38, no. 5, Part B (of section A), mm. 21-30 
 
Although its opening section differentiates itself in terms of the tonality and 
texture, the second section of Danza rustica (CB’C’) adopts elements of the 
previous section rather than introducing new themes or motives. First of all, the 
second section displays a formal structure similar to that of the first section, 
having surrounding parts with a contrasting middle part, while the melody of 
part C is an outgrowth of part A’s melody (see Fig. 2.21). The ending of part C 
resembles that of part B, which extends the cadence by repetitions, while part B’ 
is an exact repeat of the initial part B except for the key change to G minor and 
some embellishment in the last measure.  
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Fig. 2.21 Danza rustica, op. 38, no. 5, Part C (of section B), mm. 56-60 
 
The right hand of part C’, introduced by the fast and wide ascending arpeggio of 
the very last measure (m. 93) of part B’, reaches two octaves higher than the 
register of part C in a way similar to part A’s moving an octave up compared to 
the original. Additionally, the top melody and the bass line first presented in part 
C exchange voices in the returning part C’. Here the main melody appears in the 
middle voice, in the top line of the left hand, supported by an additional lower 
voice in parallel sixths, while the top voice of part C’ articulates the bass line of 
part C, accompanied by broken chords in triplets. Thus, the second section of 
Danza rustica can be seen as a variation of the first section, one of the techniques 
commonly found in Medtner’s short character pieces. 
The last section of Danza rustica concludes the piece with three 
presentations of the main theme over a new accompaniment. Bringing back the 
thematic variants of parts A’ and C’, the second (mm. 117-124) and third (mm. 
125-132) phrases of the last section ascend an octave each time. In the second 
phrase, the top voice follows the melody an eighth-note behind, resulting in even 
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rhythms, like the second phrase of part A’, while the third phrase presents the 
melody in triplets that comes from part C’. The figuration of the final phrase can 
be seen as a varied version of the ending of part C, with a brief ending on a C 
major broken chord after a series of upward and downward cascades. 
 
Canzona serenata 
Canzona serenata epitomizes the Medtnerian cantabile with delicately 
expressive, poignant melodies in a nostalgic mood. Consistent with the nature of 
a canzona, this piece is primarily lyrical, and its songful themes are conveyed in 
a simpler formal structure (ABA’) in comparison with the danzas, which usually 
contain multiple episodes that constitute inner sections of a composite ternary 
form. More importantly, the theme of reminiscence begins and ends Canzona 
serenata with an altered harmonization and slightly shifted articulation marks.   
First of all, the introduction of Canzona serenata contains the first 
presentation of the Reminiscence theme, which comprises eight measures in 4/4, 
helping to increase the horizontal directionality of the theme by an altered metric 
pulse (see Fig. 2.22), compared to the original form of the theme, which 
comprises sixteen measures in 2/4 in Sonata Reminiscenza (see Fig. 2.23).  
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Fig. 2.22 Canzona serenata, op. 38, no. 6, mm. 1-3 
 
 
Fig. 2.23 Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 1-4 
 
While the introduction of Sonata Reminiscenza can be seen as a single entity, 
having a harmonically closed ending, the Reminiscence theme in the 
introduction of Canzona serenata begins and ends with a dominant chord, C major, 
making a continuous link between the introduction and the main sections that 
follow (see Fig. 2.24). 
 
Fig. 2.24 Canzona serenata, op. 38, no. 6, beginning of section A, mm. 7-9 
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Op. 
38 
Measures 
                 
no. 
1 
Phr 1 
(mm. 1-8) [i  (v7) i  (v7) i ]        iv vii/V  V64 i     III7 VI     i7 -  V7/III 
 
 
III    iiø 43 
 
A minor 
       
  
no. 
6 
 
Phr 1 
(mm. 1-4) [I  (iiø65)                         I  (iiø65)                         I ]         iv7 IV42     V64 i     III7 VI     i7 -  V7/III 
 
 
III     iv6 
  
                  
F minor   
V  
              
 
no. 
1 
Phr 2 
(mm. 9-16) [i  (v7) i  (v7) i ]          iv vii/V   V53 i    V/III III    ii°6 i64  V 
 
 
i 
 
A minor 
       
  
no. 
6 
Phr 2 
(mm. 5-8) [I  (iiø65 )                       I (iiø65 )                      I ]      iv7 IV42     V64 i    V/III III    ii°6 i64  V64     
  
                  
F minor   
V  
              
Table 2.11 Harmonic progression of Reminiscence theme in the introductions of 
Sonata Reminiscenza and Canzona serenata 
 
Section Intro A B A’ 
 
R 
 
  
 
  
 
  R  
Measures 1-8 9-16 17-24 25-36 37-49 50-57 58-65 66-74 
Length 8 8 8 12 13 8 8 9 
Key Fm Fm 
Fm 
àA♭M 
A♭M 
àCm 
Cm 
àV/B♭m 
B♭m 
àV/Fm Fm Fm 
Table 2.12 Formal structure of Canzona serenata 
 
After the introduction, the first theme of Canzona serenata in F minor 
begins section A, which presents two versions of the theme’s melody. Within a 
texture of melody and accompaniment, the theme is enriched by a melody in 
parallel thirds plus a countermelody played in the middle voice. The first half of 
the section (mm. 9-16) contains the melody in thirds over the accompaniment in 
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triplets, creating two-against-three rhythms between the upper and lower voices. 
The middle voice begins by shadowing the melody in the beginning of section A 
(mm. 9-10) on the second notes of the triplets, which reach the highest pitch of 
each group; the countermelody then emerges from this motion in the middle 
voice as quarter notes (mm. 12-15). The second half of the section (mm. 17-24), 
also containing thirds in the melody, further enhances the melodic force by 
additionally doubling the top melody in octaves, and expands the register as 
well. The bottom of the double-voiced melody throughout the first half of the 
section rises an octave and becomes the top melody here, surpassing that of the 
previous top voice. The left-hand accompaniment also rises as the melody 
reaches a higher register.  
The first theme reaches its highest point near the end of section A through 
a crescendo. The middle section B brings back calm and serenity in p through 
simple and steady rhythms, a thin texture, and a narrower register. 
The idea of using melody in thirds in section A is repeated here, but the 
new, dreamlike melody of section B in A♭ major (molto sereno e teneramente) is 
played like a duet in tenths between the hands, while groups of sixteenth notes 
fill the space between. The melody proceeds to C minor, leading into an 
unexpected, cadenza-like passage with rapid, agitating figurations containing 
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full and half-diminished seventh chords and a descending chromatic line. The 
cadenza concludes the middle section with a written-out, prolonged trill passage 
that arrives on the dominant seventh of the following section.  
 In B♭ minor, the returning section A’ presents another version of the 
theme with a diminution of the melody in 6/8.107 The simple rhythms in both the 
melody and the accompaniment contribute to its tranquil mood (molto tranquillo e 
cantando). The second half of section A returns in F minor, leading to a second 
presentation of the Reminiscence theme, which closes the piece (see Fig. 2.25). 
Unlike the introduction, the ending of Canzona serenata follows the theme’s 
original chord progression. Whereas the ending of Sonata Reminiscenza remains 
in pp in order to express evenness in tranquility (see Fig. 2.26), the Reminiscence 
theme in Canzona serenata’s ending allows subtle dynamic fluctuations in relation 
to its melodic contour, as the middle voice is emphasized in the right hand with 
sustained tenuto quarter notes.  
																																																								
107 Since the dotted quarter beat of section A’ in 6/8 is designated as the same length of the quarter 
beat of section A in 4/4, two bars of section A’ equal one bar of section A. So, the first phrase 
group that plays the theme in eight measures in section A’ (mm. 50-57) would take the same 
amount of time for the four bars in section A, the half-length of the first theme presented in 
section A. Accordingly, the harmonic tempo of section A’ in 6/8 is twice faster than the original 
form of the theme, which results in the shortened lengths of the notes in the melody. 
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Fig. 2.25 Canzona serenata, ending, op. 38, no. 6, mm. 68-74 
 
 
Fig. 2.26 Sonata Reminiscenza, ending, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 425-430 
 
In contrast to the Reminiscence theme’s original end, the middle voice finishes 
on the third (A♭), held through an additional concluding measure (m. 74). 
Although finishing with a ‘lunga’ indicated fermata is common in Medtner’s 
works, the third in this instance creates an atypical sound effect, exemplifying 
Canzona serenata’s rich texture and the importance of each inner voice.  
 
Danza silvestra 
Danza silvestra, or forest dance, is a dynamic piece with inventive rhythmic 
structures that exhibits the most virtuosic passages of op. 38.  Although this piece 
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is not endowed with other extra-musical references besides the title, its 
mysterious and agitated mood certainly evokes the image of a dark forest. As 
Martyn points out, Danza silvestra shares a similar, quirky character with Wood 
goblin, Tale in A minor, op. 34, no. 3 (see Fig. 2.27).108 The opening passage of 
Gnomenreigen (Dance of the gnomes) by Liszt is also comparable with the 
beginning of Danza silvestra in its playful character and the use of highly 
decorative figuration in the same key, F♯ minor (see Fig. 2.28). Supporting this 
connection, Gnomenreigen was one of Liszt’s works that Medtner used to include 
in his concert repertoires.109  
 
Fig. 2.27 Tale in A minor, op. 34, no. 3, beginning, mm. 1-8 
 
																																																								
108 Martyn, 138. 
109 Flamm, 632. 
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Fig. 2.28 Liszt, Gnomenreigen from Two Concert Études, S. 145, beginning, mm. 1-4 
 
Danza silvestra has a fairly long introduction that gives dramatic tension by 
delaying establishment of a tonal center. The following subsections are 
motivically or thematically related, while seemingly introducing different 
episodes ceaselessly, organizing the piece into three large sections. The 
introduction begins with an energetic, impulsive passage that rapidly traverses a 
wide range of the keyboard, containing various chromatic segments and grace 
notes with staccatos (see Fig. 2.29). Although the use of certain augmented sixth 
chords suggests a tonality of F♯ minor, the introduction maintains harmonic 
unpredictability until it arrives on the tonic at m. 37 right before the entrance of 
the first theme.  
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Fig. 2.29 Danza silvestra, op. 38, no. 7, mm. 1-10  
 
 
Fig. 2.30 Danza silvestra, op. 38, no. 7, first theme, mm. 41-44 
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  Intro  A  
Section Phrase 1 Phr 2 Phr 3 a b a’ c 
Measure
s 1-12 13-20 21-40 41-48 49-54 55-65 66-76 
Length 
12  
(8+4) 8 
20  
(8+12) 8 6 11 11  
Key F#m    F#m  F#m 
AMà
F#m 
F#mà
Bm 
Bmà
AM 
 
  B 
Section d e d' 
Measure
s 77-92 93-108 108-124 
Length 
16  
(4+12) 16 
  
16 
Key AM (àEM) Am  CM...àF#m 
 
  A’ 
Section Phr 3 a b’ c' a" R* 
Measure
s 125-144 145-152 153-158 159-164 165-168 169-176 
Length 20  8  6  6 4  8  
Key  F#m 
(Bmà 
F#m)    F#m  
Table 2.13 Formal structure of Danza silvestra 
 
The first section A consists two statements of the first theme in F♯ minor (a) 
and transitional episodes (b and c) in between. The first theme is characterized 
by syncopated rhythm and a powerful melody in octaves (see Fig. 2.30). The 
four-measure long melody is first played by the right hand and then by the left. 
The following phrase in A major, (b), maintains dotted rhythms in the melody 
with softer dynamics, and the 8/8 meter contains irregular grouping of 3+3+2 (see 
Fig. 2.31). The first theme returns, now modulating to B minor, followed by 
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another transitional episode, (c), which leads to the dominant of A major, the 
relative key. Compared with to episode (b), episode (c) features a different 
melody played with increased force (f, risoluto), with arpeggiation and 
ornamentation of chords. However, the third episode’s rhythmic motive derives 
from the second episode, and it actually counts as 8/8 without a notated meter 
change (see Fig. 2.32).  
 
Fig. 2.31 Danza silvestra, op. 38, no. 7, episode b (of section A), mm. 49-51 
 
Fig. 2.32 Danza silvestra, op. 38, no. 7, episode c (of section A), mm. 65-67 
 
The middle section B (see Fig. 2. 34) presents the second theme in outer 
subsections with a bridge in the middle. Similar to the first theme, the second 
theme begins with four-measure groupings that contains the same cross-rhythm 
as the third phrase from the introduction (see Fig. 2.33).  
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Fig. 2.33 Danza silvestra, op. 38, no. 7, introduction, mm. 20-22 
 
 
Fig. 2.34 Danza silvestra, op. 38, no. 7, beginning of section B, mm. 77-84 
 
While the second theme (p, leggiero) contrasts with section A’s more vigorous 
melody in terms of dynamics and articulation, the melody in mm. 81-84 is in six-
beat units (see Fig. 2.34), similar to that of the previous section, subsection (c) of 
section A (see Fig. 2.32). The following bridge section turns to parallel A minor, 
bringing back the single-lined texture of the introduction, decorated with various 
grace notes, emphasizing the dominant. The texture at mm. 93-94 resembles part 
of the first phrase of the piece (see Fig. 2.29). Moving from eighth notes to 
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sixteenths, this passage creates an effect of speeding up.  
In the second presentation of the second theme (d’), now in the remote key 
of C major, the left hand’s cross-rhythmic triplets in mm. 105-108 remain in the 
accompaniment. When the melody repeats, it not only modulates chromatically 
by descending whole tones (B♭ major, A♭ major, and F♯ minor), but also 
descends to the lower register. As the melody is played in the bass line, the right 
hand accompanies with groups of sixteenth notes, which smoothly connects the 
returning introduction (phrase 3) by using consistent rhythms.  
After the introduction and the first theme return in their original form in 
F♯ minor, the returning A’ section revisits all of the melodic material in a 
condensed form. The second episode (b’) in 8/8 is now combined with the second 
half of the first theme’s melody in 2/4. The two measure-long head motive of the 
third episode repeats three times, sequentially moving down from B minor to G 
minor (c’).  
Another variation of the first theme (a”), consisting of the third measure of 
the melody and its fifth below in canon, leads to the very last phrase of the piece, 
which revives the melody of T3 from Sonata Reminiscenza (see Fig. 2.35). This 
melodic quotation is another device that gives thematic unity to the cycle. The 
next piece, Alla reminiscenza, is connected in attacca.  
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Fig. 2.35 Danza silvestra, op. 38, no. 7, ending, mm. 167-176 
 
Alla reminiscenza 
The Reminiscence theme makes its final transformation into the major 
mode (A major) in Alla reminiscenza, the last piece of op. 38. The piece’s function 
is as a coda to the entire cycle (quasi coda), providing the beginning and ending of 
the cycle with the same thematic material. Additionally, Alla reminiscenza bears a 
special connection with the previous piece, Danza silvestra. First, Danza silvestra 
(in F♯ minor) and Alla reminiscenza (in A major) are in a relative key relationship, 
and Danza silvestra contained a good amount of music in A major, allowing 
continuity between the two via attacca. The two pieces both also quote the second 
theme of the second exposition (T3) of Sonata Reminiscenza. Two of the three 
original appearances of the Reminiscence theme in Sonata Reminiscenza were 
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made after the second exposition, where T3 is introduced. Thus the arrangement 
of T3 at the end of Danza silvestra and the Reminiscence theme in the beginning 
of Alla reminiscenza corresponds to the Sonata Reminiscenza’s formal structure, 
which further strengthens the connection between two pieces. The partial T3 
melody appears again in the middle of Alla reminiscenza as well.  
Title Sonata Reminiscenza 
Section Intro Exp I Exp II 
 
Dev Recap 
 Thematic 
material R  T3 R 
 
T3 R 
 
Title Danza silvestra Alla reminiscenza 
Section 
 Ending 
A A’ 
 Beginning mm. 14-16 
Thematic 
material T3 R T3 R 
Table 2.14 Placement of T3 and the Reminiscence theme in Sonata Reminiscenza, 
Danza silvestra and Alla reminiscenza 
 
Alla reminiscenza has two sections (AA’). The first section features the 
Reminiscence theme in A major (mm. 1-8) and its melodic and harmonic 
development (mm. 9-16), followed by a prolonged passage consisting of 
supertonic and subdominant harmonies (mm. 17-20). The second section is a 
further expansion of the Reminiscence theme, ending with arpeggiated chords 
on the tonic.  
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Section 
  
A  A' 
R Development R’ 
Measures mm. 1-8 9-20 21-32 33-38 
Length 
 
8 12 12 6 
20 18 
Key  AM  (moving) - AM AM 
Table 2.15 Formal structure of Alla reminiscenza 
 
The first presentation of the A major Reminiscence theme begins pp (see Fig. 2.36) 
with a new accompaniment pattern derived from the 4:3 rhythm (in 4/8) of Danza 
silvestra (see Figs. 2.33 and 2.34). The harmony typically lasts two quarter-note 
beats depending on the span of the accompanying unit, with the exception of 
passing chords. This consequently creates a slower harmonic rhythm than the 
original form of the Reminiscence theme. The linear movement of the bass line, 
with its descending chromatic scale and slower rhythm, contributes to its 
tranquil quality.  
 
Fig. 2.36 Alla reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 8, mm. 1-4 
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While the melodic line on the top voice of the Reminiscence theme is 
composed of ascending and descending scales moving by quarter notes, the 
following phrase group (mm. 9-12) takes on a rhythm of dotted-eighth and 
sixteenth note groups, along with a mode change (mm. 9-12). This eventually 
leads to a single-line melody in a descending-fifths sequence, with which the 
melody of T3 from Sonata Reminiscenza is merged in the context of A major (see 
Fig. 2.37).  
 
Fig. 2.37 Alla reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 8, melodic quotation of T3, mm. 13-16 
 
The passage that follows continues with alternating supertonic and subdominant 
chords in A major, instead of having the dominant preparation typically 
preceding the tonic of the returning section. Although this passage is not purely 
subdominant harmonically, the fourth scale degrees (D) in the bass (at the 
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downbeat of m. 19) and the tonic arrival on the return of the Reminiscence theme 
create an effect similar to a plagal cadence. 
The A major Reminiscence theme returns with full force in f as a grand 
finale (see Fig. 2.38). The first phrase (mm. 21-24), with the melodic line in the top 
voice starting on A, maintains its ascending and descending contour over a four-
note descending unit in the bass (A-G♯/G♮-F♯-F♮). The second phrase reaches its 
final climax through an expansion of duration and register. With a raised fourth 
(D♯), an ascending Lydian scale on A in the melody proceeds with a gradual 
crescendo for four measures (mm. 25-28), accompanied by a repeating bass 
pattern that is a shortened version of the four-note unit in the previous phrase.  
 
Fig. 2.38 Alla reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 8, section A’, mm. 21-26 
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In contrast to the first phrase and the ascending passage of the second phrase, in 
which modal change and the chromatic scale are involved, here the melody 
descends through a pure A major scale as soon as it reaches the tonic in ff, two 
octaves higher than the beginning of section A’. With a prolonged use of pedal 
over seven bars, the arpeggiated tonic chord spanning six octaves brings a 
distinctive conclusion to the entire piece. Since the final chord is tied to the 
arpeggio, the keys are pressed without reemphasis, and a further extended 
lingering effect remains once the pedal is released, not otherwise possible by a 
held pedal (see Fig. 2.39). 
 
Fig. 2.39 Alla reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 8, ending, mm. 36-38 
 
Technical challenges and performance issues in op. 38 
Medtner’s proclivity for lyricism manifests dynamically in op. 38. He 
labels almost every melodic theme with cantabile or cantando, and very often 
requests legato and espressivo. This high demand for a rich, cantabile tone quality 
is in accord with the idea of ‘singing’ on the piano, a generally acknowledged 
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concept that has been passed down through generations of the Russian piano 
school.110 In addition to the fundamental principle of legato playing, the complex 
textures of op. 38 require finger independence for voicing. The frequent use of 
contrapuntal devices and double thirds or double sixths for thematic and 
particularly accompaniment passages require a finessed control of voicing. The 
duet of two themes (T1c and T2) in the development of Sonata Reminiscenza is an 
example of a contrapuntal texture that also includes double sixths in the melody 
(see fig. 2.8). While T2 is slightly more emphasized by a poco marcato marking, as 
well as the accent on the starting note, both melodies are to be emphasized, and 
the whole passage should maintain a sense of tranquility with expressiveness.   
The first section of Danza festiva again exemplifies the use of double thirds 
and double sixths for the theme (see Fig. 2.40). The melody in the first phrase of 
T1 (mm. 9-17) consists of double thirds and double sixths, while the second 																																																								110	Irish pianist John Field (1782-1837) was one of the most prominent pedagogues in Russia and 
contributed to the development of the Russian piano school in the early nineteenth century. 
Cantabile in Russian performance aesthetic has its cultural roots in the tradition of Russian 
Orthodox church music that was performed a capella, but became more appreciated in Russia 
with Field’s influential playing of cantabile. Anton Rubinstein (1829-1894), considered to be a 
founder of the Russian music education system as well as the Russian piano school, was known 
for his unique capability to combine symphonic pianism and singing cantabile. Rubinstein’s 
emphasis on cantabile playing was partially influenced by Rubini, a superb bel canto tenor who 
was famous for ringing and expressive tone in Bellini’s and Donizetti’s operas in the 1820s to the 
1840s. Although an attempt to achieve a singing quality always has been the foremost issue in 
piano playing, the tradition of “singing on the piano” particularly became an important feature of 
the Russian piano school, which was greatly influenced by the characteristics of Rubinstein’s 
playing. Irena Kofman, “The history of the Russian piano school: individuals and traditions” 
(DMA diss., University of Miami, 2001). 
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phrase (mm. 17-22) mainly uses double sixths for the right hand, but not by 
means of simply playing successive double notes. The top voice presents a 
staccato melody while the lower voice accompanies with slurred two-note 
figurations, a combination which is especially difficult to control in the fast 
tempo.  
 
Fig. 2.40 Op. 38, no. 3, use of double thirds and double sixths in T1, mm. 9-22 
 
Op. 38 also exhibits Medtner’s unique way of using several types of grace 
notes, trills and arpeggios. Although each example is not completely 
unconventional, the ornamentation brings further questions of speed and timing 
in execution, namely the function and intended effect of the ornamentation in 
each context. For example, when the trills are accompanied with calando or 
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ritenuto, in addition to a fermata at the end of phrases, the speed of the trills may 
or not be affected by those further indications (see Fig. 2.41). 
 
Fig. 2.41 Op. 38, no. 4, trill accompanied with ritenuto and a fermata, mm. 38-40 
 
Judging by the indications given in his scores, Medtner provides general 
instructions in great detail, including those regarding tempo markings and 
articulations, as well as dynamics and pedal indications. Medtner uses mainly 
Italian words, including certain ones not widely used in traditional notation. 
Thus, not only the literal meanings of each indication but also the composer’s 
individual vocabulary in using indications should be considered in interpretation. 
In op. 38, T1 of Sonata Reminiscenza is indicated with concentrando (pochissimo 
meno mosso) in mf. Concentrando instructs the passage to be performed with a 
more focused sound, but not necessarily louder or accented. Medtner often uses 
this indication for the themes in his sonatas, including opp. 27, 30, and 53, where 
concentrando is used for both soft, cantabile themes as well as more risoluto themes 
in mf or f. Accordingly, concentrando not only specifies the type of sound, but also 
signals the return of the thematic material in the course of the thematic 
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development or transformation. Medtner’s usage of indications also reflects his 
tendency to express subtle differences in nuance. The varied pedal markings are 
such an example. Like the other expressive indications, the pedal markings in op. 
38, such as con poco Ped. (pochissimo) and con Ped. (ma non troppo), are unusually 
detailed and descriptive. Wavy lines are occasionally added on top of the simple 
markings (Ped. and ❋, or con pedale), which may possibly indicate a specific type 
of pedal such as tremolo pedaling, or may simply specify the length of the pedal.  
 
Fig. 2.42 Op. 38, no. 5, pedal indications, mm. 45-55 
 
The use of metronome indications is consistently found in Medtner’s 
oeuvre. All pieces in op. 38 are given metronome markings except Alla 
Reminiscenza. Certain pieces contain only a single tempo marking, while others 
have several. While the frequent and persistent use of metronome indications 
proves the composer’s intention to stipulate the tempos, the validity of the 
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metronome marks should still be assessed. The comparative analysis of 
Medtner’s own recordings can provide further clues to the composer’s 
tendencies in realizing metronome indications, as well as other stylistic choices. 
Medtner recorded Danza festiva on three separate occasions, and each of these 
three different versions will be discussed in the next chapter. Meanwhile, five 
pieces from op. 38 (nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6) share a similar tempo range that includes 
♩(♩.) =72 (♩. in no. 4) as the basic pulse of each piece. The connections between 
pieces made through the unifying thematic materials also contribute to building 
a sense of coherence in tempo. Thus, this choice of metronome markings implies 
that a coherent tempo may exist between the pieces in the cycle, and each piece’s 
tempo should be determined based on the correlation between the pieces. 	 Varying expression in musically parallel passages is another issue in op. 
38. Repeated passages often come with subtle differences in indications 
compared to their initial appearances. For example, the placement of the comma 
marks, one of Medtner’s characteristic phrasing indications, is not always 
identical in parallel passages. This tendency can be explained either as the 
composer’s deliberate way of notation, or else as a lack of accuracy. Thus, careful 
reading and consideration are required in such sections. For example, 
considering the first theme in Danza rustica, it is relatively obvious that Medtner 
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intentionally notated the different articulations upon the repetition of the first 
theme. The comma marks only appear in the first statement of the first theme, 
and the following repetitions do not necessarily follow this pattern (see Fig. 2.43). 
While the first comma mark at the end of m. 6 introduces a two-bar segment of 
the theme, the second comma at the end of m. 11 does not indicate the end of the 
motive or phrase. The second comma mark not only intensifies the effect of the 
crescendo and the accent on the third beat in m. 11 but also emphasizes the 
downbeat of m. 12 in f. During the second phrase (mm. 13-20), the last beats of 
the first and the third bars are more emphasized by tenuto, rather than by 
emphasizing the two-bar segment. The last two bars underplay the dynamic 
changes in the last two bars of the first phrase in order to proceed to the quiet B 
section. As a result, one can assume that the use of comma marks is unnecessary 
in the  second phrase. In the returning section of the piece (mm. 109-142), 
comprising the melodic development of the first theme, the continuity between 
phrases should be maintained throughout the development (see Fig. 2.44). The 
continuous and flowing accompaniment also contributes to longer phrasing. 
Therefore, the use of the comma mark is not expected in the returning section 
either, even though the inner grouping of the melody in the first phrase is similar 
to the very first presentation of the first theme.  
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Fig. 2.43 Op. 38, no. 5, placement of comma marks in the first theme, mm. 1-20 
 
 
Fig. 2.44 Op. 38, no. 5, returning section, mm. 103-119 
 
In Canzona serenata, the comma marks indicate the internal phrasing, which first 
appears in section A (see Fig. 2.45). When the same musical text is repeated in the 
returning section, the second comma mark is omitted (m. 61). This difference 
could be ascribed to the composer’s intention to highlight the following 
measures (mm. 62-63). Compared to the parallel passage in section A (mm. 17-
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21), the returning section gives a rapid crescendo in m. 62, (after crescendo poco a 
poco in m. 60-61), and the melody is also more articulated. By skipping a grace 
rest in m. 61, the phrase is elongated with an enhanced sense of motion. On the 
contrary, one may consider using a comma in m. 61 following the first section’s 
phrasing, and this use of the comma possibly can assist the dynamic expansion 
and the melodic ascent in mm. 62-63.  
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Fig. 2.45 Op. 38, no. 6, placement of comma marks in parallel passages, mm. 16-21 and 
mm. 57-63 
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CHAPTER 3 
Analysis of primary sources related to op. 38 
As detailed in the process of alterations and additions to op. 38 from the 
1921 early version to the 1922 first edition, it is highly likely that Medtner 
continuously revised and annotated his own works while he performed and 
taught, well after the first publication.111 There are three primary source materials 
that help to trace the development of op. 38: the sound recordings of the 
composer’s own playing; the written records by Edna Iles; and Medtner’s own 
annotated score. Additional notes on op. 38 can also be found in his diaries, 
which provide further information about the work.  
Despite the limitations of the sound recording technology of the time, the 
recordings of Medtner provide a foundational reference by which to interpret his 
works. His three recordings of Danza festiva offer a unique chance to explore the 
composer’s interpretation of the same work within a span of twelve years (1925-
1936). Following its publication in 1922 by Zimmermann, the first recording of 
Danza festiva was made as a piano roll recording by Duo-Art in 1925 in New York 
																																																								
111 Especially for pianist-composers, making substantial or partial revisions is not uncommon. 
Compared to Rachmaninoff, who was able to republish multiple versions of his works, such as 
the first piano concerto and the second piano sonata, Medtner could not enjoy opportunities to 
publish revised editions due to less popularity.  
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during Medtner’s first US tour.112 This appeared on CD (NI8801) in 1995, issued 
by the British record company Nimbus as part of its Grand Piano Series.113 
Although the piano roll recording was not completely free from distortion, it 
successfully conveys the clarity of sound and incisive nuances of Medtner’s 
playing.  
The second and third recordings of Danza festiva were produced in 
London in the 1930s. Medtner made his first phonograph record for Columbia 
during his second visit to London in 1928, and made two additional test records 
for Columbia in 1930 and 1931 at Central Hall Westminster, the latter including 
Danza festiva. These recordings were never issued in their own time, but this 
second recording of Danza festiva is now available on CD, having been 
transferred by APR and St. Laurent Studio. An HMV recording, which includes 
the third recording of Danza festiva, was produced at Abbey Road studios in 
1936, and was published in the same year. According to Anna Medtner’s 
testimony, Medtner felt uncomfortable in the recording environment and was 
																																																								
112 Martyn, 169. 
113 This disc is a collection of performances by various artists including Medtner, such as 
Ferruccio Busoni, Josef Hofmann, and Ignaz Friedman, originally recorded on the Duo-Art 
system between 1916 and 1926. http://www.arkivmusic.com/classical/album.jsp?album_id=5232 
(accessed April 4, 2018). 
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not satisfied with the result, contrasting his ease of performance on stage.114 
Nevertheless, the two different recordings of Danza festiva from the 1930s 
demonstrate the consistency in his playing, delivering virtuosity, singing tone 
and rhythmic accuracy. The interpretations of 1931 and 1936 are not drastically 
contrasting, and yet they demonstrate intriguing possibilities of interpretation of 
the same piece. Examples of similarities and differences between the recordings 
will be provided later in this chapter.  
Edna Iles’s notes provide valuable interpretative guidelines as well as 
specific comments on Medtner’s works. The notes on the interpretation of 
Medtner’s works from the EIMC (Edna Iles Medtner Collection) consist of five 
books in addition to some loose sheets with notes on interpretation. Among these 
materials, one entry for Danza festiva and two entries for Canzona serenata are 
found in Book Two, and another note on Canzona serenata appears in the loose 
sheets. While one of the notes on Canzona serenata dates from 1939, the others do 
not indicate any exact dates. However, the notes on Danza festiva written in 
Foreign Park give a clue to estimate the date.115 The Iles family moved to the 
Warwickshire village of Wootton Wawen in February of 1941, and Medtner and 
																																																								
114 Martyn, 209. 
115 Iles recorded the exact date or location, or both, in which they were written. Karpeyev, 
Appendix 2, 66 (EIMC, 6.1.3.10).   
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his wife stayed with them at the house called Foreign Park until their return to 
London in 1943. Thus, the notes must have written between 1941 and 1943, while 
Iles worked on the piece with the composer. The comparison of the Danza festiva 
recordings from the 1920s-30s and the Iles notes on the same piece, written in the 
1940s, may reflect either unchanging components or variations in interpretation.  
The comments are clearly listed with measure numbers, as Iles was aware 
of the importance of her notes and made efforts to organize them for future use. 
These notes from Medtner’s lessons give detailed instructions on dynamics, 
articulation and voicing, as well as pedaling. Furthermore, the notes explain 
which voice or elements are to be emphasized and to where a climax should be 
aimed, along with comments on the speed of the trills and arpeggios. This 
supplementary information that cannot be written on the score not only answers 
performance-related questions on specific passages of the piece but also gives a 
revelatory insight into the Medtnerian approach to agogics and the choice of 
hand and body postures. For instance, the tendency to start a phrase slowly then 
achieve tempo gradually, particularly in the beginning of a piece or section, is 
commonly referred to in the notes. According to Iles, Medtner constantly 
described hand movement in piano playing as if it were the bowing of a stringed 
instrument, relating the falling and rising of the hands to sound production and 
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phrasing.  
The Glinka Museum’s Medtner archive houses Medtner’s personal copy 
of the score of op. 38, part of a single volume containing opp. 34-40. Considering 
the fact that those works were published from 1919 to 1923 by two different 
publishers, and both piano and vocal works are bound together, this particular 
volume was probably made for the composer’s personal use no earlier than 1923. 
On the score, Medtner not only corrected misprints but also wrote down 
additional articulation marks, fingerings, pedal indications, and comments 
regarding performance issues. Pencil, colored pencil and ink are all used on this 
copy; some indications are doubled in pencil and red colored pencil, possibly 
suggesting the significance of the correction. Medtner occasionally wrote down 
same corrections twice – first on the actual spot in the score, and again on the 
margin of the page. Thus, these indications can be regarded as more definitive 
information, but it remains unclear whether the composer attempted to publish 
revised versions. Besides, it is virtually impossible to figure out when and where 
each indication was written, or how long the composer had kept this specific 
copy. The revision could have been an ongoing and lifelong process. It is 
expected that the corrections on Medtner’s personal copy may correspond with 
the ideas heard in his recordings, as well as those detailed in Edna Iles’s notes.  
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 Based on the information kept in this personal copy and other archival 
sources, the Complete Edition was published in 1959-1963 by the Moscow State 
Music Publishers. Op. 38 is included in the third volume of the Complete Edition. 
Medtner's hand-written corrections are generally well reflected in the Complete 
Edition, and consequently CE has served as the standard for later editions. In 
spite of the high accuracy of CE, however, a few instances of the composer's 
firsthand documentation were excluded in CE. Hence, excerpts from the 
composer's personal copy will be examined, helping to determine the composer's 
original intention on each correction.  
 
Medtner the Pianist: three recordings of Danza festiva 
As a performer, Medtner maintained an objective attitude towards the 
composition.	Medtner held firmly that the author’s message should be 
prioritized, as opposed to the display of a performer’s originality.116 For the same 
reason, Medtner eschewed emotional impetuosity and exaggeration in 
performance, yet he was capable of conveying high emotional intensity and 
bringing out structure in his playing. Medtner’s performance style has been 
known for its clarity, precision, and fresh quality, as well as an extensive tapestry 																																																								
116 Irina Rakhlenko, “Nikolai Medtner and Edna Iles, Artistic Collaboration,” Muzikant Klassik 1 
(2005): 15. 
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of tone and dynamics.  
The three recordings of Danza festiva reveal Medtner’s lively and energetic 
interpretation of the piece, which exhibits vigorous rhythmic force and rich 
melodies, and harmonies with subtle dynamic shadings. Recurring examples of 
timing and phrasing expression exist in the three recordings. These 
commonalities can serve as a guide to how the composer’s works are to be 
interpreted and performed.  
 Medtner’s interpretation of Danza festiva does not greatly deviate from the 
written text. With the exception of misprints in m. 130 and mm. 265-266, there 
are no changes of pitches, rhythms or tempo to be found between his sound 
recordings and the score. It is intriguing to observe that he did not repeat the 
second half of the first section (mm. 41-102) in the recordings. This is perhaps 
due to the restricted recording duration, or possibly that he wished the outer 
sections to remain proportional. The three recordings have a remarkably similar 
identical tempo, also in close accordance with the metronome indication ( =100). 
The consistency in tempi proves that Medtner had a definitive conception of his 
own work. It also confirms the validity of his metronome indications, despite the 
fact that Medtner rejected the idea of using the metronome during piano 
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practice.117  
 In Medtner’s playing, the clarity of each voice is achieved via the precision 
of the note lengths. The melody of the first theme, consisting of double thirds 
and double sixths is flawlessly played. Additionally, pedaling does not blur 
voicing in the following phrase, in which the top and lower voices are indicated 
with different articulations (see Fig. 3.1). The lengths of the left-hand chords in 
mm. 23-24, which can often lengthen due to inattentive pedaling, are articulated 
exactly as written. The chords in m. 24 and 26 are arpeggiated in all three 
recordings. 
 
Fig. 3.1 Op. 38, no. 3, three layered texture of T1 and transition to T2, mm. 12-27 
(dotted circle: arpeggiated)118 
 
The notational issue related to the arpeggiation is found in the middle 
section as well. In the recordings, Medtner plays the first octaves as if the tied 																																																								
117 Medtner, The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer, 9.  
118 The Zimermann edition (Figs. 3.1-3.15) and the complete edition (Figs. 3.18, 3.21, 3.23, 3.25, and 
3.26) are used for the present chapter.  
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grace note is attached to the lower note, and the remaining octaves are played in 
broken fashion, slightly quicker than the notion of using a grace note (see Fig. 
3.2). Instead of giving a full notation in every measure, Medtner suggests this 
pattern of using a grace note and arpeggiation in the initial four measures, the 
basis of the section’s melodic and harmonic sequence. The gentle stretch at the 
beginning of each phrase supports its sense of structure, while using broken 
octaves adds more rhythmic fluidity. Considering its repetition in all three 
recordings, this specific example of arpeggiation in Danza festiva can be 
considered as the definite idea of the composer. At the same time, it also suggests 
that Medtner certainly did not ignore the improvisational nature of ornaments, 
and granted freedom in their execution.  
 
Fig. 3.2 Op. 38, no. 3, written and unwritten broken octaves heard in Medtner’s 
recordings, mm. 135-150 (green dotted circle: grace note; orange dotted circle: arpeggio) 
 
The carefully calculated use of pedal, which serves to support the texture 
and the tempo of the piece, is another common feature throughout the three 
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recordings. An adequate use of pedal, as heard in the recordings, enhances the 
melodic quality, while not hindering the voicing and crisp expression of 
articulations. In the climax of the piece, in which the pedal is often overused by 
pianists to create a dramatic effect, Medtner deftly controls the pedal to avoid an 
unnecessary accumulation of sound, while the passage maintains a rich and full 
sonority. Notable in particular is mm. 279-286, in which the dotted line instructs 
the use of pedal over eight measures. The extended pedaling certainly 
contributes to creating a gradual crescendo, yet each hand’s figuration is clearly 
heard. Without creating time to clear the sound of the previous passage, the first 
theme returns almost in straight time, despite a large leap in register and a 
sudden dynamic change of ff to pp. Medtner’s interpretation of this section 
suggests that careful and refined pedaling is essential to achieve clarity of sound 
and structural coherence in performance.  
Medtner’s Danza festiva recordings convey his own realization of comma 
marks, granting insight into the Medtnerian approach to breathing in phrasing. 
In the outer sections of the piece, the return of the first theme contains comma 
marks, interpreted by Medtner to interrupt the melody at the end of the first bar 
of the theme (see Fig. 3.3).  
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Fig. 3.3 Op. 38, no. 3, notated comma marks in the first theme, mm. 62-68 and mm. 342-
348 
 
In all three recordings, Medtner effectively shows the return of the theme in both 
occurrences by a sudden yet seamless notated dynamic change from f to p, with a 
subtle effect of unwritten poco rit. Thus, the expression of the comma marks in m. 
65 and m. 345 is a consequence of the flow of this transition. This type of 
momentary modification of tempo ironically provides a sense of stability to a fast, 
al rigore di tempo piece by discouraging a player’s rushing through following 
sections. The slightly varied indications between these parallel passages, such as 
the displacement of the p marking in m. 344 and the absence of diminuendo at m. 
346, show the internal shape and direction of the phrases in similar ways, not 
strongly contradicting each other. Medtner plays both passages in a very similar 
manner. The same treatment of tempo is heard in Medtner’s repeat of the first 
section, and the beginning of the returning A’ section, in which commas are not 
notated (see Fig. 3.4).  
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Fig. 3.4 Op. 38, no. 3, unwritten comma marks heard in Medtner’s recordings, mm. 1-
15 and mm. 285-291 
 
A brief pause inserted between mm. 287 and 288 facilitates sharp expression of 
the accent on the top note D, and a diminuendo in m. 288. Highlighting the 
downbeat of m. 288 also helps to emphasize the syncopation of the two-bar 
motive occurring in the following measures 289-290. 
 Another notated use of the comma mark appears in the last part of the 
middle section in Danza festiva. At the end of m. 250, Medtner indicated commas 
for both hands (see Fig. 3.5).   
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Fig. 3.5 Op. 38, no. 3, written and unwritten commas heard in Medtner’s recordings, 
mm. 237-251 (dotted circle: unwritten comma) 
 
In this excerpt from the middle section, Medtner notated the fluctuation of tempo 
in detail. Near the end of the subsection, the passage enters poco affrettando (a 
slight increase in tempo) and diminuendo e poco ritenuto in mm. 240-246. 
Following the ritenuto in the previous phrase, the retransition begins with 
pochissimo sostenuto in m. 247 rather than a tempo. As the passage continues and 
the same phrase is immediately repeated in an octave higher (from m. 251), 
Medtner does not take much time at the indicated commas at the end of m. 250, 
which indicate the first phrase of the new subsection. However, the pedaling 
coincides with the existence of comma marks, which confirms their indicative 
function.  
Meanwhile, an unwritten comma is heard in Medtner’s recordings at the 
end of m. 249, which emphasizes the downbeat of m. 250, supported by a hairpin 
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and forzando (see Fig. 3.5).  The left-hand figuration of m. 250, a descending 
second in octaves, reappears in the following phrases. Most notably in mm. 262-
266, Medtner tends to separate each bar as previously done in mm. 249-250 (see 
Fig. 3.6). This passage leads to the climax of the piece, and the separation 
between bars, caused by pedaling, the slur and diminuendo on the left-hand 
figuration, and the use of brief commas, contributes to an increasing tension.  
 
Fig. 3.6 Op. 38, no. 3, unwritten commas heard in Medtner’s recordings, mm. 259-270 
 
In all three recordings, Medtner’s tendency of taking a slower tempo at 
the beginning of a section or a phrase (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.5) is heard at the return 
of the bell motive in mm. 103-118 (see Fig. 3.7). While Medtner maintains a strict 
tempo throughout the first section of Danza festiva, except at the moments of 
commas, this transitional passage is played in a slightly slower tempo than the 
surrounding sections.    
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Fig. 3.7 Op. 38, no. 3, tempo modification heard in Medtner’s recordings, mm. 98-126 
 
Considering the bell motive’s function to establish a dynamic contrast and a 
mood change, this flexibility of tempo is not completely unexpected. 
Nonetheless, Medtner’s recordings provide a reference for similar passages with 
no further indications of agogics.  
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Medtner the Pedagogue: lessons on Danza festiva and Canzona serenata 
recorded by Edna Iles 
Medtner did not take any official professorship after he left the Moscow 
Conservatory, and he only taught a handful of students in Germany, France, and 
England. However, he was undoubtedly a thoughtful and devoted piano 
pedagogue, according to the testimonies of his students. He asserted the 
importance of having an efficient and strategic plan during practice, and this 
approach to his own work is reflected in his teaching as well.119 Medtner was a 
teacher who creatively looked for new ways, rejecting a dogmatic approach.120 
His lessons covered not only the interpretation of pieces but also the 
psychological issues in performance and the physical motion of the performer. 
Medtner’s systematic approach to teaching resonates with that of his last and 
most influential teacher, Vasily Safonov.121   
 While ‘the notes on the interpretation of Medtner works’, written by Edna 
Iles, largely consists of Medtner’s remarks on his own compositions, comments 
on the fundamentals of piano playing that Medtner taught and on selected pieces 																																																								
119 P. Vasiliev, introduction to The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer, by Nikolai Medtner 
(Moscow: State Music Publishers, 1963). 
120 Nikolai Medtner, The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer (Moscow: State Music Publishers, 
1963; 2nd ed. 1978; repr., Moscow: Muzika, 2011), 4. 121 Safonov’s book on piano playing, New Formula for the Piano Teacher and Piano Student (London: 
J. & W. Chester, 1916), provides glimpses of his teaching methods, which influenced Medtner’s 
performing and teaching styles. 
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by J. S. Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, and Brahms are also found. Medtner 
significantly emphasized the fundamentals of piano technique in lessons to Iles, 
even though she was already an accomplished, professional concert pianist. 122 
This reveals Medtner’s deep understanding of the correlation between piano 
technique and sound production in piano playing, which also associates with 
interpretation in performance. This approach more resembles that of Safonov 
than of Pabst, Medtner’s first teacher at the senior division of the conservatory. 
Although Pabst was a successful virtuoso as a German-born pupil of Liszt, and 
Medtner greatly benefitted from his teaching, Pabst did not deal much with 
technical issues in lessons.123  
The excerpts from Iles’s notes containing Medtner’s remarks on Danza 
festiva and Canzona serenata encapsulate Medtner’s integrated approach to 
teaching. According to Medtner’s own classification of his works into two 
categories, al rigore di tempo and flessibile,124 Danza festiva and Canzona serenta 
belong to each category, respectively. So, the notes on these two works can serve 
as guides both for al rigore and flessibile pieces, explaining two different styles 
and, at the same time, what Medtner consistently required regardless of the 
																																																								
122 Karpeyev, 34. 
123 Martyn, 7. 
124 Karpeyev, 98. 
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categories. 
The notes on Danza festiva125 confirm the ideas heard in Medtner’s 
recordings of the same piece, including tempo modification and cantabile playing 
for the themes. While the outer sections of Danza festiva are in strict tempo (al 
rigore di tempo), tempo modifications are allowed in the middle section of the 
piece, a good example of flexibility of tempo found in al rigore pieces. Iles noted 
that ‘Middle part of this piece must be in tempo, or only a minute shade slower 
than first Part.’126 This coincides with the interpretation heard in Medtner’s 
recordings, taking a slightly slower tempo in the beginning of the middle section, 
where the tempo change is not indicated on the score (see Fig. 3.7). Medtner’s 
preference for taking a slower tempo in cantabile sections is corroborated in 
another note by Iles: ‘In alternations between energetic and cantabile places, 
though the tempo is more or less the same, yet the cantabile places must be a 
shade slower, and the livelier, more energetic places a shade quicker.’127   
Iles’s notes on the end of middle section (mm. 271-286) explain how to 
connect the middle and last sections in terms of tempo decision and pedaling. 
For mm. 271-278, Medtner advised that a longer pedal than notated can be used 
																																																								
125 Karpeyev, Appenendix 2, 72 (EIMC, 6.1.3.16). 
126 Ibid. 
127 EIMC, 6.1.4.25 quoted in Karpeyev, 113. 
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for a sonorous effect (see Fig. 3.8). In m. 286, only the least possible rallentando is 
allowed for re-entry of the first theme, which helps to create a brilliant effect by 
giving a sudden change of dynamics.  
 
Fig. 3.8 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Danza festiva, mm. 271-291 (arranged on the 
score) 
 
In spite of Medtner’s instruction, Iles takes a rallentando before the first theme 
returns in her performance recorded in 1968,128 although she mostly follows 
Medtner’s directions for the rest of the piece. This tendency to take extra time to 
finish the section and prepare the returning theme is also found in the recordings 
of Grinberg (Denon COCQ-83980, COCO-80471–nla, 1948) and Schein (Kapp 																																																								
128 St-Laurant YSL, 78-262, 1965. 
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KCL9042, 9042S, 1960). It is assumed that Medtner was aware of this possibility 
of variant interpretation.  
Iles also refers to a concept of ‘bowing’ that Medtner used to mention for 
hand motion. For instance, Medtner asks to play the three-note left hand 
figuration by one movement of the hand, keeping the elbow still. He describes 
the hand movement here as analogous to the bowing of a stringed instrument, 
which controls touch and stroke (see Fig. 3.9).  
 
Fig. 3.9 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Danza festiva, mm. 22-33 (arranged on the 
score) 
 
Medtner takes the same approach for the two-note accompaniment, controlled 
by the hand movement in order to avoid unnecessary accents. Although this 
two-note figuration creates two-against-three rhythms in Danza festiva, Medtner 
did not particularly intend to emphasize cross-rhythms in those passages (see Fig. 
3.10).  
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Fig. 3.10 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Danza festiva, mm. 84-97 (arranged on the 
score) 
 
Iles’s notes also confirm that Medtner requires all of the themes (melodies) to be 
clearly brought out not only in the cantabile middle section but also in the 
energetic outer sections. Medtner often uses expressions such as ‘Make theme 
sing’ and ‘Isolate theme’, and especially in the middle section, a very tender but 
intense cantabile tone is required.  
The notes regarding the Reminiscence theme of Canzona serenata are 
beneficial to interpreting the Reminiscence theme of Sonata Reminiscenza. In 
addition to this, Iles’s notes on Canzona serenata, as one of the flessibile pieces 
containing cantabile themes, give practical advice about Medtnerian tempo 
fluctuation and rhythmic flexibility. Medtner’s remarks on voicing and execution 
of trills and arpeggios are included as well.  
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According to Iles, Medtner advised that Canzona serenata should never be 
static. For the opening of the piece, Iles explains how to shape the phrase, aiming 
at F5 in m. 3 as a highest point (see Fig. 3.11). Only the quarter notes on the top 
voice should be brought out as a theme, having the rest as background. The 
theme may begin slowly, achieving tempo by making an accelerando towards m. 3, 
then ending with diminuendo and rallentando. This example demonstrates 
Medtner’s intention to balance flexibility in tempo and evenness of tone.  
 
Fig. 3.11 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Canzona serenata, mm. 1-9 (arranged on the 
score) 
 
For the second appearance of the Reminiscence theme at the end of the piece, 
Medtner instructed that the middle voice played by the right-hand thumb can be 
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brought out more, but without exaggeration (see Fig. 3.12). 
 
Fig. 3.12 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Canzona serenata, mm. 66-74 (arranged on the 
score) 
 
Medtner’s remarks on the phrase structure and voicing of the Reminiscence 
theme in Canzona serenata can be applied to that of Sonata Reminiscenza, which 
displays similar articulation and expression markings.  
The beginning of the middle section is another example of Medtnerian 
flessibile (see Fig. 3.13). As in the Reminiscence theme, the idea of starting slowly, 
then getting into tempo by increasing speed is introduced here again. Medtner 
points out the importance of having flexibility of rhythm in such sections, using 
terms such as ‘flexibility accelerando’ and ‘flexibility rallentando’.  
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Fig. 3.13 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Canzona serenata, mm. 25-30 (arranged on the 
score) 
 
Iles’s notes reveal that Medtner had clear ideas about which voices to 
highlight or suppress. One example from the first section of Canzona serenata 
elucidates how to shade dynamics in connection with voicing.    
Isolate theme on top line in bars 16-20, with quiet accompaniment, and in lower line 
equally with top line (octave chords) for forte in bars 21-3. Play forte with rounded and 
soft tone quality. Bring out bottom line in right hand in bar 24.  
… Bars 19-20 must gradually become more passionate than the two preceding bars, and 
the music expand and broaden with an allargando in bar 21, reaching climax in bar 22. 
In this bar do not let left hand A♭ kill right hand A♭, top of climax.129    
																																																								129	Karpeyev, Appenendix 2, 72 (EIMC, 6.1.6.16).	
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Fig. 3.14 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Canzona serenata, mm. 16-24 (arranged on the 
score) 
 
This remark illustrates subtle dynamic shading within the theme. The 
description of the forte in m. 22 suggests ‘forte solo’, in which only the theme is 
forte with the accompaniment in piano.130 Considering the character of the first 
section, containing a cantabile theme in piano, forte solo would be more 
appropriate than a sudden ‘forte tous’, which makes every note strong.131   
 Iles’s notes reflect Medtner’s view on ornamentation, which primarily 																																																								
130 Karpeyev, Appendix 2, 11 (EIMC, 6.1.1.11). 
131 Ibid.  
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demands a high speed in execution.   
bar 46 etc. He said if I used his fingering in right hand, I should be able to play it 
quicker.132 bars 46-9. Put pedal down on left hand chords, but take hand off immediately 
chord is struck. Last chord play arpeggio quickly. Last two little notes not too slow.133 In 
bar 49 play last chord with quick arpeggio, and last two little grace notes rather 
slowly.134 
 
 
Fig. 3.15 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Canzona serenata, mm. 45-49 (arranged on the 
score) 
 
Although the speed of the trills in m. 49 is not particularly explained here, it is 
reasonable to infer that the fast quasi-trill figuration in mm. 46-48 leads to the 
trills in m. 49, so it may maintain a high speed. The combination of fermata and 
ritenuto in m. 49 does not seem to affect the speed of the trills. Instead, the last 
two grace notes close the passage at a slower tempo, compared to the previous 
trills and a quick arpeggio in the left hand. This left-hand arpeggio in m. 49 can 
																																																								
132 EIMC, 6.1.3.2. 
133 EIMC, 6.1.3.10. 
134 EIMC, 6.1.6.16. 
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be seen as a part of a series of short chords, which accordingly requires high 
speed. 
 
Medtner the Editor: Medtner’s personal copy of the first edition of op. 38 
One of the highlights of the Glinka Museum’s archive is Medtner’s 
personal copy of printed first editions, described above, which contains opp. 34-
40 in order by opus numbers (opp. 34-5, published by Russian State Publishing 
House; opp. 36-40 by Zimmermann). Among these works, op. 34 was the earliest, 
published in 1919, and op. 39 was published in 1923 (later than op. 40, published 
in 1922), proving that this particular volume was printed and bound after op. 39 
had already been published. 
Medtner’s personal copy of op. 38 offers a rare chance to examine the 
composer’s handwritten corrections and comments. After its publication in 1922, 
Medtner often included pieces from op. 38 in his concert programs during the 
1920s and 1930s.135 As he had constantly played op. 38, it is assumed that the 
corrections were made during this period, during which he went on concert 
																																																								
135 Christoph Flamm, “Verzeichnis der Konzertauftritte Nikolaj Metners,” in Der Russische 
Komponist Nicolaj Medtner. Studien und Materialien (Berlin: Ernst Kuhn Verlag, 1995), 572-631. 
Besides the premiere of op. 38 in 1921 (early version in Moscow) and 1922 (in Berlin), Medtner 
did not perform the entire set of op. 38 as a whole. He used to perform a selection of op. 38, 
grouped with pieces from opp. 39-40, the second and third cycles of Forgotten Melodies, or Tales.  
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tours in the US and Canada, as well as in Paris and London. Considering that 
Iles’s English translation of the lyrics in opp. 36-37 is also written on the score 
(see Fig. 3.16), Medtner might have used this copy in the 1940s, when Iles 
intensively studied with him. 
 
Fig. 3.16 First page of op. 37, no. 1 from Medtner’s personal copy of the first edition 
(Used with the permission of the Glinka Museum)136 																																																								
136 Nikolai Medtner, Personal copy of opp. 34-40, The Glinka Museum Medtner Archive, Ф. 132 
№ 3963.   
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On his private copy, Medtner corrected misprints, such as incorrect notes 
and clefs, missing accidentals, and unnecessary or misplaced slur lines. Although 
most of these errors are noticeable, the composer’s score nonetheless proves that 
the first edition has numerous printing errors. On top of this, Medtner wrote 
down additional dynamic and expression markings, accents, fingerings, and 
pedal markings. Additional comments for performance are included as well. 
Thus, the corrections and comments that Medtner had left on his score are the 
result both of compositional editing and deliberation as a performer. For op. 38, 
there is no considerable revision of the musical text. Nonetheless, Medtner’s 
annotations provide critical information about the composition and related 
performance aspects, which can be regarded as definitive. Fortunately, the 
complete edition has taken into account all of the corrections and additions that 
Medtner had made in his own copy over the years.  
The change made for the beginning of Sonata Reminiscenza is one of the 
important instances that should be considered for a proper reading. Medtner 
crossed out the crescendos towards the highest notes in mm. 1-3 (see Fig. 3.17), 
and the complete edition corrects it accordingly (see Fig. 3.18). While the first 
edition’s crescendos give an impression of stressing the As, the deletion of 
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crescendos proves that the composer did not intend particular accents on those 
notes nor significant dynamic changes.   
 
Fig. 3.17 Op. 38, no. 1, mm. 1-5 from Medtner’s personal copy of the first edition (Used 
with the permission of the Glinka Museum) 
 
 
Fig. 3.18 Op. 38, no. 1, mm. 1-4, complete edition 
 
It is uncertain as to whether the first edition only printed the crescendos in 
absence of diminuendos by mistake, or if the change of idea occurred after the 
publication. Thus, the manuscript of Sonata Reminiscenza would give insight into 
the composer’s original intention. The first page of the manuscript of Sonata 
Reminiscenza is easily accessible within the Dover edition, which introduces the 
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manuscript as part of the definitive score.137 However, this copy of the 
manuscript was probably not the final version before publication, as it does not 
include all the details displayed in the first edition. Interestingly, the manuscript 
provided in the Dover edition contains hairpins in mm. 1-2, which explains the 
articulation and voicing of the passage. The hairpins seemingly intend to shape 
the top line, creating a continuous flow of repeating descending fourths (A-E). 
Although Medtner ultimately deleted the crescendos, both the manuscript and 
the first edition suggest that those repeating As can be a part of the top voice, 
supported by short slur lines between As and the quarter notes on down beats (E 
and F) in mm. 1-3. As a result, the top note As can be slightly articulated with 
balance.  
The additional tempo marking Medtner wrote on the top right of the first page 
(see Fig. 3.17), also available in the complete edition, gives an important rule for 
tempo decision in the piece: ‘all tempo fluctuations should be unnoticeable and 
always gradual, while keeping the general tempo steady.’ 
The comments for the second theme area of Sonata Reminiscenza further 
specify the dynamics and character of the theme.  
																																																								
137 Nikolai Medtner, The Complete Piano Sonatas, II (Mineola, NY: Dover, 1998), front piece. 
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Fig. 3.19 Op. 38, no. 1, mm. 61-71 from Medtner’s personal copy of first edition (Used 
with the permission of the Glinka Museum) 
 
The use of una corda and pianissimo in the fourth measure already suggest the 
quietness of the passage, along with an expressive legatissimo tone. Added piano 
indications clarify the dynamics of the theme, while pp indicated for the right 
hand rather implies dynamic shading for an accompanying line. Medtner 
describes this passage as ‘everything is under a veil, absolute silence and 
serenity’ (see Fig. 3.19, comment no. 2). Except for relatively vague notes (nos. 1 
and 4) and the breath marks added at the end of the fourth and eighth measures 
(no. 5), the complete edition includes the composer’s comments (nos. 2 and 3), 
marked with asterisks (see Fig. 3.20).  
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Fig. 3.20 Op. 38, no. 1, mm. 61-65, complete edition 
 
 Medtner’s correction at the beginning of the development section 
demonstrates another example of using forte solo and dynamic shading between 
voices. Medtner put sforzando (fz) in m. 168, corresponding to m. 176 and m. 180, 
which may indicate an emphasis on the downbeat of the left-hand theme (see 
Fig. 3.21). While forte indications may be applicable to the whole passage, piano 
indications for the right hand in mm. 168-169 and 176-177 seem to contradict the 
forte dynamics of the passage. In this case, the piano indications for the right-hand 
accompaniment in the forte passage probably suggest forte solo, in which only the 
theme is forte. This subtle nuance could not be realized in the complete edition 
(see Fig. 3.22). 
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Fig. 3.21 Op. 38, no. 1, mm. 166-180 from Medtner’s personal copy of the first edition 
(Used with the permission of the Glinka Museum) 
 
	
Fig. 3.22 Op. 38, no. 1, mm. 168-171, complete edition 
 
Meanwhile, the use of sopra in the opening of Danza festiva raises a 
question about hand positions. In mm. 1-9, Medtner added indications of sopra, 
sforzando and pedal, highlighted in red ink (see Fig. 3.23).  
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Fig.	3.23	Op. 38, no. 3, mm. 1-9 from Medtner’s personal copy of the first edition (Used 
with the permission of the Glinka Museum) 	
Without the additional use of sopra, the left-hand chord in m. 4 naturally goes 
above the right hand. Sopra signs in m. 2 and m. 5 seem unnecessary, raising the 
possibility of the composer’s using this term in an unconventional way.  
For comparison, Medtner uses indications of sopra and sotto in Danza col canto, 
op. 40, as expected (see Fig. 3.24). Unfortunately, there is no further information 
regarding this matter found in the score, and the complete edition also lacks an 
explication. One interpretation can be made on the supposition that sopra stands 
for using the right hand over the left hand (see Fig. 3.25). 
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Fig. 3.24 Danza col canto, op. 40, no. 1, mm. 1-12, complete edition 
 
 
Fig. 3.25 Danza festiva, op. 38, no. 3, mm. 1-8, complete edition 
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CHAPTER 4 
Interpreting and Performing Medtner’s Piano Music: Op. 38 and beyond 
Unique dualities are inherent in Medtner’s music, which attracts and 
challenges performers. First of all, Medtner achieved his own individual way of 
merging classical and romantic principles and traits. The lyrical quality and 
harmonic language from the nineteenth-century tradition, along with more 
complex rhythm and texture, are integrated with Beethovenian motivic 
development and an emphasis on logic and form. While avoiding mere 
virtuosity and extravagance, the program-poetic content of Medtner’s music, 
deeply rooted in the romantic tradition, still possesses attributes of clarity, 
periodicity, and regularity.  In Medtner’s music, harmonic, rhythmic and 
polyphonic wealth and simplicity in expression coexist. As a performer, Medtner 
demonstrated a restrained manner on the stage, in contrast to his deep inner 
intensity and expressiveness in playing. Many reviews of his performances attest 
to the incredible singing quality in Medtner’s sound and his sensitive touch 
conveyed in a controlled rhythmic clarity, showing the composer’s personal 
disposition and his focus as musician.     
The architectonic nature that imbues Medtner’s music with organic unity 
demands thorough observation and attentive listening. The performance practice 
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issues regarding Medtner’s music also pose many questions to performers due to 
a lack of an established performance tradition for his music. Fortunately, useful 
sources are available from which authoritative guidelines for Medtner 
performance practice can be gleaned, as has been shown. 
Medtner’s writings and Iles’s notes reveal that the composer possessed a 
well-structured knowledge of piano playing and pedagogy. He often categorizes 
certain concepts in order to systematize them in a clearer sense. Similar to the al 
rigore di tempo versus flessibile approaches to tempo, Medtner suggests a 
classification of musical character into ‘energetic’ and ‘rounded’.138 In a 
discussion on articulation, Medtner explains contrasting types of articulations by 
using terms such as articolando and touche prima ballerina in contrast with legato.139 
An understanding of this type of Medtnerian approach to musical elements and 
piano technique may benefit discussion on performance practice of his music.  
  
																																																								
138 Karpeyev, 118. 
139 The term ‘touche prima ballerina’ refers to a way of playing that resembles the stepping of ballet 
shoes, with a quick removal of the fingers. This results in an articolando touch. Nikolai Medtner, 
The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer (Moscow: State Music Publishers, 1963; 2nd ed. 1978; 
repr., Moscow: Muzika, 2011), 7. 
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Singing on the piano  
A songful nature pervades Medtner’s piano compositions, which requires 
cantabile legato playing – one of the most important fundamentals of Medtnerian 
piano technique. This continued emphasis on a singing quality is consistent 
throughout the notes of both Iles and the composer, but this quality is captured 
most of all in his recorded performances. While Medtner’s piano music 
encompasses a wide range of themes and genres, the use of simple and song-like 
melodies is a pervasive characteristic, especially in the short-form pieces, such as 
Skazki (Tales). Tales form a considerable proportion of the piano works of 
Medtner, and these small character pieces also provide the basis for innovative 
larger forms, like the cycles of Forgotten Melodies. Choosing titles such as Canzona, 
which literally means ‘song’ in Italian, and using breath marks are clear 
indications of a song-like character for the themes and pieces. The basis of the 
formal structure that Medtner developed for these piano works was close to a 
three-part song form. The use of epigraphs in sonatas and Tales, such as Sonata 
Triad (op. 11), Sonata in E minor (op. 25, no. 2), and Tales (op. 34, nos. 2 and 4, 
and op. 35, no. 4), demonstrates an association with poetry and aspects of song 
settings as well.  
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An excerpt from Medtner’s diary, written in September of 1933, provides a 
glimpse of his approach to lyrical pieces, conveying two important concepts: 
‘articolando’ and ‘the red thread of the melody-theme’. Given the program of 
Medtner’s Paris recital in October in the same year, the composer must have been 
working on Sonata Reminiscenza and a group of his Tales during this period.140 
  
Fig. 4.1 Front cover of Medtner’s diary written in 1932-1933141 (left) 
Medtner’s diary on September 23, 1933 (right)  
(Used with the permission of the Glinka Museum) 
 
 
 
 																																																								
140 Medtner gave a recital at the Salle Gaveau in Paris on October 29, 1933. The program included 
Beethoven’s 32 variations, WoO 80; Sonata in F minor “Appassionata”, op. 57; Sonata Reminiscenza 
and Danza festiva, op. 38; Variations, op. 55; and Tales from opp. 26, 8, 51, and 20. Flamm, 623. 
141 Nikolai Medtner, Diaries and methodic notes in 1932-1933, The Glinka Museum Medtner 
Archive, Ф. 132 № 4597.   
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For Reminiscenza and cantilenas in general: 
 
1. Avoid finger articolando; 
2. Absolute precision and suppleness of hand movements, including the 
pressing and releasing of keys. 
3. Absolutely different technique, but still technique; 
4. The fluidity of tone; duration of prolonged notes. Listen until the end! 
5. The red thread of the melody-theme. Avoid harsh accents, always keep 
hands supple!  
6. The retention of perspective and evenness of motion 
 
Table 4.1 Medtner’s diary on September 23, 1933 (the lower half of the page, written 
in red pencil in Fig. 4.1, the author’s translation) 
 
Cantabile legato playing 
 
It is assumed that Sonata Reminiscenza and cantilenas mentioned here 
belong to the category of rounded music, according to Medtner’s classification. 
The descriptions of supple hand movements and tone quality coincide with the 
legato cantabile principle found in the notes of Iles. According to Iles, Medtner 
requires an intense, but rounded and soft tone quality both at its loudest and 
quietest in the legato cantabile passages.142 While keeping the hands relaxed, 
Medtner recommends keeping the elbows out and up a little for the legato 
cantabile themes. He also urged that up and down movements of the hand or arm 
should be avoided in such passages.143 In line with the legato principle that allows 
																																																								
142 Karpeye, Appendix 2, EIMC, 6.1.6.1. 
143 EIMC, 6.1.4.25. 
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each finger to feel weight on the keys, Medtner’s piano cantabile technique 
particularly associates with the flat finger technique:  
For all piano cantabile passages, use a very very flat hand and do not raise 
fingers; simply glide from one note to the other with perfectly flat fingers and no 
movement.144 
 
This idea of using the flat hand for the piano cantabile passages is reflected in 
Iles’s notes on Tale in G# minor, op. 42, no. 3.  
 
Fig. 4.2 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Tale in G# minor, op. 42, no. 3, mm. 1-9145 
 
Medtner further remarked on legato playing:  
Throw weight on to the melodic line. Keep hands and fingers soft and free. Make 
rounded movements between notes of theme. Make each note last and join 
perfectly to next note. For very soft legato playing, as in Brahms Intermezzo, op. 
118, no. 6 pianissimo tunes, keep everything still and make fingers play tune. 
																																																								
144 EIMC, 6.1.1.12. 
145 EIMC, 6.1.2.2. 
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Keep them flat and very soft and raise them for each note.146 
 
 
Fig. 4.3 Brahms, Intermezzo in E♭  minor, op. 118, no. 6, mm. 1-6 
 
While keeping close contact with the keys and avoiding any extra movements, 
the motion of raising the fingers found here is intended for using their natural 
weight and involving only the lateral motion of the hands, not for attacking the 
keys. Medtner advised raising the hand between long notes, or between short 
phrases or groups of notes with varying degrees of height, in order to make 
sound by using its natural weight.147 
Medtner inherited Safonov’s approach to legatissimo playing that avoids 
hitting the keys, rather producing sound by an elastic fall from the root of the 
fingers, transferring arm weight to the finger tips with a loose wrist.148 Among 
contemporaries of Medtner, Breithaupt, a German pedagogue, shared a similar 																																																								
146 EIMC, 6.1.2.4. 
147 The raising motion between phrases or groups of notes is related to the bowing concept of 
Medtner, introduced in the previous chapter. EIMC, 6.1.1.3. 
148 Vasily Safonov, New Formula for the Piano Teacher and Piano Student (London: Chester, 1916), 15. 
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idea of using the natural transfer of the weight from key to key.149 Interestingly, 
French pianist Alfred Cortot’s approach to legato playing that involved using 
natural weight based on freedom of the hands and arms is comparable to 
Medtner’s legato technique. Cortot was known for his cantabile style with a 
relaxed wrist and flat, cushioned fingers, which deviated from the French 
tradition that promotes more clarity in fast, digital playing. Medtner and Cortot 
also shared the ‘bowing’ concept, representing the movement of the hands that 
prevents percussiveness of stroke.150  
 
Articolando 
Articolando, meaning ‘articulating’ in Italian, is another example of 
Medtner’s usage of unusual Italian words. The excerpt from the composer’s 
diary (see Table 4.1) suggests that cantilena playing avoids finger articolando and 
harsh accents. Similarly, Medtner wrote that articolando should not be 
exaggerated in reference to the Tales in E minor, op. 34, no. 2 and F# minor, op. 
51.151 These works have a fairly fast tempo, containing a lyrical theme-
																																																								
149 Reginald R. Gerig, Famous Pianists & Their Technique, New ed. (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2007), 350. 
150 Charles Timbrell, French Pianism: A Historical Perspective, 2nd ed. (Portland, OR: Amadeus 
Press, 1999), 103. 
151 Of the two F# minor pieces in op. 51, no. 4 Allegretto con moto flessibile and no. 5 Presto, the 
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accompaniment texture (see Figs. 4.4 and 4.5). In this context, an exaggeration of 
articolando can be caused by the fast figurations of the accompaniments. Not only 
the lyrical themes but also the accompaniments should be played without sharp 
accents and unnecessary harshness of sound in rounded and singing pieces.  
 
Fig. 4.4 Tales in E minor, op. 34, no. 2, mm. 1-4152 
 
 
Fig. 4.5 Tales in F# minor, op. 51, no. 5, mm. 29-36 
 																																																																																																																																																																					
composer did not specify which he is referring to, or if he is referring to both. Nikolai Medtner, 
The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer (Moscow: State Music Publishers, 1963; 2nd ed. 1978; 
repr., Moscow: Muzika, 2011), 20. 
152 The Complete Edition, III (Moscow: State Music Publishers, 1960) is used for the present chapter. 
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In other circumstances, Medtner recommends an articolando approach. Regarding 
the same piece, Tale in F# minor, op. 51, no. 5, Iles commented:  
I use too much pedal in this. Medtner plays it much more clearly, slower, and 
more articulated. He said I must put pedal down only 1/4.153 
 
The clarity of sound and expression that Medtner had shown in his performance, 
which he demands for his compositions as well, can be achieved through a 
proper and careful use of articolando.  
It (theme) must soar above the general texture of the music however 
complicated. But the other parts though more subdued…at the same time 
nothing must ever be obscure. All details even in the fastest figurations must be 
clear and articulate.154 
  
Iles’s notes contain many examples of fast leggiero passages in soft dynamics, 
which require a more articulated approach. In al rigore di tempo passages, the 
articulated and distinct quality of sound is even more important, keeping 
accurate rhythms and steady tempo. Meanwhile, the complete edition 
recommends for the coda of Sonata tragica (al rigore di tempo section) that the 
upper notes of the thirds in the right hand should be played without accents (see 
Fig. 4.6). This example confirms that articolando does not necessarily involve 
accents or loudness. Medtner’s clearly articulated, yet controlled and refined 
leggiero touch is captured in his recordings of Sonata tragica and Tale in D minor 																																																								
153 EIMC, 6.1.3.20. 
154 EIMC, 6.1.6.1. 
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(see Fig. 4.7). 
 
Fig. 4.6 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Sonata tragica, op. 39, no. 5, mm. 267-272 
(arranged on the score)155 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.7 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Tale in D minor, op. 51, no. 1, mm. 1-9 
(arranged on the score)156 																																																								
155 EIMC, 6.1.4.18. 
156 EIMC, 6.1.3.20. 
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The red thread of the melody-theme 
 
Iles further recorded Medtner’s remarks on Tale in D minor, op. 51, no. 1:  
 
He said in this I did not think of the fil rouge of the theme, that is, theme should 
be as it were underlined in red ink. Said all the other parts came out too 
much…must remember it is a very light piece, leggierissimo.157 
 
Both in the notes of Iles and Medtner ‘the fil rouge of the theme’ appears often, 
and Iles identified it as the principal requirement in the interpretation of 
Medtner’s music.158 The concept of red thread refers to having a sense of unity 
and direction in performance. The sense of moving forward and vitality heard in 
Medtner’s playing was perhaps achieved by this strategy, keeping the 
perspective of the whole piece. Medtner reiterated the importance of having a 
broad perspective in performance. 
Everything must come out, be born out of silence. Bring the silence into everything. The 
silence and the freedom of the fingers come when the perspective of the thought, the red 
thread of the theme, is visible.159  
 
For Medtner, as a pianist, the red thread concept was the method for pacing the 
whole work. At the same time, Medtner’s music requires this type of approach in 
order to convey harmonic coherence and unity of form, a dominant characteristic 
																																																								
157 EIMC, 6.1.6.5. 
158 Edna Iles, “Medtner, friend and master”, Recorded Sound 70-71 (1978): 793, quoted in Karpeyev, 
170. 
159 Nikolai Medtner, The Daily Work of the Pianist and Composer (Moscow: State Music Publishers, 
1963; 2nd ed. 1978; repr., Moscow: Muzika, 2011), 10. 
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of his music.160  
The Medtnerian approach to tempo, which aims to maintain what he 
called the common axis of tempo, is the key element in creating a sense of the fil 
rouge. According to Iles, Medtner’s music always has an axis or point of reference 
in tempo, and both al rigore di tempo and flessibile should be applied based on the 
fixed, fundamental tempo of the piece.161 Karpeyev suggests that Medtner’s al 
rigore approach helps to keep the fil rouge where textural details are abundant, 
which may distract the performer’s attention.162 In the same context, the 
expression of flessbile should be gradual and subtle in order to preserve the unity 
of the work.163  
In terms of having a ‘perspective’, the idea of the red thread can be 
applied at different levels – from a phrase, or a section of the work, to a cycle of 
works. In particular, the internal thematic unity of the cycle, one of the major 
features of Medtner’s music, can be articulated through the fil rouge. The first 
cycle of Forgotten Melodies, op. 38, is the most obvious set, in which the 
Reminiscence theme is not only recapitulated within Sonata Reminiscenza but also 
unifies and connects related pieces of the cycle. Regarding Sonata Reminiscenza, 																																																								
160 Karpeyev, 98. 
161 EIMC, 6.1.4.24. 
162 Karpeyev, 107. 
163 EIMC, 6.1.6.1. 
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Neuhaus wrote:  
….an abundance of contrasting moments…deep meditation, elegiac moods and 
inexhaustible energy – but everything leads to a clearly defined goal, the 
‘trajectory’ of the sonata from the first until the last note is felt as one continuous 
line!164 
 
In fact, however, Medtner used to perform selected pieces from op. 38, not the 
entire cycle. For example, Danza rustica and Danza festiva were often paired in his 
recital programs, and Medtner performed only Sonata Reminiscenza with Danza 
festiva at one of his Paris recitals.165 Meanwhile, Medtner advised Iles that Sonata 
tragica (op. 39, no. 5) must be preceded by Canzona matinata (op. 39, no. 4) with an 
attacca.166 This reduced selection might have been due to the considerable length 
of the cycle compared to the limited number of performances, rather than the 
composer’s preference. For the shorter sets of works, such as opp. 14 and 20, 
Medtner often performed them as complete cycles.167  
Therefore, performers should be aware that the fil rouge of the theme 
brings a unique narrative to the cycle when the unifying devices are presented 
throughout the whole set. The A minor Reminiscence theme in op. 38 is one of 																																																								
164 Heinrich Neuhaus, “Contemporary of Scriabin and Rachmaninov,” Soviet Music 11 (1961): 72, 
quoted in Dolinskaya, 123. 
165 Flamm, 623. 
166 EIMC, 6.1.3.4. 
167 In “Medtner’s Skazka and composition language”, Chernaya-Oh suggests that Medtner’s Tales 
form the cycles through thematic and tonal unity (op. 8); rhythmic complexity (op. 9); the contrast 
of images, themes and texture (opp. 14, 20, 26, 42, and 48); the program (op. 51); and allusion of 
sonata cycle (opp. 34 and 35). 
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the unifying devices of the cycle, transforming into Alla reminiscenza in A major 
after going through key changes in Sonata Reminiscenza and Canzona serenata. 
This mode change from the initial piece through the last can be detectable only in 
witnessing the performance of the entire cycle.  
 
Voicing 
In The Muse and the Fashion, Medtner espoused the pursuit of ‘harmony’ in 
art, namely the sense of a coordination of multiplicity into unity, and the 
gravitation of any kind of complexity toward simplicity.168 Medtner rejected mere 
complexity, and his desire for gravitation towards the fundamentals can be 
applied to all of the elements of music – form, harmony, rhythm, and texture. As 
the red thread of the theme concept already implies, Medtner’s music certainly 
has foreground content that takes priority. This is why the condensed forms and 
heavy textures of Medtner’s music should be carefully observed and analyzed. 
The notes of Medtner and Iles prove that the composer had a clear idea to 
prioritize voices and possessed practical techniques for voicing.  
 Medtner often used the term ‘isolation’ for highlighting the main melody, 
and Iles’s notes provide detailed instructions on how to isolate the theme in 																																																								
168 Medtner, The Muse and the Fashion, 66. 
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different types of textures. In order to isolate the theme, control over the 
accompanying voices by dynamic and articulation shading is as important as the 
cantabile legato technique, using weight to project the voice that plays the theme. 
When the theme is in double notes or chords, the voices underneath the theme 
should be released immediately, or even played staccato with the help of proper 
pedaling.169 This technique can be applied to the first theme in sixths from Sonata 
Reminiscenza, and the themes in thirds from Danza festiva, Canzona fluviala, and 
Canzona serenata. While the themes in piano or dolce octaves take a similar 
approach, bringing out the top voice, Medtner suggests a thumb-weight 
technique for the themes in forte octave chords. Instead of highlighting the top 
voice only, this thumb technique shifts the weight onto the thumbs, facilitating a 
warmer and sonorous tone in forte octave passages. In the coda of the first 
movement of Sonate-Ballade, op. 27, for example, the accent on the thumb in m. 
233 confirms this idea (see Fig. 4.8). As the theme begins with non-octave chords 
in the right hand, the top voice is brought out first, after which continuing 
octaves reinforce the sonorous tone by the support of thumbs.  
																																																								
169 EIMC, 6.1.6.1. 
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Fig. 4.8 Selected notes by Edna Iles on Sonate-Ballde, op. 27, mm. 231-234 (arranged on 
the score)170 
 
The first theme of Danza silvestra can also be seen as a forte tous octave passage 
due to the energetic character of the theme, established through the preceding 
section’s harmonic and dynamic buildup (see Fig. 4.9). Although the accents on 
the octave chords in the right hand in mm. 45-48 do not exactly indicate the 
thumb, this forte tous passage may benefit from the thumb-weight technique for a 
better sound production. 
 
Fig. 4.9 Danza silvestra, op. 38, no. 7, mm. 41-48 																																																								
170 EIMC, 6.1.1.8. 
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In such sections where the theme is interwoven with accompaniment in 
one hand, like the middle sections of Danza festiva and Danza rustica, the 
accompanying voices should be sufficiently subdued (see Figs. 2.20 and 3.7). 
Considering the character of the piece and its theme, which begins piano with 
cantando, the brief moment of forte in Danza graziosa is close to forte solo. Thus, 
only the melody in the middle voice should be brought out, even though the 
chords above it are marked tenuto (see Fig. 4.10). Also in Danza rustica, although 
the passage is marked egualemente, suggesting that the two voices in the right 
hand be equal, independent lines, the main melody in the middle voice should 
be brought out more to balance the brighter top voice (see Fig. 4.11).  
 
Fig. 4.10 Danza graziosa, op. 38, no. 2, mm. 16-20 
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Fig. 4.11 Danza rustica, op. 38, no. 5, mm. 45-55 
 
 
Comma marks 
Comma marks are commonly found throughout Medtner’s piano 
compositions, despite not being traditionally associated with piano music 
notation. A pioneer of this notation, predating Debussy and Bartók, Medtner’s 
earliest known use of commas is found in Tale, op. 8, published in 1906 (see Fig. 
4.12). This notational habit in piano music is a part of the elaborate style of 
Medtner’s notation, which also reflects his experience as a song-writer. 
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Medtner, Tale in C minor, op. 8, no. 1 (published in 1906), mm. 11-14 
	
Debussy, The Little Sheperd, from Children’s Corner, L. 113 (published in 1908), mm. 1-4 
	
Bartók, Romanian Dance, op. 8a, no. 2 (published in 1910), mm. 101-107 
 
Fig. 4.12 The earliest use of comma marks in the piano music of Medtner, Debussy, 
and Bartók 	
In the preface of Sonata-Vocalize, op. 41, no. 1, Medtner stated that the comma 
represented a caesura, a short pause of breath without taking another.171 This 
may amount to more a momentary break than an actual pause, which would 
require taking additional time. For example, in Sonata-Vocalize (see Fig. 4.13), the 																																																								
171 Complete Edition, VI, 97. 
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use of a comma in m. 27 in the piano part, following that of the voice line in mm. 
19 and 23, indicates the isolation of a two-note motive rather than a need to 
interrupt the melody’s phrasing.    
	
	
Fig. 4.13 Medtner, Sonata-Vocalise, op. 41, no. 1, mm. 17-27 
 
Similarly, Iles’s notes on the last movement of Sonata romantica, op. 53, no. 1, 
reaffirm that the comma should not imply a pause, but rather divided phrases 
(see Fig. 4.14).172 In this context, the comma mark indicates the internal phrasing 
of the theme.  
																																																								
172 EIMC 6.1.3.7 Further remarks by Medtner on Sonata romantica, op. 53, no. 1, heard at Foreign 
Park, Wooton Waven during Autumn and Winter 1941 and Winter and Spring 1942. 
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Fig. 4.14 Sonata romantica, op. 53, no. 1, mm. 3-7 
In comparison, Iles’s notes on the interpretation of Medtner’s comma marks in 
Danza ondulata, op. 40, no. 5, give somewhat different advice. 
Play with élan. It seems as though he is thinking of water-nymphs making 
movements in the water. The three notes leading up to the comma apparently 
correspond to a movement, with élan. There must be a real break at comma, the 
note before it being quite short and fairly strong, and although he said comma 
must not hold up time or rhythm, when he played it, these was a slight pause, 
quite noticeable, in fact.173  
 
 
Fig. 4.15 Danza ondulata, op. 40, no. 5, mm. 1-2 
 
Therefore, although the comma marks in the piano works of Medtner are 
primarily intended to indicate the ends of phrases or motives without making a 
																																																								
173 EIMC 6.1.4.8 Remarks by Medtner on his Danza ondulata, op. 40, no. 5, heard in London on 
February 19th 1935. 
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substantial pause, they can be understood occasionally as signifying an 
additional short breath for expressive effect. Medtner’s recordings of Canzona 
matinata and Sonata tragica, op. 39, nos. 4-5, demonstrate both cases. In the first 
section of Canzona matinata, Medtner does not take any extra time where he 
notated comma marks (see Fig. 4.16). This example is similar to the case of Sonata 
romantica (see Fig. 4.14), where comma marks show the internal phrasing without 
an actual break. This type of comma mark discourages any inclination to rush as 
the course of a larger phrase develops. 
 
Fig. 4.16 Canzona matinata, op. 39, no. 4, mm. 23-29 
 
The comma mark in m. 46 of Sonata tragica is another example heard in 
Medtner’s own recording, indicating the end of the phrase without a break (see 
Fig. 4.17).  
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Fig. 4.17 Sonata tragica, op. 39, no. 5, mm. 41-46 
 
Conversely, Medtner chose moments of short silence during the later part of 
Sonata tragica. For instance, in m. 265, where the comma marks are indicated for 
both hands right before the third beat, a very brief pause is heard as the pedal is 
removed. Medtner makes an even more significant pause in the following 
measure, in which silenzio (silence) is notated with a fermata. Both comma marks 
in mm. 265-266 serve to emphasize the notes following via additional pauses. 
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Fig. 4.18 Sonata tragica, op. 39, no. 5, mm. 263-266 
 
Medtner’s strategy of using comma marks in the recording of Sonata tragica can 
be generalized to those of Sonata Reminiscenza. Like the third example of Sonata 
tragica in m. 266, which punctuates the end of the section prior to the beginning 
of coda (see Fig. 4.18), the recapitulation of Sonata Reminiscenza contains a 
comparable event in a somewhat smaller scale (see Fig. 4.19). Before the entrance 
of the new theme in G major in m. 301, the D major theme ends with a pair of 
commas within poco ritenuto. Although there is no dramatic change in dynamics 
between the two phrases, using a short pause would be effective to highlight the 
unexpected appearance of a new theme in the recapitulation of the sonata.  
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Fig. 4.19 Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 295-303 
 
Canzona serenata illustrates an example in which the comma indicates the 
separation of phrases. In the returning section in which a meter change alters the 
theme, Medtner has varied the phrasing by placing the comma marks at different 
beats than those of the first section (see Fig. 4.20). If the returning section were to 
follow the internal phrasing of the first section, the comma mark would come at 
the end of m. 51. In this case, the comma marks, representing a brief pause with a 
diminuendo directed towards the end of the phrase, could help to underline this 
subtle change in phrasing. 
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Fig. 4.20 Canzona serenata, op. 38, no. 6, comma marks in the first section (mm. 16-19) 
and the returning section (mm. 50-53) 
 
 
Execution of ornaments and broken chords 
Grace notes, trills, and broken chords are frequently used in Medtner’s 
compositions. Not only the frequency but also the variety of figuration is 
characteristic of Medtner’s ornamentation. Some of the ornamental figurations 
are technically challenging, and the matter of speed and timing in execution 
brings further questions.  
According to Iles, Medtner generally advised her to make trills even and 
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free in order to make them sound like vibration.174 Written out trill passages, as 
well as trill signs, are common in Medtner’s piano music. The complete edition 
includes Medtner’s remark on the written-out trill in Meditazione of Sonata 
romantica, op. 53, no. 1, explaining that the trill in m. 37 should be executed freely 
and quickly (see Fig. 4.21).175 Medtner’s recording of Tale in A minor, op. 34, no. 
3, also reveals that he played the trill-like passages as fast as regular trills (see 
Fig. 4.22). 
 
Fig. 4.21 Sonata romantica, III. Meditazione, op. 53, no. 1, mm. 36-37 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.22 Tale in A minor, op. 34, no. 3, mm. 9-12, mm. 26-28 																																																								
174 EIMC 6.1.1.18. 
175 Complete Edition, IV, 125. 
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The written-out trills are sometimes extended and concluded with trills of 
the same or faster tempo, indicated with trill signs. Sonata-Ballade, op. 27, 
displays a written-out trill passage, connected to the trill, including trilling 
fourths in one hand (see Fig. 4.23). Medtner played all of these trills in mm. 273-
74 at the same speed. Written-out trills can occur where they are not immediately 
evident: regarding the trill passage in Tale in C minor, op. 42, no. 2, Iles wrote 
that the trill actually begins at the second eighth note in m. 42 before a trillo sign, 
and the fermata in the same measure should not make a break, proceeding to the 
next phrase uninterruptedly (see Fig. 4.24).176  
 
Fig. 4.23 Sonata-Ballade, op. 27, mm. 271-276 
 
																																																								
176 EIMC 6.1.2.2. 
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Fig. 4.24 Tale in C minor, op. 42, no. 2, mm. 40-46 
 
Like the tremolo trill with fermata of the C minor Tale (see Fig. 4.24), Medtner’s 
trills are occasionally combined with rallentando, diminuendo, and fermata. The 
prolonged trill passage at the end of the middle section of Canzona serenata is a 
typical example of this elaborate combination (see Fig. 3.15). Iles summarized 
that the trill in rallentando should maintain its high speed while lasting longer to 
fill out the rallentando.177 For the trill in diminuendo, Medtner advised Iles to lessen 
the movement of fingers gradually, so that the last note of the trill should die 
away without any accent.178 Thus, the ending of the trills accompanied with 
sostenuto/ritenuto and diminuendo in Sonata-Ballade and Sonata Reminiscenza should 
be controlled, fading away with no accents (see Fig. 4.25).  
																																																								
177 EIMC 6.1.1.18. 
178 Ibid. 
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Sonata-Ballade, II. Introduzione, op. 27, mm. 63-64 
 
Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 320-323 
 
Fig. 4.25 Trills with diminuendo in Sonata-Ballade and Sonata Reminiscenza 
 
Medtner recommended a finger staccato approach for mordents to make them 
quick and strong. With fingering 2-3-2, the third finger should be drawn sharply 
into palm immediately after striking the note, keeping the hand flat and the wrist 
stable.179 Medtner also stipulated quick playing for different types of grace notes. 
For the opening of the third piece of Second Improvisation, op. 47, Iles recorded 
that the grace notes must be well articulated, not running into the next note, 
while the phrase is shaped with accelerando and rallentando in gradation (see Fig. 
4.26).180 The grace notes should be played quickly in order to keep the metric 
pulse precisely in its fast tempo. Danza silvestra contains a similar type of grace-
																																																								
179 EIMC 6.1.1.4. 
180 EIMC 6.1.4.19. 
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note passage in a fast tempo (see Fig. 4.27).  
 
Fig. 4.26 Winged Dancers, op. 47, no. 3, mm. 1-4 
 
 
Fig. 4.27 Danza silvestra, op. 38, no. 7, mm. 9-10 and mm. 17-19 
 
Embellished arpeggios are often used as well. For example, the downbeat chord 
with grace notes in m. 83 of Sonata Reminiscenza can be seen as a combination of 
arpeggio and appoggiatura (see Fig. 4.28). Except for the appoggiatura, the notes 
belonging to arpeggios are usually held as in this example. Similar figuration is 
found in the Tale in C minor, op. 42 (see Fig. 4.29). For the grace notes in m. 17, 
Iles wrote that they should be played as quickly as possible, bringing the hand 
off on the top C.181 
																																																								
181 EIMC 6.1.2.2. 
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Fig. 4.28 Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 80-83 
 
 
Fig. 4.29 Tale in C minor, op. 42, no. 2, mm. 12-18 
 
Medtner’s remark on the grace notes in his Sonata romantica reiterates the 
importance of speedy execution of grace notes to prevent their interfering with 
the rhythm of the main chords (see Fig. 4.30).182 Even in a slow tempo, Medtner 
played grace notes very quickly. In his recording of the Tale in C minor, op. 8, 
no. 1 (Andantino), the grace notes in mm. 5-7 are played almost on the beat, not 
emphasizing any separation of the chords (see Fig. 4.31). Similarly, Medtner 
advised Iles that arpeggios in slow passages should not be played too slowly, as 
																																																								
182 EIMC 6.1.2.9. 
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if they were a melody.183 
 
Fig. 4.30 Sonata romantica, III. Meditazione, op. 53, no. 1, mm. 7-9 
 
 
Fig. 4.31 Tale in C minor, op. 8, no. 1, mm. 1-10 
 
In line with the preservation of the main note’s rhythm and beat, Medtner 
carefully notated accents for principal and auxiliary notes. Accents are put either 
solely on the principal note or grace note, or on both, necessitating careful 
differentiation. In the opening of Sonata tragica (Allegro risoluto), the accent is 
placed solely above the principal C minor chord (see Fig. 4.32). As Medtner 
																																																								
183 EIMC 6.1.1.17. 
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deftly portrays, the rapid grace-note chord is of equal volume but without 
accent, connecting the two as if to resemble a single chord. Conversely, the 
chordal grace notes in the third movement of the F minor Sonata, op. 5, are 
accented (see Fig. 4.33), and Medtner commented that the accented grace notes 
should be played simultaneously with the right hand chord. In these two 
examples, accented chords tend to fall on the beats. 
 
Fig. 4.32 Sonata tragica, op. 39, no. 5, mm. 1-3 
 
 
Fig. 4.33 Sonata in F minor, III. Largo, op. 5, mm. 51-53 
 
Near the end of the development section in Sonata Reminiscenza, the outer notes 
of broken chords are accented. Medtner specified that the lower of the grace 
notes should be accented.184 Referring to Medtner’s idea on the trills in 
																																																								
184 Complete Edition, III, 77. 
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rallentando, grace notes in allargando probably need to be played quickly.    
 
Fig. 4.34 Sonata Reminiscenza, op. 38, no. 1, mm. 262-265 
 
Exceptional moments in which Medtner played ornaments in a slower manner 
are also found in his recordings. In his Sonata tragica recording, the grace notes in 
the melody of the closing section in the exposition are played fairly slowly, 
coming before the beat (see Fig. 4.35).  
 
Fig. 4.35 Sonata tragica, op. 39, no. 5, mm. 111-116 
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Conclusion 
Nikolai Medtner’s music still remains largely unknown to the general 
public, yet the professional musicians and researchers familiar with his 
contributions have discovered the rich value of his music and his pianism. 
Rachmaninoff, a lifelong friend and admirer of Medtner’s, proclaimed 
unequivocally that Medtner was indeed the greatest composer of his time.185 
While Moscow and London have figured as the focal cities both for Medtner’s 
own activities and Medtner scholarship, his music and influence is proceeding to 
gain international renown. It is primarily the initiative of Russian pianists and 
musicians from Russia or England with academic backgrounds that is driving 
this movement.	
Medtner’s increasing popularity, along with newly released recordings, 
serve as further evidence for this revival. Nevertheless, Medtnerian scholarship 
up to this point has yet to accomplish a thorough exploration of performance 
practice issues. Freedom of expression and interpretation is undoubtedly 
important to any performer, and yet a sole reliance on personal subjectivity with 
a lack of awareness of the authoritative sources on the subject could very well 
lead to a misrepresentation of the composer’s intent. Concerning Medtner in 																																																								
185 Apetyan, Pisma, 540. 
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particular, a figure who had upheld a strict ideal of his own artistic vision, a 
conscious initiative to accurately appraise the composer’s intention and pianistic 
technique is appropriate. In an effort to construct an accurate model for an 
authentic interpretation, this dissertation introduces and relies on existing 
primary and secondary sources with accompanying analyses. Such means of 
collecting authoritative clues toward the interpretation of Medtner’s music may 
eventually encourage and result in the further publication of critical Medtnerian 
scholarship. 
During a period of such radical artistic evolution, Medtner insisted on 
paving his own path and embodying the absolute world of art, preserving a 
heritage of musical predecessors through his creative faculty. The informed 
listener, with a firm grasp of history and art, will come to appreciate this yet 
hidden treasure trove of music. But it is the important task of the informed 
performer to grant that Medtner’s music be faithfully represented and 
understood across generations.	
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